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only are the trials, labors and

conquests over self nearer the end; but
the final fruition is less remote. And
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The

—

ill,with the warning hand,

Nay, ghosts of the weary past;
Serene, as in armor of faith, I stand—

countries ; and the instinct of a renewed

of the one good deed.”

To my rest in his hone above.
—Sunday

ee

pp A A
REV.

C.F.

PENNEY.

vation” when he comforted the saints in
Rome with the assurance, *‘ Now is our
salvation nearer than when we believed,”
it is no straining of the context to make

it deliverance from the sin which darkens
the path of good men, or final escape from
the temptations and dangers which waylay
all travelers to the Celestial City. Atany
rate, it’ serves our purpose, as we stand

on the threshold of a New Year, to so inso we congratulate all who

the various discipline of the way, good for
the soul, but not the less hard to bear, is

by so much nearer ended.
ly its

and
there
Work

whose

limit

ended,—home

press on

every

other

heart.

half.

Man

to take thought for the morrow

has

in spite of

all the sparrows or the lilies have to say.
The ant is the true teacher. Now the
burden has to be carried only for what
time remains.

The

wakeful

and

weary

watchers have fewer nights by three hundred, and the feeble frames

that

will

go

up to the sanctuary on the first Sabbath of

the New Year, with fatigued and hesitating
step, are fifty Sabbaths nearer the

ing “of the everlasting doors

uplift-

where the

King of glory shall come in. '
* It is just as true of the trials of life. In
our school of discipline here, like children,
we long
for the recesses; more than all,

we wish we were out.
The beautiful
things that are given us are merely meant
to live and ledarn by.
Our books are class-

books ; we may read for pleasure by-and-

by, afier.te study hous are over, i

vou;

It is what we are to have, not our. pres-

ent possession, that is to

interest.

‘secure oir chiof

Richard Cecil was right in say-

you begin to admire its

figures and form, God in love will dash
it

to the ground .»
;
This 'is the philosophy of bereavements.

It will be a blessed thing nof to Lave
them, nor to need them. What a land that

will be, whose soil never has been broken
for a grave, or whose free air never
has

vibrated under a funeral knell or hynin
!
are one post more on our joutney. to-

wardsdh,

tly

EY

A

The victory of Selficonquest, is Reaver

than ever before, . Who does not, get
weary of a conlict - which never ods?

How it burdened the Apostle, the constant

presence of evil when he would do good,
The world,
the flesh and the deyil are all

on the alert. How hateful this continual
duty in the sentry box ! Who does not
re-

member the resolutions made
\ How

almost

the pardoned are pure. It is the dead’
that are safe—the lost are preserved—the
deceased are in the land of the living.
It is said that the fishermen’s wives, on
the shores of the Adriatic, are wont to go

down on the beach, especially when the
chime of vespers strikes, and the night
promises to be tumultuous or unusually
dark,and there lift up their voices as only
Italian women know how, singing some
sweet little barearolles, with a long lingering note for a refrain at the end of
each . verse. When the ‘last beautiful
swell of harmony has got well started out
alertly listen for a response.

If it be pos-

sible to communicate, their husbands and
brothers, far out of sight, send back the

those

sailed

who'

have

out on

left

us

here, and have

that mysterious

last year?

many have read them over again, on-

lytqremember that they-were under protest
a wholeseason ago ! The record is shameful

and discouraging. * And who is not troiib-

led with an hotest fear that this year ill
see it all repeated. again?

. ‘We are bidden to reckon ourselves’as
dead unto sin, but alive unto God through

our ““ Lord Jesus

Christ.”

How

full of

main

all

around this living world, do even attempt

to echo our music back

to reach

sure they hear what we sing, in faith and
love, in praise of their
Redeemer and

ours. At any rate, it is beautiful to think
of them when the years strike their evening chime. “And we know there will be
one day when certainly we shall hear
from them, when the quick and the

shall be caught up together." .
‘But this fruition includes’ the

of Jesus.”

dead

;
presence

The play:of earthly shadows

is ceasing more and more on

our vision.

More and more real becomes that
which once was so dim and distant.

land
The

great future is opening its doors. Like
the disciples on the mountof transfiguration, we lift up our eyes and see no man,
save Jesus only.
That mere glimpse of

glory

made

Peter almopt beside himself,

“What
an acquisition is one hour of
spiritual communion with those whom
our soul loveth!
What will an eterniTo some who read these

tercessory prdyer is

lines,

the

in-

beginning to press:

«Pather, I'will ‘that they also whom

thou

hast given

they

me,’be

whére

I am,

‘that

Still further,

ERT

’

A

"The re

BH din

or its

{

of all

and death

equivalent,

is

the

phrase we use at the close of a prayer.
We ask God to forgive our sins through
the atoning sacrifice of his Son, to receive
Compare this: cusus for Christ's sake.

a more

andsomely/ furnished

becoming

The partial

are~represented by Mbleau scenes and
figures modeled

‘already.

To al-

most any young, person: it. would

be

a

take the opportunity

same

piece of reading of unusual value. : I will
to isay

the

thing also for Mr. Thayer’s three , volumes, through the same publisher; vivid

sketches of the lives of
Lawrence, and Nelson

and girls.

Mary Lyon, Amos
Storer, for boys

The titles are

‘ The

Good

Girl and True Woman ;” “¢ The Poor Boy
and Merchant Prince ;” ¢ Nelson, or How

a Country
City.”

Boy Made His Way in the
Hy
i. VID,
Hip

0 4 Lo BE ED a SE CLA

h

MISSION

from the works of the

a.

ranted to give equal satisfaction to all
shades of belief und unbelief, of disagreement and error! They also promise that
religious people shall find themselves
‘“edified.”
There's no“ telling. ‘But I
védnture the opinion that nothing is so unreal in effect, or so unrealizing for the
mind,
as scenic representations and
plays universally; and if I wished to redice any personage or fact to mythic
nonentity for the people, I would habituate them to seeing the objectso repre-

Christ is the way,—the

door,

40-044
* +O

WHY NOT NOW ?

I should be glad to draw

attention to

this point; which I believe to be well-

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 26, 1878.
During the Congressional holiday recess, ws
invite the ns
Weds Wd to accompany
us on a shor to
ugh
some
of the x=

ecutive Dope

gov

' The

the one hand, and the Pato office with the

Post-office exactly opposite due east from the
formér, being ‘nearly a mile;—the- Treasury

ona line between and not quite equidistant,
while the® Agricultural Bureau and Smithsonian

Institution,—the

latter,

howaver,

properly a Department,—are

situated

a mile to the south,

not

:

shout

' ‘Let us visit the Treasury first. We enter by
the Avenue front,—the hour, noon—and the
are

strelling

through the long marble corridors,

chatting

ladies

clerks,

gentlemen,

and

and tating their lunch. There is no mid-day

meal in Washington, except among the local

WORK.

pn

community, ample opportunity for all the
prictical exercise of missionary zeal
they choose to put forth. Inthe country
there may be found, in nearly every
school district, families in comfortable
circumstances who seldom go to church.
Some of these may with reasonable effort
be persuaded to attend meeting with considerable regularity. In other neighborhoods meetings may be established either
at the school-house or at private houses,
as has often been done. ' At these ‘meet-

ings any earnest, warm-hearted Chris-

tian, who feels the home missionary spirit

burning within him, may find an excellent

Congress is

and laboring classes.

tradesmen

CONDUCTED BY REV. 4. C. 'WATERMAY,

great artist, accompanied by recitals
from the record of the evangelists, and
passages sung from the sacred. musical

influence of good deeds.” We may rejoice
that we,in this world of sin,are able to do
something for promoting holiness. Let
us love what is holy so much that we
shall delight to engage in this labor for
the good we may accomplish, not as an
expedient for gaining heaven. God will
forgive us for Christ's sake if we humbly

sometimes

in session from twelve to four, and

five; the department hours are from nine to
the ‘government
so that among
four;
people the; regular, dinner: hour is:at fiveor
thereabouts, Passing directly orefrom the doer

Cash Room,”

we entered, we come to the

a beautiful, capacious apartment, the walls,
¢éiling, counters and flodrs;all of solid marble
and of different colors, design and “finish. * The

foreign specimens are very’ fine and predomi-

nate in extent over those of native origin Al
of the clerks are completely hemmed in by ia
system of wire

the

wicker work;

and

frame

whole appearing very much like an imniense
cage, the door of each’ clerk’s “cage” clos
and Tocking after him ' whenever he leaves, if

only for'a moment. The'most extensive ‘Hite
since the
cautions, have been) inaugurated
famous 47,000 dollar robbery that : ocencréd:in

A gallery,

four years ago,

this recom some

with floor of marble and iron railing, encircles, at a hight of twenty feet, the entire
room,and from that’ position’ te glances down
of’ green’ paper and

bundles

upon the huge

shining piles of gold and silver coin.
the: basement,

into’

descend

now

us

Let

where, confronting us with bolts and bars, are
the immense vaults of steel and. chilled iron,
15 by 20 feet in size, some filled with solid

taken and vital, although I have never opportunity to work for the Master, and bars of gold and coin, while othels contain
seen it taken in any of the anti-theatrical by the divine blessing may do a great Greenbacks, bonds and bank-noles. The
Bureau of Engraving and Printing is located
is the accepted time; behold, now is the polemics, and have never heard it sug- deal of
good. We happen to know of lon the upper floor," where is the machinery
day of salvation.”
And so the inquiry gested {rom any one’s mental - experience|- several instances of -this
forthe execution 61 the
where |
‘comes back to us with the force of a di- but my-own.” I confess that it murders religious meetings have beenkind;
carried en most finished and delicate work of the kind
vine inquiry, Why not now ?. The writer for me the poetic reality ef Shakespeare's
‘
fora long time by laymen with good re- known to science.
was told not long since of a revival of | tragedies and great characters to see
In this immense building, coufaining two
sults. In the larger towns and cities hundred rooms, together with the hired
half a century ago in which three hundred them personated, no matter how powerthere is, if possible, still greater n
buildings rendered necessary by the increased
were converted in a single church. Why fully, by actors in.a sheer simulation of this house-to-house visitation and
pél
‘work: accumulated since the war, are congrenot another revival in that same church, Scene, passion, &.
Nay, the more po- al invitation to attendance upon refiglo 8'| gated: 2200 ‘clerks and employes of various
‘and three hundred more snatched from tent the effort of the stage manager, the meetings and Sunday-schoel. Hundreds | kinds, grading in salary from 80600 to 600
the flames of sin and selfishness ? Why not scene painter, the costumer and the actor, of people live for years within rifle-shot dollars, and the total yearly pay of the furce
now that experience multiplied by 1,348 ahidissthe ~eloser their approximation of half-filled churches and never enter in thi¥” Department alone, #5 shewby the churches and a proportionate number to reality, the closer and more painful to their doors, and often mainly because legislative appropriation bill, is about $1,850;
saved in them all this year? Why not me, always, is the contrast between the they are not invited. It is not enough to 000. The entire cost of this building was
now & baptism of the ‘Holy Ghost in intruding sham and the historic or poet- build meeting-houses, settle pastors, put $6,800,000.
Passing north along the Avenue, past ‘the
mighty power upon the: hearts of men, ic reality which it thrusts aside, displaces in motion all the machinery of a well- President’s house, we approach a strueture,
not only in the church, ‘but the world, so
and supplants with its own hollow phan- equipped church, andopen our doors on that, in these days-of architectural proguvess,
preparing the-churehto-work; and sinners
tasm. And although few may be con- Sunday morning.
Many must be sought looks insignificant indeed. Built ia the lantes
to come to Christ and be saved?
scious of this direct effect, I think myself for and invited, perhaps called for again bellum times,the War, Department, ig pow both
Why not: now every pastor and preacher, justified from observation of ‘the general and again, before they will come’ at all. inadequate for its purpose and a: surprise to
strangers who approach the scene of the indoms
and every Prof. in all our stheols and results of” play-going in those
I have But all this is needful if we would ‘ do the itable_Stanton’s work and labor.” A" grander
colleges, and every Sabbath-gc¢hool ‘Supt. known, in asserting a tendency in dra- Master's work in his spirit. It was He edifice
is now in'process of construction which
and teacher, be baptized with power from matic and spectacular entertain
ments to who came to earth ‘to seek and to save will contain thrée 'Deépartments ’ in one,'the
on high,
power to work for the salvaedt the fiber of reality out of one's conthat which was lost.” Many, of these | State,, War land Navy. Here we find the
tion of men, , power to influence those
conceptions and character, leaving at persens will offer strange and unwar- Secretary of War, the General of the Army
and the numerous staff officials in charge -of
who have long resisted the truth, power best an attenuaied and ineffective
rantable excuses for théirr absence from
BY

PROF.

C. BENEDICT.

We read in God’s Word,

to,win

the children

to

¢ Behold, now

Jesus

power

tissue

to

of, sentiment.

compel them to come in by gentle persuasion and earnest prayers ?
Why not now the church begin an ag-

church,

of one of

this matter?
too

easily?

That
Is

many fights occurred,

and

arrests

were

were piteously used up by their unnatur=
al exertions. At the same time, in Brooklyn, a woman, called Mrs. Anderson, I
believe, drew the

Cro

to, witness

her

endeavor to walk 2,700 miles in as many
consecutive quarter-hours; her rest during
the entire month of the proposed exhibi-

and action ?

year, for thé hundredth time.

The

seat

ip Steinway hall are all taken for both
performances, and will be filled with such
ap audience, for culture and “worth combined, #s hardly any other otcadion could

i

properly so called ? Will the Master say
“Well done, thou has been faithful over a
few things, I will make thee ruler over
many things,enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord”? - The answer to these questions
must be deférred or the article will be too
Jong. But the question comes back, Why
not Now?
:
y

prize fizht—$20,000, itis said, were taken at the door, another prodigious amount,
not reported, was gathered from the sale
of intoxicating drinks on the premises,

;

all lovers.af sublime or sacred music are
anticipating it as the musical event of the

we

markable pedestrians, O'Leary and Campana—butone dégree removed from a

when

Y shall hear. iti again’ to-morrow and
next day, fram the'Oratorio’s Society, and

there

ttt

:

sfage, with scenery,: costume,

fe remedy? © Is this arageressive work,

———

works,

Who would have Handel’s matchless
masterpiece, The Messialt, put on the

Master in the year to come, must we still
be content with a fraction of one to a
church as net increase for the year to
come? Is it not true that we have been

quiet over

later

harmonic Society.

there being 1,175 net increase to

have taken things

W. agner’s

seen as well as heard on the stage, as
compared with the pure music which had
excited such amazing power when.simply brought out in a concert of the Phil-

be distributed among 1,343 . churches.
Why not now a greater effort for the salvation’ of rmen? “What hinders?
Who
hinders? = How: shall these stumbling
blocks be got outsof the way? If not
removed and a greater work done for the

too

church services, and these must,

I meet with the same offensive interference of the'spectacular with the imaginative, in hearing the great operas. In
facet,T first noticed it, explicitly,in the surprising 10ss of effect in ‘a’ great passage

gressive work upon the powers. of dark-

tom with this sentence fiom the Star of made in the vast jam of excited and foolDec.'11: ** Ah, could we but trace the ish’ men, and the walking contestants

pathway of a good deed as it goes singing
through the ages, perhaps we should not
wonder that our father forgives us the
niany wrong-doings,' for the sake of the
one gbod deed'seattered here and there.”
I'have no idea that'thé good friend who
penned the above has any thought of re-

however,

originality, such a thesaurus of tacts and

"WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.

sayings of the wise in. illustration of its. ‘visit to
must be necessarily briefas they
su ject, as to be almost fascinating, and a | are situated some ways upart—the distance
grea furnishing shop for thé
mind not between
the War, and
Navy :Departments on

of the one
MISSIONARY WORK AT HOME.
good deeds.
We not unfrequently méet with people,
fact ¢ trace works of the great masters.
The prothrough all Jectors promise in the bills that nothing Christian men and women, ‘who do not
the ages, and who knew all its blessed shail be introduced that can be objectiona-- feel inclined to’ assist in supporting Forinfluences,
did not see it possible to for- ble to religious people of any denomination. eign Missions, who excuse . themselves
from doing anything in’ that departmént
give sins for the ‘sake of good deeds, and Try to imagine Him who
said,
I.came
of
Christian work, ‘because there. is so
so provided a divine sacrifice. *¢ Other not to send peace but a sword,” offering
much
to do at home. ' Now, for all these
foundation can no man lay.”
thee real scenes of his awful historyas wargood
people "there is, in almost every
We may all 'rejoice in the beneficent

see. the’ walking match of the two reid

still greater

counterpart of the latter, now in vogue,
is a nightly entertainment at Steinway
hall, in which the chief sesnes of the life,
death and resurrection of the Sonof God

let

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
may behold my glory.”
Their night is
:
~ New York, Dec. 26, 1878.
far spent and the day is at hand. A few
A review of Christmas sports in New
more setting suns, ‘and then tthe” grand
York always leaves a deepened impresdisclosure of the shadowless vision will be sion of the rapid progress of Romanizin a,
theirs! Are we alive to'this expecttition ?
Europeanizing and frivolizing ,(if I may
Blessed is that“servant whom his Lord coin “a word) .of the city populace.
‘ gis
watthing.
shall find
Astonishing crowds rushed yesterday to
al
nis
,

“i FOR ‘CHRIST'S SAKE.

said. with

Play” of Ober-Ammergau.

ness all along the line more earnestly? It
is frequently reputed that the increase of
a given number of churches for a: year is
only about enough to meet the decrease
by death and other causes.
In. some
cases, indeed, not enough for this. And
according to the latest’ statistics of our
own denomination the net increase for the
last year is only a fraction of one to each

again; yet I am

be

frivolity is milder in its brutality than the

wrong-doings for the sake
good deed,” or’ even for many
‘The Infinite One,who.could in
the pathway of a good deed ”

-

it. The parted will be reunited, where

ing, ** Youmay take up a pitcher to drink i
ty of his companionship be!
but the moment

We

is

is nearer by another

world toils to take care of the

Cares

almost

might

erhaps,

by which we may enter in. Let us pot
allow Satan to turn our minds away from
Christ.

song. Andin it comes, beating across
the crested sarface of the sea, softened by
takes with it in its departure, not on- the distance, and mellowed by the night.
delusions and cheats, but its trials { Then they know all is safe, and retire to
labors as well,
Ilere, day after day, | théir wdrk, in hope of a sure meeting of
is a sizuggle for food and raiment. their home ftiends before long.
is the law of the race. Half the
Now while it can no! be aflirmed that

Life,

year,

is

same

force in favor of the vivisection of it.

¢“ our Father forgives us,” ‘for the sake

trust him.

With some the trav-

over and I am at my father's house ! ”
This includes also friends gone before ;
for they are at home, we are away from

pe

Whatevertlie Apostle meant by © sal- |

terpret; and

inhabitants

holy,” to their

exclaimed, * Only two more stiles to get

Magazine.

OUR SALVATION NEARER.
BY

to-a place where the

reached. An old martyr, looking across
| the meadow between him and the place
where he was immediately to be burned,

1 am sure that his name is love;

take

that sinners might be forgiven and saved,
if «our Father forgives us the many

el

And he néver will let me lose my way

stepsit will

with his house not made with hands.”

by a twelve-month.

For I walk in a light ye can not pall,
The light of the King divine.

such

Christ’s humiliation and Id

King.
:
Now our pilgrimage is nearer its end

Your shadows across my sun may fall,
But as bright the sun shall shine;

many

nature will lead the believer to love his
country above,and sigh to be clothed upon

lowed,

pioblem, in all'its, aspects, of what can
be-done with the human frame; but the

how

them tell us what need there was

unceasingly ery, * Holy,

Ye may not hold me faust,

And whatever he send from day to day,

tion, being of course limited to naps of Our good friend, and 'good book publishMr. Thomas Y. Crowell, 4has handed
leds than ten minutes each, and the Sab- er,
me1e | a new book With the unpromising
baths being us unscrupulously desecrated titleof “* The Great Slighted Fortune,”
a8 the temple of the body. -A certain sci- by J.D. Bell. It is on the Pérson of
entific interest, I suppose, attaches,to the
an, and proves to be, without special

blights of Spain, and less sacrilegious
in'its religious levity than the ‘* Passion

us

-

:

a step toward heaven’? «Let those inclin-

heaven, or how many * wrong doings”

find one word which better describes trne

13

sffain would pa, that of gratitude that our.

ble meaning. Says the Sainted Rutherford: ¢¢ The instinct of nature makes a
man love his Mother Country above all

Christian life? It is a journey over the
hills of the years for a purpose most hal-

:

for us the wayof salvation. The popular
expression
has it—* Every good deed is

ed to this modeof speaking tell

GIFT.

Since the dew of the morn hath sped?
Nay, phantom

¢¢ Justification

this includes home, a word of inexhausti-

The Patriarch Israel' when he stood before Pharaoh called his life a pilgrimage,
Because in a day of my days to come
and we have adopted the same ‘word to
There waiteth a grief to be,
Shall my*heart grow faint, and my lips be .describe our earthly journey. . But to say
dumb,
a pilgrimage is a journey is not all. EvIn this day that is bright for me?
ery one who takes a journey doesnot go
Because of a subtle sense of pain,
a pilgrimage. The Mussulman
does
Like a pulse-beat, threaded through
when he starts for Mecca. The Jew used
The bliss of my thought, shall I dare refrain
to when he went to Jerusalem. Let us
From delight in the pure and true?
look in the Lexicon. A pilgrimage is “a
In the harvest field shall I cease to glean,
journey
for
religious purposes to af
Since the bloom of the spring has fled?
place esteemed holy.” Is it possible to
Shall I veil mine eyes to the noonday sheen,

THE WONDERFUL

1

by Faith,” though this seems like it; nor
of these struggles with self; nearer the. do the many who use similar: expressions
portal of the: City, in which reigns .that- think whither they are tending.’ But our
wisdom which is ¢¢ first pure then peacea~ expressions, when- off tour guard, someble ;" we are drawing nearer. to .the land times betrpy the real thought of the
that, is afar off, where dwells the King in heart quite as accurately as do our formhis beauty; and many a weary traveler ulated creeds. . There is quite prevalent,
catches a glimpse of its radiant spires be- even in some Christian minds,the thought
that our good deeds in some way open up
neath which jhe shall soon stand.
;

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
oat

jecting the old doctrine of

meanness and mockery .are most of our
reckonings ! We are nearer to-day the end

NEWSPAPER,

RELIGIOUS

1, 1879."
A ills

MORNINGSTAR

WEEKLY

‘A

STAR, DOVER, N. H., JANUARY

MORNING

THE

LIV.

ble.

Dd

ent

But
to return to Christmas:
You
gught to see the Vanity Fair of the days
preceding.
Vanity of vanities! all ‘is

vanity » «What with the

intensely

pro-

gressive competition of the shop-keepers,
and the universal influence of the sentimentalist
preachers and writers from
Dickens until now, the excesses of Ghristmas rise to something almost like! an annual debauch ; all the Worse; rather than
better, for the persuasion that thére is much

| moral value and even religion in the gift
abservance. Broadway and Sixth avenue,
for instance, were so choked with women, that.locomotion, horse and foot, was im-

possible, except at very slow time. Inside
the stores and shops, it was. a universal

jam; a paradise for shop-lifters and pickpockets. Saturday last was one of the
worst storms of snow, sieet, rain and
slush, that I ever saw, whens.to venture

qut was to be ‘drenched
brellas ; but it seemed:

in’ spite’ oft umto ‘me «thatthe

slush was as full of women and the'shéps-

as thronged with wet skirts as the sunny:
reets and stores of the finest weather.
Repetiion and aggravation of the same
insane rush in the intense cold and tempest of Monday and Tuesday.
“
Skating new engages attention; al-

though in this city there is but

one en-

closed Rink,

at

the

Manhattan

Athletic

street;

the

American

Institute’

Club grounds, Eighth avenue and Fiftyseventh

Rink, which cost the skating {mpresaries
a, pile of lost rmoney, in the winterless,
season of 1877—8, being forsaken
.of ice,
and given up” fo’ sawdust, O'Leary’ and’
Campand. Thisiprontises to be a" great
season for the ice men, both

in merchan-

dise and sport—though for the latter they
had become’ hopeless and unprepared.

one, be removed.”
‘wanted most to say
health and life of the
kind of work, will

one

by

But .the , thing; we
is that the spiritual
Christian,domg this
be greatly promoted,

will receive a new impulse,and the church

which enters heartily into this kind of
work will find in it a great blessing. The
very existence of not a‘few churches depends largely upon their activityin this
direction.

We have in mind now a church

the varied interests of the army.

:

© Across tHe ‘street iy’ the ““‘flag-room,” containing nearly 800 tattered flags, of’ which, 236

are rebel*and 542 union, in’ all conditions, fom
the few that had seen, but little- of the smoke
and conflict, to those that had been rent and

shattéred

by,.the

shock

observed one from New

(Col.

Harriman),

of 50 battles.

Hampshire,

stained

history writtén upon it

We

the

11th,

and ragged.

The

‘ends with its ’ capture

by Private 'W. H: Mellow

of Co. K 6th"
/V it~

in one of tour cities, once large and
wealthy, having for its pastor ‘a’ man
ranking among the ablest in ‘his dehomination, and associated with ‘Him a’ young
and able colleague,
which
‘failed’ to

ginia, (Rebel) Infantry, who

maintaimitself, after a long career of usefulness, in’ a densély populated district,
chiefly ‘because it neglected to take up

dious roof covered with
immense arrows,
wind-wheels, and all the nitely adjusted apparatus with which ‘Old Probabilities” arranges the weather.
The Patent office, located in the building
known as the Interior Department,
is ak
ways u source of great attraction to visitors « from
afar.
This
structure is mag
nificent. in’ its’ extent and ipposing in its

and prosecute

vigorously

this

kind of

work. » Just here is one cause of the fail-

ure of many city churches. There are
peopie enrough ; there is. ‘money enough,
but they must be sought after, patiently;
diligently, ugtiringly.- This is practical

hionie missionary work ;» work néedell in
every-parish:in our lahd.» « If one-tenth” of
the members of our churches would give
one hour a week to downright, earnest
work
of this kind, one month would not
pass before we should hear of revivals in
all directions.» ‘Who : now ‘is saying,

“Lord, here am I, send me?”

Th

¢ Missionary Notes.
* Nothing in the annals ‘of Missions has ever
occurred so marvelously wonderful, as the late
wark

among

the Teloogoos

of » India.

Since

last June, 10,000
(in round numbers) have
been baptized, and it was expected that before
tHe 1st of Jan., 1879," the number would be
increased to 12,000!
In view of this Pentecost;
u day of special thanksgiving has’ been ‘pretty
generally observed by the Baptist churches of
this country.
Pastors) preached: sermons on
that occasion that profoundly impressed their
congregations.
Missionary * concerts
were
held in the evening,’ which
‘were marked by
an earnestness these meetings have never before. known, and, ever,since,r thank offerings
have begn constantly, pouring .into the treasury. The Jan. number of the Bapt. Miss. Mag.
says: “This breaking up of ‘apathy and. inditference in relation to missionary ‘work
among the heathen, is of far more value than
the money that may flow out of this movement
into the treasury.’ . .
Let us no longer
héar ¢ Beginning at Jerusalem’ quoted to
weaken or to modify, or to suspend the force
of “(fo ye into rall the world.
God’s will*in relation to Christian labor, is
clearly indicated in the fact, that missions, in
unevangelized lands, are vastly more ‘successful than any. effort made by the Christian
church in countries already evangelized.”
It has been a pleasure to visit my
subs

seribers . for . our.

Missionary

Helper,

and witness their readiness to renew théir
subscriptions.
Say
some:
‘Yes, indeed, I
want it another year.
‘It is full of life,”
Others say,“ I couldn’t
do without ‘it. I
wish (it could come oftener,”
¢
Sisterg, please hurry up your subscyiptions.
Get all the new. subscribers you can. You
will confer 4 blessing worth more than gold or
silver on every one you can persuade to take

it and read it.

M. M. H, HiLLSs.

Eleventh’s “wounded

seized it from the

color bearer, while that

regiment was gallantly resisting = thé ‘Rebel
General +Malone’s charge upon our, lines at

Petersburg, July 80, 1864,at the ** explosion of
the mine.”

:

The Signal office is gnite newr, the comwmo-

Dorié "plainness

of

solid,

white

marble and

granite, coverne twb whole ‘squares, ruuning
from 7th to 9th streets cast and west,
and (xen:
F to" G,” north’ “and
* soutly,’ * costing "so fur
$2,700,000, which
‘sum will be ' greatly
imcreased by the additional amount required to
repair the destructive fire of 1877, in which
40,000 models were destroyed.
Four.-halls on the second floor eomposing
the whole extent of the vast huilding, are used

for the

‘exhibition’

of the” models

of

every

patent issued to inventors: sinde! 1836.
Frow
July of that year to. July,1876,. there were
issted 180.000’ of these certificates to American
genius, and for 17 or 15, yqars these issues
averaged about 69 a day.

have
:

Immediately opposite, is the General Yostoffice Department, of the modified
Corintdign
order, and bears -a strong resemblance to iu
Florentine palaces
Total tost to diate, $1,850,
000.

|

}

Foi

"The
Department of. Agriculture is a maest
interesting point of attraction on hecount of the
extensive plant: houses, connected. with
it.
We enter the, main” green-house, entirely of
glass, 820 feet long and: 30 feet /wida, filled
with specimens ofigigantie'plants,vavied shy &h~
bery, the rarest flowers and the most wonderful productions of fruits and vegetation known
to the world.
Enormous, palms and banatrw
trees 20 to 30 feet in hight,’ ferns, that: attain
almost tree-like proportions, and leaves of such
dimensions ‘that one’ of’ itself would afford
ample protection -from . the blazing rays of a
tropical “sun. We
cana almost imagine ourselves in a tropical clime, so fragrant is it 10!
the senses, and so wonderfully prolific the vea~

dure.

:

:

+ But we fear this letter may be too long. so
we dispense with the descriptive and diverge
‘a moment to other matters.
“The general impression gains ground that
this Congress in its second session will have
more on its hands than it can properly attend
toy! *
:
ig

Last year, with no set limit for closingf its
session,it. trifled and dallied with precious,

time in ‘a manner, that at its final adjournment
the American péople.gave asigh of relief, and!

it seems improbable from this past experience
that anything fmportant will be accomplished

for the good of the, country, while the anirchy
of a divided house in the counsels of the nations*
will meet us in the next brief stages of our

history.

net

ELLIOTT.

[i

THE

At Horeb Chapel,

nestled among the hills, he preached to a
large and interested congregation, and of
er Smerdis, son of Cambyses, alse call- what followed he says:
ed Artaxerxes,
who reigned eight months,
After a short intermission the same
and Darius I., who reigned from B. C. congregation made up the Sunday-school,
522 to 486. By the active opposition of witlr this difference: the old people, the
middle-aged, the young men and women,
the Samaritans whom the Jews refused to and children, were grouped in separate
let join with them in re-building the tem- classes.” After prayer and singing, a
ple, Cyrus was induced to prohibit the class of youths repeated from memory a
work, which prohibition was not remov- chapter of Jeremiah. Then a half-hour
ed until the second yearof Darius I. The was spent in teaching, under the Soecratic method of asking and answering questemple
was
completed in
the sixth tions, with a spirit and interest I have sel£0
4
Year of the reign of Darius.
dom seen excelled. = A class of young
women then repeated the twentieth chap¢ The elders.” Zerubbabel, Jeshuaand
This they
others. * The prophesying.”
The in- ter of Exodus from memory.
did in ynison, and with distinct articulaspired utterance of religious truth is, in tion, which rendered the recitation perthe Scriptures, called prophesying.
It fectly intelligible.. Then, by request, the
includes both predicting and preaching. writer examined the school on the chapConsult the books of the prophets named, ter recited. Old and young were prompt
to see how these men incited the Jews to in answering, showing a knowledge of
the law of God which was very satisfactoprosecute this work.
ry. The pastor, as the closing exercise,
‘¢ Haggai.”
The tenth of the minor requested me to examine a large class of
A long line
prophets; the first after the captivity. children on the catechism.
His published prophecy was spoken B. of boys and girls stood before me
with sparkling eyes, and showed how
C. 520. * Zechariah.” 'The eleventh of well they were taught, and how much
the minor prophets, the son of Berechiah, they were interested. These exercises
the grandson of Iddo; by Ezra (after the were all in the Welsh language, and evOriental style) called the son of Iddo. ery scholar had in his hand » Welsh Bie.
Zech. 1:1; Ezra 5:1.
He prophesied in
In the Welsh settlements in that region
the same year as Haggai.
*‘ The commandment of God.” The reference is to there are twenty-one schools conducted
the commands concerning the tabernacle in much the same way. The daily study
and its arrangements.
The first temple of the Bible in the homes of the; congrewas

based

s0

was

on

this,

— + Artazerzes.”

and

gation, it is added, is a great

the second
temple,
The Artaxerxes noticed

erin its support and success.

those

instructions,

above, inl ** connection,” did

the temple, but Artaxerxes
who

nothing

for

Longimanus,

lived in the times of Ezra,

conferred

nelp to the

Sunday-school, and a factor of great pow-

Would it

not be equally so in all congregations?
SUNDAY-SCHOOL DEBATING SOCIETIES.
The Church and School favors debating
societies in Sunday-schools where they
can be held. The suprintendent
may

Rev. W. H. H.

Murray takes when he

likens the church to a man with one arm
bandagedto his side and trying to swim

it would be quite a liferary feat
to discover wherein their suffrage will be
more limited than that of men. The
school question
and the
temperance
question are merely side issues, but the
real fight will come over taxation without
representation.”
LO

CLREV, HOSEA QUINBY, D.D.

law than convenience as appointing woman

to housekeeping and

child-nursing and

man to business, but whatever may be the

basis of this decision of ¢‘
division

is

equally

spheres,” the

imperative

for

the

same
interests when they become a
public concern. If woman is God-appointed to be mother of her own, she has
equal warrant to be the State-mother of
| the homeless.

She

has a

like

commis-

sion to share in the educational policy of
the State and municipality;
the same
authority for participation in the bestowal

of alms, and, as

the mistress

she has not only aright,
capacity for dealing with
Without her aid, men
going astray. With it,
always go right, but the
cess would certainly be
«i.
The State
public opinion beyond
experiment in this

of society,

but she has the
all social evils.
are continually
they might not
chances of sheimproved.
. .
ought to follow
the pupilage of

matter,

treat

women

like men, and treat itself to the services
of both, without regard to sex, but with
regard to fitness and public capacity.
There is no reason why there should be
separate boards of women advisory to
separate boards of men, any miore than
that there should be women’s churches
advisory to men’s, or women’s pews and

the

professors and teachers,in all our de-

nominational schools of to-day, and in
the past years, he whom we now mourn,
it may be well said, was our leader,
first, in the first rank,

So

it is that words

would fail to tell how large and lasting a

blessing Mr. Q. has been to our beloved
denomination.
3
And when the final hour came, his departure was as silent and’ peaceful and
glorivus as the setting of the western
sun, At the last moment, when no one was
aware,the Master, with his gentlest touch,

Baptists dedicated their first educational

called him away ; as, sitting in his own
quiet room and accustomed chair, he
breathed his last, without a struggle.
In
truth, he died with his armor on, ready
for more work, or to go up higher. Who
would choose it to have been different ?

institution,—Parsonsfield Seminary,—and

When

BY

in the water; going round and round, but

finding it difficult to make much headway. Admit women to an equal basis of
voice and power in the church, and the
one arm is freed to act with the other.
This simile may indicate too extreme a
view, but the more thé question is soberly
recognized and looked into, we think the
less extreme it will.appear. But to return to the Republican:
We never have recognized any higher

EE

*¢ Hes-

perus led the starry hosts”—so among all

REV.

P.

A FEW WORDS

NS, BURBANK.

IN MEMORIAM.

It was a good step in the right direction
when, in the fall

of

1832,

the

Freewill

life's

work

is almost

done,

the

the main currents of society, it will suffer the temperance people to talk about
the terrible evils of intemperance to their
hearts’ content. This statement may
seem to be placing but little value on tem-

perance speaking ; and we wish to be understood that'if * speaking” is all, we
consider it of little value. Speaking be-comes of value when it is the exponent
of the speaker's heart and actions. The

man who will pass a temperance house
to put up at a rum tavern, because it is

a more popular resort; who will trade at
a rum store, because he may be able to
obtain goods a little cheaper there; who
will allow the liquor dealers and drinkers to arrange the preliminary proceeding of every political campaign, without

attempting to resist their wicked contriy-

ances; who does not by his every act
show that he considers intemperance the
foe to our common humanity, and treat

Bro. Quinby, their first college graduate,
assumed the chair as the Principal of

sainted ones have nothing else tofflp

that institution.

the well-spoken words of Longfellow to it as such, might as well keep silent as
Charles Sumnér as he drops a tear up-- to talk, so far as the interests of temper
on his grave as applicable now to him. . ance are concerned.
:
Iknow it is said that temperance ho*¢ So, when a great man dies,
For years beyond our ken
tels do not offer,generally,such accommoThe light he leaves behind him lies
dations as can be found at those where

This

epoch within’ the rising

was the

second

denomination, as

the Morning Star, just risen six years
previously, had been the first, and directly hereupon the organization of our
Foreign Mission Society, on the visit of
Rev. Amos Sutton, to

this

country,

was

the third
which was
on-coming
too, that

departure among us; each of
full of propitious auguryfor the
years. It was a grand year,
first of the old Parsonsfield

Seminary,

to the one hundred of com-

paratively mature young men and

misses

that, from many towns around,had gathered to this first year of the new academy
among whom, as afterwards preachers of
the gospel, these are readily recalled,—
O. B. ‘Walker, P. S. Burbank, J. J
Butler, G. P. Ramsey, John M. Durgin,
Samuel Fullerton,
Silas Bean,
0. B.
Cheney, George W. .Quinby, the last a
Universalist clergyman and editor, the
first a Baptist minister, the others known

to the Star readers as Freewill Baptists.
A very pleasant year this first of the
new schoel to Preceptor Quinby, and to
all the students, then and in its mem-

fold up their mantle and die.

but

1” quote

Upon the paths of men.
Good night! good night! as we =o oft have

said,
Beneath this roof at midnight, in the days
That are no more, and shall no more return
Thou hast taken thy lamp, and gone to bed,
I stay a little longer, as one stays
To cover up the embers that still burn.”

a

—.————

REV. LUTHER
RY

SELAH

HIBBARD

HECOX.
BARRETT.

«Rev. Luther Hetox, son of Truman and
Sarah Hecox, was born at Whitestown,
New York, December 28, 1795. At the
age of five years, his parents moved to

Meigs County, Ohio,

and settled near

Chester, being among the first settlers.
Chester was afterward, for many years,

the county seat.

:

In 1817, he was marriedto Miss Claris-

liquor is kept.

But if this be true, what

is the reason ? Liquor dealing hotelkeepers make a large portion of their
profits in their sales of liquors,

and

tem-

perance men can obtain better accommodations of them, because they are able to

‘give them.

But let them remember

that

those accommodations are paid for with
blood money.
Again, temperance hotel
keepers could keep better houses if professed temperance men would be true
to their professions. While Christians and
other temperance people will patronize
the rum hotels and restaurants,and leave
those who would help the work, by of-

fering accommodations where no temptations to intoxication

are allowed,

with-

out patronage how can they furnish better accommodations? To be consistent,
temperance
people of all large villages and cities at least should patronize

speeial gifts on the temple.
Perhaps,
sa Hoyt, and the next year made a prothen, Ezra here grouped together: all
ories.
fession of religion, and joined the church |
men’s pews, —er —women’s-theaters and {the benefits ‘received from the Persian
‘in the place, which was formed: by Rev. their “midst, and cause them to be so
Mr.
Quinby
had
come
to
Parsonsfield,
Tend
his
aid.
The
older
members
of
the
men's. Have a responsible authority,
monarchs down to his day.
and to these new responsibilities * direet Eli Stedman, who was the first Freewill thoroughly
school can encourage them.
They can
advertised that strangers
¢¢ Month Adar.”
The last month in be held once a week, or, if that is too its own advisor, and composed of men
and women,as reason and personal fitness from college.
He had entered at Water- Baptist minister that settled in Ohio. might know where the demon of the cup
the Jewish year, corresponding nearly to often, once in two weeks.
The school may dictate. There is no class of institu- ville the
Sophomore class, from old New He was, itis believed, baptized by Mr. would not be found, as they seek a tem.
our March.
¢ Darius the king.”
The room is the place for them if properly tions in the State which might not be Hampton, when he had been an assist- Stedman, and at once became an active
porary home. What has been said of hotels,
conducted
and
no
more
convenient
room
benefited by the participation of woman
greatest of the Persian monarchs. He
ant in the English Department the year and prominent member of the church. is true of variety stores in smaller towns
is at hand. Of course there is nothin
in
its
management
if
.
the
right
woman
reigned thirty-six years, from 522—486 B. which will take from the place its ri
should happen to appear, and in the en- before; had then already married, and Being uncommonly gifted in prayer and and villages. The man who sells liquors
C., and was defeated by the Greeks at associations.
But, if well attended to, larging activities of the sex, the right begun to preach;
and he continued to exhortation, he was encouraged by the makes on them an immense profit, and he
Marathon, 490 B. C.
The building of there will not be the slightest’ danger of woman is about as likely to appear,as preach on Sabbaths
during his three church, and took an active part in pub- can afford to sell temperance people othOn the contrary, if the the right man.
:
the temple was begun 534 and finished such a result.
years
of
college
life.
Of course, he lic meetings, rendering himself useful, ¢r goods cheaper than his temperance
516 B, C. An interruption of fourteen young people will meet for such a purThere
has
been
somewhat
of
a
practical
brought
to
his
new
post
experience and setting an example worthy of imita- neighbor.
pose in an earnest spirit, they will learn
The person who takes that
years occurred. The work done required to love the place more. And it will have test of this theory in the case of the new as teacher, and was ready to preach tion.
bait does not like to do anything to hurt
nearly five years.
a more sacred meaning to them.
reformatory prison for women at Sher- alternately with Father Buzzell, in the
Unlike some young men now, he did the man’s feelings who is so kind
to him
¢¢ Dedication.” Devoting the building
born, Mass.
It is modeled after a similar
not
early seek clerical
honors, but as to furnish goods cheaper than
he can
ON HAND.
Itis very desirable that institution which for seven years has been | old church. Hence his students gratefully
‘to the service for which it was made.
remember him as preacher no less than | was contented to miove in the humble get them elsewhere.
And how many
should be at the in operation at Indianapolis.
——*
With joy.” Becauseat this temple as- the superintendent
Sarah as their old preceptor, and it is in respect sphere that Providence had marked out temperance men sell out just
at this point.
sured them that the worship of God school room as soon as the scholars be- Smith, a Quakeress, has charge of this
to his labors in each of these capacities for him. He did not hide his talentin a Sell out cheap. How the rumseller chuckHis presence will prewould now be maintained, and the nation gin to assemble.
latter institution, and although
men that his usefulness is to be measured, napkin because hedid not occupy the first les as he sees the patronage of the
total
be preserved by him.
They loved their vent that storm of boisterousness which skeptically laughed when it was first
seat in the synagogue. So, whilea pri- abstinence
both here and in Rhode Island.
men turning towards him,
religion.
Their interests and that of their will be sure to arise where a hundred or
proposedto officer it with women, and
As an educator, Mr. Quinby soon vate member and during his licensure, he and his worthy neighbor so scantily
religion were one. ¢ Offered. . . a hun- two scholars are together alone. It is
much easier preventing such a storm than declared it would be out of the question attained to a high and well-merited rank, was diligentin serving God,and in exhort- patronized that he is obliged to
give up
dred bullocks, two hundred rams, four allaying it when it has arisen.
And the for them to maintain order and discipline,
ing others to do so.
o>
business.
hundred lambs.” Compare this with the excitement of such a scene will be more yet, by pure strength of moral force, a which,in all the Jong years of his teaching,
It was not until 1850 that the’ full,
He feels that .as long as the temperoffering of Solemon at the dedication of or less manifest, even after comparative more complete government prevails than he sustained to the end. A fair linguist, ripe, matured Christian was publicly
he
excelled
in
mathematics
and
the
ance
people will patronize him, he has
quietness
has
been
secured.
:
the first temple, when 22,000 oxen, and
under the ruder system of masculine natural sciences ; but his pre-eminent ex- ordained to the work of the ministry. them cornered where they will not troub120,000 sheep were sacrificed.
Nor 100 RiGip.
While the Suuday- authority ; and, moreover, it is estimated cellence was in his government; he was Rich in Christian experience, fervent in le him much, and ‘he
is not. far from the
4 sin-offering for all Israel.” An of- school organization should be compact: ) that 82 per cent. of these feminine crima thorough disciplinarian, and yet he held spirit, strong in faith, he continued to truth. {
ferimg aiming to secure the cleansing of and settled, it must not be so rigid as to inals are permanently reformed. We
the reins with so mild and gentle a preach, exhort, and pray, as opportunity
Political influence may, and should,
the sin
of the nation.
¢ In {their admit of no amendment. So many minds quote from the second editoral already
hand, that he easily managed the most presented, till the infirmities of advanc- bear against the sin of intemperance.
division.” The work
of the priests at are at work in this field that, to the most referred to:
turbulent and fractious, and made all ing years compelled him to desist. He But many good men say, ‘I do not want
the temple was systematized by David, complete schools, there will be presented
died, September 1, 1878, at the advanced
J
The first report of the Massachusetts
to meddle with politics.” If men underso that one division of them served at one improved methods and implements which women's prison furnishes statistics up to respect and love hin. Inever knew the age of eighty-three years.
teacher
who
excelled
or
equaled
him
in
stood the real condition of things they
period, and another at another period,
will be worthy of examination, and possi- October 1, a month short of the actual
This faithful servant of Christ will be would not talk thus. Inthe United States,
this
most
important
element
of
success;
and some had one part and others a dif- bly of adoption. Great "good judgment year. During this period, 794 prisoners
long remembered by those to whom he
ferent part of the work to do.
Foran is, however, required in selecting from so have been consigned to the institution, and I am quite sure that all his numerous dispensed the word of life. Though he every man is born a ruler of his country ;
much
material
what
any
particular
school
482
remaining
in
confinement
at
the
bealumni
will
be
ready
to
endorse
the
same
the responsibility is upon him, he can not
account of this, read 1 Chron. 24:1—19; can use with profit. Because some school
never itinerated much, as was the comginning of October. ' Of these latter only opinion. It follows that we
always
avoidit. Ifthe country is badly ruled,
1 Chron. 28 :6—24.
you visit does this or that, or uses this or about 80 were American born; the mamon practice of most minjstersin his day he is to blame for it until he has done
have
cherished
the
most
affectionate
re¢ In the book of Moses.”
The penta- that with great success, dces not settle jority of the rest were of a low, ignorant
—his labors being mostly confined to one
type of Irish, while there were 68 of gard for the noble man. There have or two counties,—yet many have been his utmost to remedy it.
teuch.
See Num. 3:6; 8:9. ¢“Passover.” the question that it is the thing for you.
A father who has a family of half a
Now first observed in Judea, after the The conditions of success there, may be English birth and 68 Canadians. The been more brilliant scholars, as there edified under his ministry.
what you do not possess and can not se- ages have ranged from 15 to 76, and the have been more talented preachers, but
boys may as well say, ‘I do not
dozen
lapse of more than 100 years ; perhaps not cure. In introducing any novelty of plan cost of board averages $3.17 per week.
His clear, sharp, strong voice, with a
observed at all since the time of the one or machinery, be quite sure that your The crimes for which these women were whether in the pulpit or professor’s chair, soul filled with emotion, oftentimes pro- like bringing up boys. I will have nothmentioned in the reign of Josiah. 2 Chron. school will be better for it.— Church and committed are as variedas those for which to both of which his life-long labors were duced a thrilling effect npon his auditors. ing to do with them.” But the responsibility is upon him, and he can not avoid
School.
men suffer the penalty of the law.
Of devoted, no man has shown a more lov35.
¢ First month.” Called Nisan, and
Sinners were aroused and saints comcourse,sexual crimes, ranging from adulable and Christ-like spirit.
If he attempts to avoid it, he will be
it.
nearly corresponding to our April.
forted.
Two
TaOuGHTS.
Heart-burnings tery down to street-walking and fornication
branded by society as a miserable shirk.
Should
one
undertake
to
gauge
the
*¢ The priests and the Levites were puri- enough in the world, the church, the Sun- head the list, 249 receiving sentences
His sermons were not methodical, nor
Born rulers of the United States, as
usefulness of Mr. Quinby, he would in- arranged in a philosophical manner,
fied.” The Speaker's Commentary gives day-school!
Thoughtless words, passing on these accounts ; drunkenness caused the
much as Queen Victoria was of Great
volve
himself
in
a
matter
greater
than
incarceration
of
171,
and
idleness
and
this verse thus: * And the priests were glances, supposed slights, and envy,
and would not bear the severe tests of
disorderly conduct 143. Only 21 of the human foresight can fathom, yet a few
Britain, what right have we to shirk repurified, and the Levites, as one man,
criticism. But his pathos and earnestmalice, anger scorch hearts.
A daily 319 discharged prisoners have- suffered
sponsibilities which our birthright has
things
may
be
said.
I
opine
it
were
difwere all of them pure.”
The meaning is walk with the Master, a daily opening of re-committment ; situations have been
ness in enforcing truth in a great meas:
upon us ?
imposed
ficult
to
name
another
inthe
whole
dethe same as if the reading were as in our the Scriptures by him, make the heart found for 29, and 21 have been sent to the
ure atoned for other defects. It came
The temperance cause of to-day is callversion. This purification was that re- burn in a different way. Ought not that asylum for discharged female prisoners. nomination, dead or living, whose use- from the heart and reached the heart.
| ing for men who will do something behe reformative agencies have been fulness was larger or more far-reaching.
quired by the law. They. had been de- glad fire of love for
him and his little
He was a diligent reader and student sides talk ; men who will touch not, taste
work, schooling,
religious instruction,
ones:
to
quench
all
tendencies
toward
For
fifty
years,
it
is
scarcely
too
much
to
filed by association with sinners.
and, more than all else, the pervading
of the Scriptures, and in this respect was not, handle not the unclean thing; men
©
Killed the passover for all.”
At first heart-burnings one toward another? ’Tis influence of a staff of women officials say, that he has done the work of two
a sad thing when officers and teachers
ahead of many who were better educated who will keep out of both ends of every
each family killed the passover; after- have wicked heart-burnings among them- alert with a sympathetic interest for the men, teaching nearly all that time, and in the sciences. Possessing a good memrum den in the land, however gilded and
preaching
through
the
whole
period,
beuplifting
of
the
degraded
womanhood
wards the priests did this,
How the selves.
Perhaps it was a poor piece of bread; committed to their charge. The discipline sides, meanwhile, writing more or less ory, he had many proof-texts at hand,and pleasant the respectable ends may apchange came about, we do not know. See
could apply them to advantage.
under the admirable superintendence of
pear ; men who will travel five miles to
2 Chron. 30:17; 35:11,14.
for thepress. The only wonder is that
“Suchas had their last, it may be. He took it. Then Eudora Atkinson has been firm but kind,
What was better than all, he was a buy their groceries, and pay a cent highseparated.” The proselytes from pagan- he became the host, brake the bread, re- and there have been no disturbances and his constitution did not break down under
vealed their Lord. The Lord asks for all
man of God, full of zeal and good works. er on a pound, if need be, rather than buy
ism, or the: Jews who had remained in we have—takes it, too, as before the no escapes.
The necessary domestic such a press of labors. Why, just call
service
for
so
many
absorbs
the
energies
“the land, and who, if they had fallen into feeding of the multitude.
the roll of his thousands of alumni at the His life was in strict conformity with his them of a rumseller néar at hand; men
But then he
of
nearly
200
of
the
prisoners;
100
are
wondroulsy
transforms
our
humble
idolatry, now returned to the faith of their
Parsonsfield, and the Smithville
sem- teachings. The people, the cliurch, and who will use their influence as citizens to
making
corsets, and 75 sewing straw,
the world had full confidence in his piety. crush the traffic, and who will labor on
crust,
giving
it
back
ready
to
feed
many.
fathers.
inaries for those many years, and lo!
Teachers who fear they may spend too while the needle has been plied by others
What
he did to-day was not contradicted all occasions to establish and build up a
“Filthiness of the heathen.) Idolatry, much money, prayer or time upon their in the making of garments. The school how many and what names respond to
public sentiment which shall frown upon
and its vile modes of worship are meant. classes reap a scant harvest. Teachers has had 360 attendants during the year, the call! Let me say, for illustration, by the acts of to-morrow.
“ To seek the Lord God of Israel.”
To sowing all they have shall come again selected from the younger and more that when Mr, Quinby had taught five In person he was of small stature, but the sale and use of intoxicating drinks as
prisoners; but the average
possessed a good physical organization, a beverage, Give our country arespectaseek the Jehovah, God of Israel.
The with rejoicing, bringing their sheaves promising
density of ignorance is'made apparent by years at this Seminary, I commenced as as his greatage would seem to indicate. ble army of such men, and the rebellion
gods of the heathen had names; so does with them.— Christian Union.
the facts that 97 were unable to read at prineipal of our second denominational
the God of Israel.
* The feast of unleavSomMETHING 70 THINK OF. The editor all, and that only 42 had a rudimeftary academy, and left at the end of three Besides, he took good care of his health, against God and our common humanity,
ened bread.” The feast of the passover of the Sunday School Journal says: The knowledge of the elementary branches.
years for my firet pastorate; and years and lived far beyond the average of hu- under the murky flag of intemperance,
was so called for reasons found in Ex. superintendent of a primary class in ‘a
It is sometimes well to note the drift after, I ceunted up, from my old manu. man life, leaving behind a glorious ex- will sooner or later be brought to an end.
eh
]
We need not so much temperance talk as
12:15-20.
of
affairs and see the uprising of a great script of the scholars
twenty-seven ample.
Presbyterian church of New Jertemperance action} the former does not
“Had turned the-Rears” The Lord in- leading
Rutland,
O.
Freewill
Baptist
preachers,
with
a
fair
movement,
and
how
it
seems
destined
to
sey remarked to us the other day: ‘The
disturb the enemy much, but the latter
fluenced him to favor Israel; probably he hymns which my primary class ‘enjoy the have sway, almost regardless of what ratio of doctors and lawyers. What
O-o-0-0-0
"ror
makes him tremble, for in that he sees
influenced the preceding kings, though most are such as ‘ Rock of Ages,’ an
friends or foes say of it. Such seems to then must be the number of the ministers
A religion that never suffices to gov- the clouds of a just retribution gathering
Lover of my Soul,’ and a few other of the be the future of what is named the woman in our churches jwho have been educated
they did not yield to his influence.
over his head.
ern a man, will never suffice to save him.
“ King of Assyria.” Darius I.,who was oldest and most precious hymns. When question. No observant person doubts wholly or in part by Mr. Q. during
1 take a vote once in a while as to what
That which does not distinguish him from | Age respects love but, unlike youth,
the monarch of Persia, Assyria, and we shall sing, the little voices clamor for but the time is fast coming when women forty years. And in those early years,
the signs of love.—Rich~
a sinful world, will never distinguish it on,
Media.

From the fact that Assyria was

the older hymns.”

shal] generally exercise

the

ballot in

when the entire denomination

numbered

him from a perishing world.—Jokn Howe.

~N

he recently visited.

depriving themselves of assisthnoe
divinely provided, in attempting nil
along without the co-operation of
Women.”
This is
the same position that

effective in their

bt

law writes to The Sunday School Times
of a Welsh Sunday-school in Ohio which

the solving of these, ‘‘ the men are simply

luminous beams of a clear night,

more

influence in gaining
a voice in the taxing of the same, than those women who
inherit property. And when they have
a voice at the polls in regardto taxation,

wi

The monarchs of Persia,

The Rev. B. W. Chid-

will be, as a rule,

8

son and of this.

during this time, were Cyrus, who died
B. C. 529; his son Cambyses or Ahasuerus, who reigned eight years ; the usurp-

of

J

About eighteen years the New World.

elapsed between the events of the last les-

‘Glimpses

hie (NY

The connection.

entitled,

de

Notes and Hints,

second

BA

6: 14-22

the

ee

Ezra

ing,

Reformatory Prison Work for Women.”
It takes the position that although woman
A WELSH SUNDAY-SOHOOL.
suffrage does not make striking advances,
The Welsh in Wales, says the Ezamin- yet ‘‘the way is being gradually paved
er,.are noged for their devout and intelli- for the extension of the ballot to woman
gent study of the Word of (tod, nor, it by the increasing recognition of her
is pleasant to see, do they leave the good capacity for public duties.”
habit behind them when they emigrate to
Social problems are prominent, and in

BR

A

the

A.L, GERRISII,

seh

hosts.”

2:9.

with

REV.

BE

— Hag.

one

BY

The enemies of Temperance care but
little what is said by its advocates, if they
will cease their efforts with their speak.
ing. Ifthe rum power is only allowed to
mold public opinion, lead off in public
enterprises, control the primary meetings
in political circles, take possession of all
the prominent hotels, and give direction to

ed

saith the Lord of hosts: and in this place

will Igwe peace, saith the Lord of

editorials,

day, the students attending averaged a
much maturer age than now,the mujority
ranging from eighteen to thirty years.
Here was the ready soil into which
our sower unsparingly sowed the good
seed that will yet continue to yield the
abundant harvest. Milton says of the

CONSISTENCY IN THE TEMPERANCE
WORK.

ah

GOLDEN TEXT:
* The glory of this latter
house shall be greater than of the former,

two

subject which we have chosen for a head-

of to-

et

ness needed for Christian services.

contained

first-class. seminaries and colleges

ter.

-

DEDICATION.

.

WOMEN IN PUBLIO STATION.
The Springfield Republican has lately

but two academies, in lieu of the scores of

a LE

Papers.)

rather than of Persia.
The Practical Lessons. (1.) Sanctoaries are silent preachers of the existence
of God. (2.) Rejoicing inlall the ordinances of God. A privilege. (3.) Association with the wicked defiles. (4.) Holi-

deciding public school questions and in
the temperance reform. Then, as they
enter the different branches of business
and acquire property, the question of
saying something in regard to how that
property shall be taxed
will become
more and more open to discussion and
action. For those who have developed
the habits and abilities to make money

a

see Lesson

J. A. HOWE.
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country,
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NOT IN VAIN,
It tarries long, and seems to say
.

Thus tossed on stormy sea;

which it is so often

k

their vile

The night is long, the sky is dark,
In vain we bow the knee,
Pleading for light: it comes at last;
Good shall the answer be.

Good shall the answer be,

—Dr. H. Bonar.

Wn

MR. 000K ON INTEMPERANOCE,
In a prelude to a recent lecture given
in New York by the Rev. Joseph Cook,
he plainly distinguished between intemperance as a vice and a disease, spoke of
the duty-of the church in crushing the
vice, and on woman suffrage on temperance questions. We clip the report found
in the N. Y. Tribune:
Sixty years ago, Lyman Beecher attended an ordination at which $40 worth
of liquors were drunk by New England
ministers.
To-day Mr. Hayes—whom
may God bless—expels intoxicating beverages from the Presidential mansion.
There is a story now in circulation in
New Yoik City concerning the younger
Tyng, to the effect that his habit of muking all the members of his church work
is occasionally distasteful to individuals
among them. Not long ago a rich gen-.
“tleman called upon Mr. I'yng in his study
and told this valiant servant of reform
‘that he wished to pay his church dues
and to have a good pew, but that he ‘did
not care to be put down on any ecommittee, and that he was especially averse to
having his wife and daughters sent into
the slums te visit the poor and degraded.
* Yes,” said Mr. Tyng, * I see what you
want, but you have come to the wiong
place. Just around the corper is what
you are looking for. There is the Church
of the Heavenly Rest.” As the slow,
__ fateful experiment of democracy unrolls
and

more

evident that the friends of free institutions can not safely become members of
the Church of the Heavenly rest on the
topic of temperance.
1t is a cheerful
sign ot the times that nearly all laige
temperance efforts in. Ametiess have of
late voluntarily put themselves into full
sympathy with aggressive Christianity.
Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Murphy, and espewoman’s

movement,

are

in

substantial accord with the heart of the

churches.
1. So far as drunkenness is a vice it is

to be reformed, and the
belongs to the church.

treatment

of it

2. So far as drunkenness is a disease

it

is to be cured, and the - treatment of it
belongs to physicians.
3.
But the theory that all or most of
habitual drunkenness is a disease is not
supported by the best physiological authorities, however

loudly

been indorsed by the
briate asylums.
OLD

THEORIES

OF

it

may

proprietors

have

of ine-

:

of

cerning

end of the chapter.

DRUNKENNESS.

only

way

A contemplative life has

of

ed that she abolished it. At Ward's
Island, near New York, there was lately

abolished an inebriate ‘asylum, at which
a prominent physician from tie City Hos-

pital, according to Dr. Bucknil’s testimo-,
ny, once found five patients able to offyr
him a choice of spirits in their own
rooms.
The asylum was on an islaid,

but the boatmen from

stood

signals

from

New York

the

under

windows.

At

have

been accomplished by

fore-

their
3

sale

a solid
Church

States, all massed

of the’

property

Grief should be

Like joy, majestic, equable, sedate;

Contirming, cleansing, raising. making

de-

the church

can

do

the

nothing

It I had

say

. péreentage

ed in such
smaller
esis and

of cases that should

establishments,

but

be treat-

it

is

a

percentage than
the. sell=interavarice of some of the mann gers

of ‘privat asylums, both in the United
States and Great Britain, have ofien pros
claimed

it to be.

A

real

case

of

insane

drunkenness or dipsomania 1s 4CCoI pi.
nied by si ns which expert physicians can

usunlly rad.

them ; heredity

Periodicity 1s oflen one of
is

another;

and

when

both these mark a case drunkenness is n.,
doubt tirly called a disease rather than
vice.
Seven cases out of ten of habitual
dunk es ness, however, our best experts
tell us are vice and not disea-e.
11 all

veh mem craving for drink is disease,
then a keg of fire-wati r may convert a
group of savages into madmen before

free;

thoughts,

thoughts

partment of Denominational

of sinning.—Author

of ‘‘ A Trap

to

which

most

suffering

and pain?—J.

Sawtelle

it, and to keep the soul unspotted

There are no fires that will melt out our
drossy and corrupt particles like God’s

lies, its

persecutions,

and

ter wants, if we still keep him
all.—H. Bushnell.

animosiand

Dbit-

in view

in

Learn also this last lesson: Christ has
been with his church from the begiuning
of the

world.

The bush

may

blaze,

the opposition
hight

ofits

“and depth,

foes,

all

aid

things in

the

cause

Christ, and prosper that church
he is the foundation

and

Cnmmings,

of

blessed

of

which

that”

of

New England that the seboard and the
Mississipoi Valley are to unite in asking
a vote for woman inr g.rd to the tem.
perance laws.
‘The lan .uage of the
West and that of the Est are nearly the

the question

of licensing ar any

time,

wine

Pustautly attached to a table, it firmly

slin | be privileged to take
under

part.

only

in

while

we
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Vow any connection with the geoeral
wovement for giving the ballot to” wom-

right until itis granted to us.”
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DRUGGISTS.

Sam ple copies sent free.
and children,

tics, Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medic
scovery cures
A) Tumors, from the worst
to a common
Blotch, Pimple, or Eruption.
Mercurial discasc,
Mineral Poisons, and their effects, are eradicated,
and vigorous health and a sound constitution established.
ipclas, SBalt-rheum, Fever So
Scaly
or Rough Skin, in short, all diseases caused by bad
blood, are conquered by this powerful, purifying, and
invigorating medicine.
;
Especially has it manifested its Potency in curing
Tetter, Rose Rash, Bolls, Oarbuncles,
Bore Eycs,
Scrofulous Sores and Bw
White Ewecllings,
Goltre or Thick Neck, and
arged
If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow
color os skin, or yellowish-brown spots on face or
body, frequent headache or dizziness, bad taste in
mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot
flushes, low spirits, and gloomy forebodings, irregular
gPpetite and
tongue coated, you are suffering from
orpld Liver, or “Biliousness.””
In many cascs.of
¥ Liver Complaint” only part of these symptoms are
experienced.
As a Jerhedy for all such cases, Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has no equal, as
it effects perfect and radical cures.
In the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and the
early
stages of Consumption, it has astonished the
medical faculty, and eminent physicians pronounce
“it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While
it cures the severest Coughs, it strengthens the system
an pur
the bl
old by druggists,
R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Irons Worid’s Dispensary
and Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
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of the Free Baptisls

give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
Christian Baptism
}
a book o1 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 3
cents.

The

History

of the Freewill Baptists

covers the first half century of

our existence,

from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerably
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.

$0.75; postage

10 cents.

Memoir of George T. Day.
>
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Ser-

-

mons and
The

Lectures. . Price

75 cents.

Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every

would

be benefited

Christian

by reading it. 25 cts; postage

:

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly,

all the questions

of doctrinal thevlogy, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomiuation.
#1.60

postage. 12 cents.

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225

hymns

and

severas

tunes selectea especially for prayer meetings.
30
cents: postage, 2 cents.
The Minutes of the General Conference

are published

in pamphlet

form at tie close

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
he proceedings of the first sixteen sescicns.
25
cents; postage, 9 cents.
!
The Treatise

contains a bref statement of the doctrines
‘held by
the denomination,
and our general
sages 1m church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose

repulsive, nauseous pills,

PRA
of oxy crude, repal bulky ingredients.
These Pellets are scarcely
larger than mustard seeds.
Being entirely
vegetable,
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Our

from the Stomach, Ba

Faith and Covenant
18 a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de

sirable chureh covevant.

z

Minister's Manual,
just issued, designed especially for minister,
but useful for all church members.
It co. tains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty ifferen
occasions ; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozer
diff vent meetings; Formulas and Suggestion,
he Rulesof Order are comprehensive, and ye
very concise and well arranged; stating in ftitteer

pages all the imporiant parliamentary ral» of deliberative - hedies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
cents;
¥
he

t

perfect satisfaction.

Rules of Order.
are tue same as

Sold by druggists.
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Manual,

sabbath School Question Books
are (or gaults and children.
LE<80Ns tor Every sunday, ,I8, postage Hf
Story of Jesus.
,15,
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2
WONDERFUL Workof Jesus, 15,
02
Butler's Commentary
by the same autbor.—Vrot. J. J Butter, con
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produces radical cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,
no matter of how long standing. The liquid remedy
may be snuffed, or better applied by the use of Dr.
PIERCE'S Douche.
This is the only form of instrument yet invented with which fluid’ medicine can be
carried HIGH UP and PERFECTLY APPLIED to all
arts of the affected nasal passages, and the chamhers or cavities communicating therewith, in which |
sores and ulcers frequently exist, and from which
the catarrhal dischigo generally proceeds, Its nse
is pleasant and easily understood,
from dire! ons
accompanying each instrument.
Dr. SA 18 Catarrh
Remedy
cures recent attacks of # Cold in ‘tho
Head” by a fow applications, It is mild and pleasant to use,
poisons br

containing no strong
I
Remedy and
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would soon be apparent in the fresh life
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world’s sins and sorrows, its plausibilities
ties, and fears, its eager delights
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the oues to make music for others ;and yet
is it not true to many ofus that inthe whole

circle of our friends the life

News

makes the Star indispensable
Freewill Baptist family.

How strange it is that those who have
so little music in their own lives should be
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For allay-

social, educational,

for some fault: ‘“ Ah! well,
very bad to me, because

yes, it seems
that’s not my

Sore

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all inflammation and
soreness without pain.
:

life,

notes and paragraphs on the living (ues:
tions of the day, and particularly a de-

church and could not 8 y them with impunity, I should not have a “church long.

L bad rather be penml

religious

A dear old friend of mine used
to say,
with the truest Christian charity, when he
heard any one being loudly condemned
way

stroyed in the five years of the civil war.
Every one knows that statements of this
kind are facts, and not declamation. A

dir. ¢- toxicating drinks, including

tion.
4
. Jam nos assailing without qualification
invbrinte asylums,
for I believe there is o

and
Jay.

and

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.
;

personal and religious information, - book
notices, a department of missions devoted
especially ‘to the interests of our own
benevelent-work;a-Sunday-school depart~
ment embracing hints on the International lessons and notes on general Sundayschool work, Editorials and Editorial

together, is worth only three hundred and ; Catch a Sunbeam.”
fifty-four millions of dollars. The drink
bill of the United States is seven hundred Is thy burden heavy? do thy steps drag
millions of dollars a year. That is an
wearily ?
estimate by the National Bureau of Sta- Help to bear thy brother’s burden; God will
bear both itand thee,
tistics. There is no accurate return even
Art thou striken in life’s battle! Many woundin the revenue department.
=
ed round thee moan :
It has been shown again and again that Lavish on their wounds thy balsams, and that
balm shall heal thine own,
the financial loss sustained by the sale of
drinks amounts every fifteen years to a
value equal to that

and

ing items of political,

the se-

and filling the soul with entire trust
confidence for the future.— William

Great thoughts,
grave
lasting to the end.

national

MAINE.

stanchi

Burns and Scalds.

news from all parts of the world, embrachas

cret of support in trouble,and of relief from
anxiety ; the power of soothing every care,

Binghamton liquor could be obtained by, any locality. the sale of any and all in-

a half-our’s walk in’ almest any

wisest

He that knows how to pray

standard

make
long.

these things with impunity.

managed its affairs better it would be
suspended at the end of that period ol
probation. Pennsylvania tound her ine
briate asylum at Media so badly manag-

ap-

at times, a healthier issue than could
-thought.—Froude.

li-

I have no church, yon say, and can

in the public eye, was not long ago put
on trial tor a year, and told to its 1ace by
the New York Legislature that unless it

the

The Providence which watches over the
affairs of men works out of their mistakes,

with the gigantic Apollyon of the liquor
trade striding across the whole breadth
of the mercantile
highway.
She can

ness. Tie Binghamton Inebriate Axylum, at one time quite a prominent figure

more

social,

For

PORTLAND,

nicaing, cher

cured with astonishing rapidity.
’

stories adapted to the entertainment and
profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a religious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on the
great questions of the day, practical
thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotesand facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of the Arts,latest

parentheses

pearance of a life of piety than any other;
but it is the Divine plan to bring faith into
activity and exercise.— Cecil.

of liquor. Pat all those shops in a line,
allow them each twenty feet front, and

Tt is said

drunken

his

Strong to consume small troubles ; to commend
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censed and unlicensed places for the

property in the United
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for prayer even in the busiest hours of life.
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size, and your grogshops
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thirty-five
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I

but truth.—

— Cecil,
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allowance for streets

for it

The Christian will find

trade and politics require the shutting by
law
of all-public doors to vice, and in
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head wi’ oyle ; my bickeris fu’ an’ skailin.
E'en sae, sal gude-guidin an’ gude-gree
gang wi’ me, ilk day o’ my livin; an’ evir
mair syne i’ the Lord's ain howff, at lang
last, sal I mak bydan.
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sake intil right roddins. Na’ tho’ I gan
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with a

firm conviction of its increased usefulness

Hatley Waddell’s
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SON,

external or internal, it is always Jolistle
and is used by Physicians of all schools wit
a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
bi
it is invaluable. Our Nasal and Fe=
male Syringes and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.
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The Lord ¢s my herd, nae want sal fa’
me: He louts me till lie amang
green

to obtain good

5. So far as drunkenness
open temptation to it, the

“The Morning Star”

the

translation of the 23rd Psalm from
brew into the Scottish dialect :

blue flame. Perhaps the two most important physical circumstances that can
be pointed out in relation to alcohol are,
that it hardens all the colloid or gluelike substances in the body, and that it
has a local affinity for the brain. Alcohol
hardens
the white of an egg.
The
brain, and much of the matter in the
nervous system, is albuminous in chemical composition, as the white of an egg
is; and as alcohol everywhere else hardéns colloid substances, so it does in the
brain. The blue flame which Forbes
Winslow kindled shows the affinity of
alcohol for the brain, and should be kept
burning as a pillar of fire before tempted
men. There is a famous saying of
Hyrti (quoted lately in The Scientific
American) that he could tell in the dark
whether he was dissecting a drunkard’s
brain or the brain of a temperate man,
for the former would be hard under the
scalpel. He used to explain to his puthe

PSALMS

No

8, RICH

FURNISHING: UNDERTAKERS.

SPECIFIC

ever
ormed such wonderful cures of
this
tressing disease in its various forms.
Sufferers who
have tried eve
g elso

ques-

demand.

AND

Rheumatism.

willing

defend, to

DESTROYER

FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.

Great natural justice

Following is Dr. P.

cently a foremost visitor of lunatics in
Great Britain, and a fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians, has lately made a not, if’ she is the Church cf the Heavenly
vehement attack on thattheory. Eightor Rest.
ten years ago, inebriate asylums in the
THE DUTY OF THE CHURCH.
United States were held up as mod 1s to
Great Britain. Mr. Dalrymple, of ParWhat if the church should be as stern
liament, took American testimony, which
with rich proprietors of property used for
was supposed to prove that 34 per cent. dram-shops as the law of Massachusetts
of the patients treated in our inebriate is nt this hour? When the proprietor of a
asylums were cured. Dr. Buckrill came block of buildings at the North End lets
to this country in 1875, when the wave of a cellar there,if the tenant violates the
popular excitement concerning incbrinte temperance laws an! is convicted, notice
asylums bad subsided to a large extent, is served on the proprietor, according to
and his book is intended to discredit the the Massachusetts aw, as it now stands;
theory that habitual drunkenness is usu- and he is required under the old law of
ally a disease. The attack is from the common nuisance to eject that tenant
highest authority.
This volume, from a under penalty.
Thats what the Sate
great specialist in nervous disease, is a requires of the rich proprietor of propvigorous proclamation of the theory that e ty. What does the Church of the Heavhabitual drunkenness in most cases is a enly Rest repuire of that proprietor if he
vice to be reformed by moral measures,
is a church member? Why, that he should
rather than a disease to be cured. Dr. go on with his heavenly iest, and pay his
Bucknill thinks practical Christianity is bills in the church.
habitual.

PAIN

SN

better than ever before how to emphasize the truths of science for the warning
of the middle-aged and the young.
Forbes Winslow, the celebrated English physician for the insane, once told a
committee of Parliament that he could
dip out of the brain of any habitual
drunkard
a fluid so full of alcohol that
when put in a spoon, and a lamp placed

pils that

to

S.

THE GREAT

a

an’s interests are nmong the chief ones
concerned: and as to family divisions,
why, they come largely from temperance
laxness.
THE

with

up—I am

is on the side of such a

AS A DISEASE.

beneath it, the liquid would burn

temperance laws, when the

to defend, and intend

raw whiskey

would destroy no more property than
rum traffic!
Shy

a disease than a vice is going out of fashion among experts,
Dr. Bucknill, re

for

home.

But this, I dare say, that

tion of local option is

: civil war for five years every fifteen years

The theory that drunkenness is oftener

the best remedy

the

one of the fragments of self-protection
for women—namely, a right to vote con-

church, under the modern training of
theological students, is likely to know

How long? creation cries in bonds,
Still jonging to be free;
;
“The groan is heard, and When it comes,
Good shall the answer
be.

the

on that theme.

4. So far as drunkenness as a vice
leads to drunkenness as a disease, the

In hours of agony ;

But not in vain—her ery is heard;
Good shall the answer be.

cially

compounds

INTOXICATION

How long? the church thus pleads,

in the world, it bécomes miore

to be,

a much better prospect of fnishing it
within a reasonably short time than the
Englishman,”

He hears; and when it comes,

ro
>

represented

taken
into empty stomachs,
are far
ahead
of
ourselves.
An
American
drunkard who sticks to his work has

The battle goes against us, yet
We fight, and will not flee;

S

fouching

3

PON'S EXTRACT.

conservative New England State, has just

that men who indulge in it might die off
quickly. The French have somewhat imroved upon pure spirit in this direction
Pe the invention of absinthe, which
causes epilepsy, and the Americans, with

of sin and strife, the soul
out in vain to Thee;
in vain—deliverance comes;
shall the answer be.

Help, Lord!

closely

given women the right to vote on all questions concerning the school laws. I am
not a woman suffragist. Do not applaud
this platform under the mistaken idea
tional, nay, a world-wide blessing, if that I am a detender of extreme positions
alcohol were really the active poison as to women’s rights. I am meditating

But day. shall break, and when it comes,
‘Weary
Cries
Yet not
Good

1, 1879.

lish has become sober, and its growing
opinion stamps drunkenness more and
‘more as a disgrace. It would be a na-

It seemeth sad so long to watch,

shall the answer be.

questions

Let it be noticed that New Hampshire,

¢ Of late years the upper class of Eng-

God bath forgotten me;
Yet shall it come, and when it comes,
Good shall the answer be.

STAR, JANUARY

In New Hampshire, the line has already
been broken as to the exclusion of women from participation in the settlement of

| they have tasted it. The power of the
pledge shows that in most cases drunkenness is a vice and not a disease.
J
Very surly is the deep tone of recen
science concerning what is called moderate drinking. Dr. Bucknill writes :

Selections,

Good
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The Horning Star.

en up things all about us. Ilow the
father’s returning footstep would always
have a merry ring: in the.children’s ear,
and how the wife's heart would bound as
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1, 1879.
it did in the old days when she was a
maiden and he was a lover. Friends,
2% All communications designed for publication
many of you are doing more sinning each
shorid be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
week in the fretting and scolding that
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
you do in your families, than you will
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
atone for in the good deeds of all your
Our greatest denominational need at lives. You arise from family prayers,
the present. time is more generous con- and rudely push away the little one that
tributions to the Home Mission Society. asks for some favor; you ask a blessing
We say denominational. need, because at table, and then growl because the
without these contributions the denomi- roast is too much cooked, or the rolls are
:
. mation is hindered from doing the Chris- tbo much browned.
Now
these
are
simple
things, but they
tian work that it ought to be doing
through this Society. We beseech our are not trifles. They determine the
readers to give due heed to the appeals quality of all professedly true life. You
that are so often made in these columns may be a minister and do these things, or:
for, the home work. The treasury is you may be a deacon and' do them, or
practically empty. Nota quarter of the you may be an untitled church-member
appropriations made for this coming year and do them. But you are not a Christo needy interests have been paid, and tian if you do them. You run over that
new demands are constantly pressing list of the fruits of the Spirit, and you
upon the Society. Would that the op- will not find scolding, or fretting, or
portunity for real Christian work that is unkindness, or rudeness, mentioned anynow presented to our Home Mission where.
Ty

Toe

:
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But what of the churches without pastors, and

the remote communities with al-

appoint prayer
meetings,
and
pray
earnestly for the salvation of souls. Such
work would be blessed.
The
most
powerful revivals of the time have followed from such effort.
Brother or
Sister, will you not try this work in your
own neighborhood, and prove

the

prom-

ises, whether they be true or false ?
As for

no one

the remote

feel a

communities,

call to

begin

does

religious

meetings in the midst of some of them ?
Alas, for the missionary spirit. Where
isit? Is it the pay that is wanted, and
for lack of this will a professed child of
God withhold

his

zeal ?

What

reward

can equal a soul saved from death?
Friend, is there no community waiting
for you to deliver the divine message in
its midst? God grant that you may be
ready to do all the work that he requires
of you.
In any case, it will

be by

the

faithful,

We would be

ungrateful notto acknowledge the many ery Milihousen, Ind. ; Iowa, E. Tibbetts,
Agency City, Iowa; Iowa Northern, N
a work of the devil, would 33 healed .|words of appreciation and acts of coW. Bixby, Edgewond, Iowa ; Maine CenIn theusands of villages, whi
one operation that have come from patrons
tral, A. M. Jones, Esq., Lewiston, Me. ;
minister would answer for the entire and readers heretofore.
They are cherpopulation, two are now to be found,
Maine Western, Rufus Deering,
Esq.,
ished
among
the
pleasant
things that help
volving double expenses,double labors,
Me. ; R. I. and Mags., Geo. S
o-retieve-editoriat—tife—of tts thankloss=| | Portland,
Ricker, Lowell, Mass. ; Michigan, J. B.
often eancels, the benefits that should flow ness.
hates, and which

inspiration pronounces

tm

from the work of each.

Finally,

let us all bear in mind that

Now this, standing by itself, sounds the amount of happiness that we exwell and is good reasoning, but when perience the coming year will depend
the plea for unity is made on the uncom- more upon what we do for others than
promising ground that the Methodists upon what we do for ourselves.
Life
must return in a body to the ¢“ Establish- hastens. The sum of our years may be
ed Church,” which is alone the true already added. Let us strive to be more
ehurch, the desire for union in order to patient, brave and strong asthe days pass,
heal a division which is the ¢ work of doing the duty at hand, helping our utmost
- the devil ” is not so apparent as is the to promote the charitable and religious
desire to propagute and- build up a work of the church and the neighborhood,
particular church. In reply, the Method- making all the places brighter where we
ists very naturally respond that they are move, and all hearts happier where our
for unity with their Episcopal brethren, influence falls. Thus the year would be
but the migration should be into the a useful one, and it could not fail to
Methodist

camp,

in as

much

as

the

Wesleyan
tents are so much more
numerous and ample.
The
oak of
Methodism will hardly get back into the

bring much happiness with it.
Bah Sn gn on on

"THE WEEK OF PRAYER.

We should rather count it a misfortune
are as far apart as ever. Of course, it has if the churches should fall into the habit
mot occurred to the Churchman that its of waiting for any set time in the future
church is in any way responsible for con- to labor for an outpouring of God's Spirit.
“singed « division.” We can all say hand- The set time is always and only now.
some things about union when the con- The churches that are most genuinely reeessions are all to be made by the “ party vived are those that seek the revival now.
While the churches that have been waitof the second part.”
ing in coldness and lethargy through the
past- months, depending upon
the apTHE NEW YEAR.
pointed week of prayer to bring a revival
It a wish would make all our readers to them, will hardly be revived at all.
happy, there would be no gloom in any
Nevertheless, the churches may and
of your households the coming year. many of them will observe the appointYour business would prosper, your har- ment of the week of prayer without hav* Episcopal acorn, and so the two churches

vests would be bountiful, your dear

A

Drew, Jackson, Mich. ; Minnesota, C.

Russell, Champlin,

L.

Minn.; New

Hamp-

Hampton,

N. H.;

shire, L. L.' Harmon,

~ BRIEF

in

NOTES.

Will correspondents please fold their manuscript all together? It is a great bother to have
each leaf folded separately. And, to save our

temper, please fold it always,
it.
A kind of letter that

it

Ohio, A. M. Simonton, Blanchester, Ohio ;
Ohio River, T. E. Peden, Downington,
Ohio ; Ohio and Pa., Rufus Clark, South
Ridge, Ohio; Pennsylvania, J. A, Faunce,

Esq., Harrisburg, Pa. ; St. Joseph's

Val-

ley, J. S. Wright, Esq., Berrien Springs,
Mich. ; St. Lawrence, H. S. Ball, Dickenson Center, N. Y.; Vermont, S. S.
Nickerson, West Derby, Vt.; Wisconsin,

and

is

never

pleasent

to

roll
re-

ceive—this one is dated at Hillsdale, Mich. :—
‘ Send the Star for 1879 to ——, Minneapolis,
Kansas, a Christmas present from an old subserider here.”
Who says that bribery

Do we desire the exercise of these united service of God’s people that the
principles of truth and kindness at the ex- churches will be revived:
His Spirit
pense of repentance of sin and faith in the will not dwell in a divided house. He
Lord Jesus Christ? By no means. These will come in answer to the united suplast are primal duties. But repentance plication of his people. Let that Spirit
and faith are neither genuine nor effica- _ be in us all that was also in Christ, and
cious onlyas .one persists in subduing the results of the week of prayer, can not
fail to bring great blessing to the church
priate New Year's gift could be made, the natural man, and getting the temper
than such sums of money as each could under. control. And in no place is a and salvation to many new wretched in
give to help the Society in its Christian person’s Christianity so truly tested as in
sin.
:
0-0-0
+o
work ? God’s blessing would rest on the home, where all ‘its fruits should
Many a cold prayer-meeting
every donor, whether young or old, for appear.
SUNDAY SOHOOL REPORTS.
every cent contributed. He gives twice might trace its cause back to some unThe report of our Sunday-schools is
happy domestic scene. This is a relig- just out of press. A full supply for all
who gives quickly.
ious family paper. And in this issue
our schools has been sent to the Yearly
One of the radical difficulties in the especially we would emphasize the need Meeting agents, and will by them be forof more Christian kindness in the family. warded to the Quarterly Meeting agents
way of the organic union of separate
As for our ‘plans in conducting the
denominations
of Christians
is well
for distribution to the different schools.
Star the coming year, they will appear |.
illustrated by the recent remarks of the
The Yearly Meeting agents are as folas the weeks go by. We are sure that
€hurchman, which comments somewhat
lows, so far as appointed :
;
loftily on the reception which its propo- the desire of all concerned in its manageCentral New York, A. E. Wilson, No.
sition for the return of the Methodist ment is that it may be more useful, Scriba, N. Y.; Central Ohio, B. F. Zell,
ehurch to the primitive Episcopal fold stimulating and helpful than ever before.’ La Rue, Ohio; Genesee, C. A. Hilton, No.
Whether this desire is achieved or not
has. received from the Methodist press.
Parma, N. Y.; Holland Parchase, G. W.
will
depend about as much upon the coSpeaking of such a consummation, the
Knapp, Dale, N. Y.; Illinois, B. A. Guroperation of our patrons as upon the
Churchman says:
ney, Kewanee, Ill. ; Indiana, D. A. Tuck-

work done at this office.

rate

most no praying soul in them ?In the case
of the former, we wish that the members
of the church, even if it be only one or
two who will undertake the work, would

Society, but from which itis withheld
for lack of money, might be appreciated
by all our people. Both from New EngJand and the West there come urgent
appeals for aid,
and it pains every
member-of the Board not to be able to
grant the requests. What more appro-

One of those * divisions ” ‘which Christ

|

to order the paper at the reduced
the name of another.

is

not

diminishing?

The Boston and Albany, Lowell, Eastern and
the Boston and Maine railroads have agreed
to discontinue the custom of furnishing free
transportation to members and officers of the
Massachusetts legislature.
* An Old Subscriber,” who writes the article on the price of the Star, is one of our foremost ministers and educatorsin the West.
I
felt so provoked,” he writes, “ with complaints
about the price of the Star, that I send the
inclosed for publication—or the waste-basket,
as you please.”
:
Littell’s Living Age begins its 140th volume with the first number in January.
We
congratulate it on its honored record, which
has been one of almost uniform excellence.
It doubtless presents the best compend of scientific, political, theological and general literary matter of any publication in this country.
Rev. D. Powell follows up his circular letter

\

lay, and the trustees are resolved there
shall be no encroachment on the endow-

ment by their hands.
Before the fire the salaries were thought
to be absurdly and unjustly meager; they
have since been steadily reduced until no
friend of the College is willing, for the
honor of the institution,

to

confess

how

small they are.
The worst phase of insufficient salaries
is not alone the personal injustice to the
men who are asked to stay on half the
wages they might earn elsewhere, but also the hampering of these teachers

in

all

their work.
The fatal retrenchment to income was
begun by the trustees last commencement
by abolishing the chair of the Latin language—a loss that all friends of the College felt could not be borne, and the pro-

fessor was induced to remain one year on
their personal and burdensome subscriptions. This source car not be depended
on again.
Brethren, we can not, we must not announce next year that the only progress
of Free Baptist education in the West is
backward.
Misfortune, not mismanagement,

disaster

ours.

The faithful servants of the college

not

dishonor,

has

been

have borne this four years with Christian
fortitude.

Brethren, shall we ask them to

by some remarks on pastorless churches which
we wish might be carefully reflected upon.
In

bear it longer?
Nine full academic professors on $6559,
$1200 yearly paid to indigent theological

some

students, most of whom without

lately addressed to the churches in Wisconsin,

cases

the

distance

between

parishes

would operate against the unity of work and
worship that he proposes, but there is much
to be considered in the remedies that he sug-

gests,
The Minutes of the
Meeting, held at

Maine

Brunswick

Central
last

Yearly

September,

and of the annual meeting of the Maine Free
Baptist Home Mission Society, held at Lewiston last November, have been printed in
pamphlet form for distribution among their
constituency.

this

aid

must have remained away, a steady
growth in attendance every year since the
fire
(390,—474,—506),
acknowledged
competence in instruction, twenty years of
splendid record, seven thousand fed by
her intellectual bounty, four hundred
graduates, one hundred

Christian

minis-

ters—shall this hope of our denomination
in the West go out?

The result, so far as it familiar-

izes the membership with the doings of these
bodies, and awakes an interest for a still more
prosperous future, ought to be wholesome.

A series of topics for daily prayer-meetings
for the coming year, published

Men’s Christian Associations

by

the

of

the

Young

United

States and British Provinces, will be found
quite serviceable, we should think, to those

who may use them as

not

abusing

them.

A

topic is assigned for each week day in the
year, with references to appropriate Scripture
texts. They are issued in leaflet form, neatly
sewed, and may be had at 5 cts. each, or 50
cts. a dozen, of R. C. Morse, at 52 East 23d
St., New York city.

Furnishing Theological Rooms.
Ever since the Theological School

was

half of the institution:

localities, and the response, so far as

The imperative necessity that now compels Hillsdale College to appeal for help
to the Free Baptist churches should be

Denominational Helos.
An Open Letter of Faots.

re-

failing to receive them will be supplied

liable interest-bearing notes.

by writing to the Yearly Meeting agent,

The loss by the fire, above insurance,
was $40,000.
The panic” and *‘ hard
times” add to this $15,000 in bad notes,

ceived, has been most cheerful and gratifying, made mostly through the Ladies’
circles in conjunction with the co-operation of pastors,
The following rooms have already been
neatly and comfortably furnished, and
named after the churches and Q. Meeting
to which the donors respectively belong,
and are mentioned here in the order of
time in which the work has been done :
Lawrence church, Mass.; Olneyville

thdt would have

church, R. I.; Roger Williams ¢hurch, R.

B. F. McKenney, Evansville,
Wis. ; Shenandoah F.

B.

Mission,

Harper's Ferry, W.
Where no agents
the reports will be
Quarterly Meeting

A.

H.

Morrell,

Va.
have been appointed
sent to the Yearly or
clerks or school direct

when the address can be had. Any school
or the Corresponding

Secretary,

E.

W.

Page, P. O. Box 2817, New York, N. ¥.
We ask our ministers, and all interested in Sunday-school work, to carefully
study these reports and to try and profit
by the lessons that they teach. It has
heretofore been difficult to get full reports
from our schools. There is only a slight
improvement in this respect in the present
case. Very many schools have not reported, and in quite a number that have
reported the Secretary finds that a good
deal of Sundaj-school literature outside
of and to the exclusion of our own publi-

made clear from the following facts :
Before the calamitous fire the College
had a building worth $70,000 and an actual endowment of $100,000, including re-

been

good

in ordinary

times—a distressing total of $55,000

act~

ual loss in three years.
But further, the

unavoidable

I.; Sebec Q. M., Me.
The Bath church, North St.,

necessity

of rebuilding diverted unpaid interestbearing subscriptions from the endowment, at the will of the donor, to the

sum

of $20,000.
This gain to the building fund by so
much weakened the endowment, on the
income of which the life of the College
depends.
That something of this terrible loss has
been gained back in. these trying years,

ones ing waited especially for that week to
would be always with you, your health come. They may have prepared for it, cations is used. We have nearly 100,000
would be sound, your digestion good,your and that is well. There is a vast dif- -children in our Sunday-schools. Let us
minds serene,and your spiritual enjoyment ference between faithful preparation for give them our own publications first so and that four permanent buildings, worth
as clear
and constant as a running the presence of the Holy Spirit and long as our own are as good as any other. $100,000, have been erected with no more
brook.
The plan of working through our than $20,000 actual present shrinkage of
indifferent waiting for that Spirit to
But that perhaps might show how un- come. It is the prepared’ church shatQuarterly and Yearly Meetings, says the the endowment, in the face of the above
sanctified would be our wish. For we will be revived. There are many such Secretary, is meeting with success. In facts, is simply marvelous. The College
ought in reality to. wish as God wills. in our own Zion. Here and there from Nhe sections where the Sunday-school was worth $170,000; it lost - absolutely
His providences
are always best. If we Maine to Minnesota many a faithful pastor work has been taken up with efficiency, $55,000; it is worth $180,000.
ean put ourselves in accord with them, has for the last few weeks been leading it is found that all departments of the
But the values have changed sides.
we are in the way of finding the greatest the attention of his people to the impor- church work are more prosperous, and The old building, cramped, dark, unsafe
possible amount of happiness in this life. tance of this week of prayer, and uniting not infrequently the Sunday-school work
(obviously) and too small, was worth
For, as we tried. to show last week, the with them in special pleading for a great has been the means of an awakening $70,000. Now the five colleges (four
immediate results of many of our seeming blessing to come out of it to his flock. which has given new life and efficiency to new), comparatively secure from fire,
hardships may appear to be evil, but the These pastors have been looking after the a church nearly dead, or been the means ventilated, lighted, arranged for growth,
ultimate consequences may be blessedness cold church-members, and seeing that the of planting a new and vigorous one.
are worth $100,000—magnificent buildand peaee.
The reported conversions the past year ings, needed, useful now and safe for the
prostrate family altars in the parish were
While we have not much inclination again set in order, and urging closer in out schools are 1,316, a falling off of years to come—but men,not bricks alone,
for mere idle wishing; there are several communion with God as a preparation 121 from last year’s record. This leads make a college. Five years ago the Colthings that we most ardently desire for for the important work that may be ac- the Secretary to say:
lege was struggling to the light with
our readers, and those we will mention. complished. Such churches will not miss
This falling off in the number of con- $100,000 endowment.
National financial
© Inthe first place, we would have them the blessing. The first week in January versions should lead us to the throne of distress, increased incidental expenses,
grace
with
earnest
crying
unto
God
for
eonsecrate
themselves
to truth. The will find them already
revived, and more power | in our work to win souls. If from the necessity of furnishing the new
~ person who is deceitful, or.prevaricating, ready to undertake the work of pointing we fall in this, we fail in all. While we buildings, and the right of diversion exor anything else but henest and true in others to the Saviour.
rejoice that we are able to report more ‘ercised by city and county donors on unthan thirteen hundred souls won to Christ,
every word and act, soon forfeits his own
paid subscriptions, have diminished that
While we believe that as arule such
us not be satisfied unless from year to
peace of mind and the confidence of his churches will have an advantage over let
year, we can report a large increase, in- too small sum to $80,000
fellowmen. Nobody’s wish could bring those that have made no preparation at stead of decrease in the number we are
Meanwhile, the necessary expenses are
bappiness fo such a person. The new all for the work, still the opportunity of able to lead to ¢ the Lamb*of God who greater. The changed hubits of the stu_ year would witness no upward striving. this special week is one that we wish taketh away the sin of the world.”
dent, consequent upon the fire, cut off
-o--b
> +00
It would only add another. twelve-month every church might improve.
Whether
$1000 a year in dormitory rent. The into the dead level of his life.
EF Quite a number of our subscribers creased number of courses of study, and
the programme as laid down
by the
We also desire that all our read- Evangelical Alliance be observed or not have availed themselves of our offer, and their added length and thoroughness,
ers may be generous and kind—gen- is not for us to say. Fresh, faithful, have ordered
the Morning Star as a pres- properly forced upon the College by the
erous in their conduct, kind in their earnest, humble and persistent effort, ent to their friends at $1.70 each. That growth of other colleges, together with
judgment, and both generous and kind looking to God and following his guid- neither the giver nor receiver of the Star the. former acknowledged deficiency in
_ in every word and act. It is especially ance, attending especially to the duty of may be disappointed, we give notice that teaching force, have compelled the addi~ with reference to the home that we desire secret prayer and to personal preparation the paper will be discontinued at the end tion of three professorships which can
these three things. If we could all each to take part in the work, can not fail to of the year unless the subscription is re- not be spared.
day be truthful,and generous,and kind, in bring a personal blessing, and that could newed at the regular rates; and - we
The dilemma is reached, the expenses
all that pertains tothe home life,and in all hardly result without some one else also hope that many, after receiving the paper can not be further reduced without danthat goes to ‘make up the happiness and being blessed. : May the blessed Spirit one year, will beconde regular suhseribers, gerously crippling the usefulness of the
unity
of the family circle, what a blessed attend all such effort and many eouls be We do not understand the offer to
ollege in every member, the annual inShing it| would be. How it would bright- ‘born into the kingdom.
one member of a family, not as
me, $11,000, scarcely reaches the out-

|

this,

unless we devise a system better adapted
to the work than we now have.
3d.

If the work be

done,

it must

be

done by the churches themselves. How?
In our * Circular Letter,” addressed to
the churches of the Wisconsin Yearly

Meeting, we indicated a plan:—For

churches to unite and employ.a
What one church can not

do

the

pastor.

alone,

two

may do; and whattwo can not,three inay,

or four may.

Let the several Quarterly

Meetings throughout all our Yearly Meet.
ings, institute a thorough inquiry into the

condition and needs of the churches in
their respective bodies, and then urge
upon these churches to form alliances

with others so that they may be supplied
with regular and stated preaching.
A little attention to this on the. part

of

the Q. Meetings will bring about this desired end.

Ifthe Q. M. deem it best,

let

there be appointed a special committee to

look up the state of the churches and urge

upon them the need of such co-operative
work among them.
Some may object to this,—
1st. On the ground that it will interfere with the congregational rights and

privileges of the churches. We are to
consider ourselves as brethren, belonging
to one aggregated whole, and that our
separate organizations are merely local in
their purposes—for the conveniénce of the
worshipers; that if convenience favor-

ed, we would be but’ one congregation
and not many. These separate organizations are not so much to be regarded as
detached, independent bodies, as parts of

a body—** many members but one body.”
By the common faith and brotherhood of
our several churches we are one. It is
by our faith and brotherhood in Christ,
that we are made

one.

As

brothers,

let

The matter has been
deferred,however, | die —hn faet, ouwr—churehes
inthe raral

The Trustees of Hillsdale College have
issued the following circular letter in be-

prospectus for 1879, and see if he can af=
ford to do without the paper next year ?

the denomination is not sufficient for

us be united and helpful.
established in this place, the want of a
2d. Some may object to the division :
suitable furnishment of the rooms, occupied
by the students, has been constantly and of the labors of a pastor and claim that
seriously felt. Itis n't always the case they must have preaching every Sabbath.
that a young man in entering upon a Preaching every Sabbath may be desircourse of Theological study is prepared able, but if not practicable, what is best to
without embarrassment to advance at the be done? Shall the churches burden
themselves for a few months or years to
outset fifty, or seventy-five dollars for this
‘sustain preaching, and then starve to
purpose, or even one half of that amount
death? Better have regular pastoral
in case of a double occupancy of rooms.
preaching once a month, than disband and
from year to year, because of the many
pressing calls upon the attention and beneficence of our people.
:
But the increased stringency of the
times and other circumstances had rendered a movement in this direction a necessity to the prosperity of the school. And
so some few months since,'in as quiet a
a manner as possible, so as not to interfere with other pressing demands, this
want was laid before a few of our pastors,
and other friends of the school in various

At the close of 1878 a good many
subscriptions to the “ Star’ have expire
ed. Will each subscriber read over the

2d. » What can the denomination do to
remedy this, and put all our churches upon a living basis? It is not in the: power
of our several mission ‘boards to furnish
the needed financial aid. The wealth of

nished a room some time

Me.,

fur-

The

La-

ago.

dies’ circle of the church at Pascoag,R. I.,
has sent a nice box of bed clothing, and
the ladies of the West Derby, Vt., church
a package of articles for gentleman's wear,

which has proved quite serviceable.
What has been done thus far, especially
in the furnishment of rooms, has proved a
most timely help; and if the donors, who
are entitled to the warmest thanks of the
Faculty and other friends, could have seen

the cheerful countenances
ers at the opening of the
would have felt, that their
met with a just and warm
All the rooms

of the new comlast term, they
benefaction had
appreciation.

furnished

are

occupied,

together with a goodly number of others,
which have been furnished by the students
themselves as they should not have been.
Encouragement has been given by several
pastors and social circles with respect to
the furnishment of other roems, but only
one in addition to the above has been definitely engaged. Several more should
be furnished so as to be ready for new ap-

plicants.
Any pastor, or circle, disposed

to en-

courage the continuance of this

good

work, will receive all needed information,

by addressing either member of the faculty, orthe Financial Secretary, Rev. E. N.
Fernald, Lewiston, Maine.—J. F.

9
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Pastorless Churches.
What can be done

for our

pastorless

churches ? or, what can they do for them-

selves? These questions concern our denominational life in many localities. In |
the West, is this specially true; and in
the East and middle States, we do not
know that it is less true.
1st. Whatis their condition? It is a
fact, that a large portion of our churches
are located in the rural

districts,

and

in

towns and villages where they meet with

many discouraging influences from the
larger bodies of professed Christians.
The result is, that many of our churches
are feeble and quite unable to support pas-

tors.

For years they struggle and con-

tend for the faith of the denomination,
and finally lose their visibility. This is

the sad history of too many.
EN

districts need an occasional Sabbath for
prayer-meetings and Sabbath-school work.

Ifa church has no individual working
power withdut a pastor, she will have but
little with a pastor. Our churches need
individuality. The pastor is an individual in himself, or ought to be; and the
church ought to be an individual in herself; yea, every member ought to be an
individual person and worker in him or
berself. The want of this individual and
yet united work, is the cause of so much
declension and spiritual death amongst
us. Brethren, this can and must be remedied. The remedy, under God, is in
our own hands. Let us arise and build.

Our Zion has: lain too long neglected—
“It is not by might nor by power,
by my Spirit saith the Lord.”

Brethren,

there

is no

but

denomination

whose avowed doctrines so fairly meet
the common sense Bible views of pious

men and women, as the doctrines held by
us ss a denomination.

If we fail, we

fail

for the want of system and co-operation
among our churches and pastors. Are
we not willing to forego some of our pet
notions and personal convenience for the
good of our beloved Zion ?

We

desire to hear from

our

needy

churches and ministers on the questions
here proposed. The Lord be with you.
Amen,
Rev. D. PowELL.
Lima Center, Wis.
Price of the Star.
In deep sympathy for those who feel
the burden of the high price of the Star
and with the most positive conviction that
no family should be without a religious
paper, I have been looking overa list of
papers for their benefit. Perhaps they
would like a Congregationalist paper.
1f
so they can get the Independent,Christian
Union, Congregalionalist or Advance for
$3.00, or the Pacific for $4.00.
They can

get the Presbyterian

Observer for $3.15,

or the Evangelist for $3.00.

| The

leading Baptist

papers

like

the

Watchman of Boston, or Standard of Chi-

cago, can be had for $3.00.

If a little

‘more ritualism is desired,

Episcopa-

the

lians furnish theRegister for $3.00, Church
Journal for $3.15, or the Churchman for
$3.50. And the Romanists will furnish
the Tablet or the Freeman's Journal for
$3.00.
Or if Spiritism is desired, the
Banner of Light is offered at $3.00 and
the Religio-Philosophical Journal at $3.15."
With a little more liberal assumption the

Christian Standard and the Christian at
Works are offered at $3.00

Unitarian

Register

each; and

at $3.20.

the

If these

Christian prices are objectionable, the
Jewish Messenger is published at only
$5.00, the radical Index at $3.00, and

the

regular old infidel Investigator at $3.50.
And this price seems to be satisfactory to
its patrons, while some who have consecrated all their goods and themselves to
God and his claims(?) are staggered with
two-thirds of that sum for their religions
paper!
But if our economical friends will send

across the Atlantic, the English Independent can be had for $6.00, or the' Baptist
or Methodist paper for $5.00.

If the religious field should be abandoned, there are secular papers with a' large

comes

amount

THE
atler,
matter,

of common

ex
3
extensive

cir-|
Cir

Entirely without knowledge or suspicion of
Mr. and Mrs. Fernald it became whispered
among their more intimate friends in Lewiston
that the erystal anniversary of their wedding
was approaching.
The whisper was heard
across the river, among their former parishjoners in Auburn.
The result was, a houseful

culation and immense advertising pat.
ronage, cheap, but secular papers with
specific objects are higher than religious,
just as medical and scientific books are
much higher than religious books. The

of sunny-faced friends,
gifts of those

and Building News, $6.00, R. Road JourJournal,
Army and Navy

£5.00, Engineering and Miner's Journal,
Sunday

$5.00,

Gazette,

of others

anied by cordial expressions

edition Louisville Courier-Journal $5.00,
and the New York Clipper and Spirit of
the Times $6.00 each.
Shall we discontinue the Star or refuse
to subscribe for it because of the price?
Next to the Bible it has been my first

of

personal

while members
Y. M. C. A. of
of his former
friends—some

STAR,

JANUARY

a missionary meeting at Beaver Valley,

stated

that * the card system was introduced,

names

cents per week.”

from

It should

one

to twenty

have

read, from

one cent per week to twenty cents per

month.

per month, six subscribers for

af-

the

Star,

hymn books, Treatises and Registers

of other churches and of the
Auburn united with members
flock and with his Lewiston
of whom are friends of lon;

Rev. Joseph Masters has

been

and

chosen pastor,

recently held with

Hortonville church, was one

of the

the

old

fash-

New Hampshire.
seemsto me that it was never better than
Rev.
John
Willis,
pastor of the F. B. church
above
Far superior to most of the
now.
at East Washington,received a large donation,
than
Less
cheaper.
papers and one-third
Dec. 17, from his members and friends,—also
one-fourth its original cost in proportion on Christmas day several presents for himself
to its reading matter, and we thought it and wife, including a handsome arm-chair.
Rev. E. W. Ricker, of the Charles St.
cheap at that time.
church, Dover, is prostrated by nervous exAN OLD SUBSCRIBER.

the delegates’ names were enrolled was a pray-

is observed.

R. has worked almost

To any subscriber who wishes to make
a present of “The Morning Star” to a
friend, we will furnish a second copy at
$1.70. The season of gift=making is at
hand. What more appropriate gift than

er and social meeting.

\

incessantly for the past

This

ery.

The Lord has been reviving his work within
the bounds of the Huntington Q. M. Several

of the giver’s thoughtfulness and friend=
ship? Parents can thus send the paper
to absent children, or an absent son or
daughter can send it to the old home.

have

been

converted

in

the

church....Our last session held at Starksboro’
closed

nishing one of those rooms?

$15 will

fit of their pastor on Dec. 18, presenting

‘furnish the room without shutters. A
second floor will be finished as soon as
our financial condition will allow us to

him

with the liberal gift of $100, one-half of which
‘was cash,

We have for several years been crowded with students during the winter term,
but never till this year during the fall

Rev. N. W. Bixby has resigned

term.

held

that

his anniversary

exhibition

sermon it was shown that he had baptized 65
who had joined that church, and that 56 had

the evening of the 24th.
Our teacher's convention will meet here
during the holidays.
N. C. BRACKETT.

been received by letter. He is still supplying
the church with preaching once a month, hoping that some younger servant of the Lord
may be found to minister to that people.

The term closed with an

To

ro

——

My Position.

James Lowe, one of the original members of
the Volga church, a brother of Elder D. P.
| Lowe, and formerly from Western Pa., came

In the Star of Dec. 18, there is an article
under the above caption, with which I do
most heartily, in some respects, sympathize.

The writer says, * I have served poor churehes, for a bare living.” I, and many others,
can sympathize with our aged brother in this
respect.
That has been true with me, and
more, because I have, at times, partly support-

ed myself by manual

labor or teaching.’ He

to his death by the running away
a few days since.

He was

a

of his team

member

convention to organize the Delaware
ton Q. M., in June, 1848,

Volga City church

of the

& Clay-

p

needs

a minister.

The

meeting-house has recently been repaired and
the inside tastefully arranged.
It has a bell
and is loeated in a growing village of 500 inhabitants, which has recently become a rail-

road town, and

will become

incorporated

if

says, “ I have never been ableto lay up any-|
the fight against thebeer and whisky power
thing.”
Through the good management of
proves successful. The 8. School prospers the
one who, a little more than a year ago, went to
year round under the superintendency of
the “ other shore,” we had laid by a small sum
Hon. Henry White.
The church has longbeen
for declining years, and thought it safely in- without a pastor. Bro. D. Jewell, a licensed
vested, but by bankruptcy, fraud and failures, preacher, is supplying them now.

lost the greater part of that, so that I can

say,

¢ What I saved I lost; what I gave away, I
saved.” . I,too,formed a plan for retiring from
itinerant life, and securing a permanent home,

with pleasant and congenial surroundings,
where I might enjoy the evening of life with
less fatigue and

exposure.

But

death

came

and our hopes and plans were at once broken
up. It was the greatest disappointment of
my life. I miss
my home
sadly, and
have sometimes felt an indescribable yearning
for
a home among congenial friends and acquaintances. But seeing no light in that direction, and not daring

to retire

from

service while I have strength to work
Master, I
the Master
where (if
and I give

active

for the

have arrived at this conclusion, that
knows what is best for me, and
anywhere) I can do most for him,
itall up to him.
About the re-

mainder of life, I have no anxiety. I feel a
calm and firm assurance that whatever God
- in-his providence orders, will be best for me,
and wherever my lot is cast," there I shall
find my truest and deepest joy. I do not feel

ecstasies of joy,

but

I do

feel that

is an anchor to the soul, and I am

care.

It isa matter of no

account

safe

Christ
in

with

his

me,

how much the world or church owes me; if
they have not done their duty, they must settle
with our common Master.
God has been
abundantly good to me,
My threescore years
and ten have past, but my health is good and I
dare not retire at present.
Perhaps I am
childish, but I hope to be fit for service a few
more years, and die at last at my post.
D. WATERMAN.
el

-OH———

Seventy-three new subscribers last week,
The first weeks in the new year will be an
excellent time to keep adding new names
to the list.

Hinisters and Churches,
Maine.

The name of R. B. Hutchins, a licensed
preacher
of the Anson Q. M., was by an

oversight not inserted
Register.

in the report for

two churches (F. B. and M. E.).

the

Itis Bro. E,

Tibbetts’s old field of labor, and where he is
greatly missed. The chirch is now without a
pastor, but with an earnest man at the helm
a strong church could be built up. Bro.
Decker was invited by the brethren at Agency

City to deliver a lecture before

their temper-

ance society, which he did on the evening of
Nov. 12. ‘ We had a good, warm meeting,”
he writes, ¢ nineteen names were added and
three renewed.”
On the following evening he
commenced a protracted meeting which. continued nineteen days. Twelve were gathered
E. Dudley,

two

sons of Rev.

We continue the

narrative of Bro. Decker: The next morning
I took the train for Lockridge, where I met
Bro. Dudley and told him the result of the

meeting.

It made his heart leap for joy so that

he could say, ‘ Praise the Lord.”
All of his
family is working in the Lord’s vineyard; one
of his sons, Rev. C. D. Dudley, preaching in
New England.
Bro. D. is one of the fathers
of the Van Buren Q. M. At Lockridge, one
was added to the church and three converted.
Michigan.
Rev. M. J. Coldren, pastor of the Howard
City church, closed a series of meetings, con-

tinuing three weeks,

Dee.

Friday

before

the

second

ond, Salem on the third, and Republic
fourth, all in the same months.

on

in

‘the

the Medo

19, at Coral.

Be-

tween thirty-five and forty have expressed a
desire to be Christians, and. over twenty-five
hopefully converted and reclaimed.
Rev. 8. A. Currier, on Dec. 22, closed a series of meetings, extending over six weeks, in
Bruce. About eighty have been reclaimed
and converted.
Thirty-four have united with
the church, and twenty-six stand as candidates

Persons of all ages have

shared

in the work. ' The oldest inhabitants declare
that such meetings were never before held in
Bruce. There has been no confusion, no excitement, but the best of order has been maintained throughout,notwithstanding the crowd-

ed house. Bro. Currier writes: * Itis truly
Our cause in Lagrange is prospering under the Lord’s doing and marvelous in. our eyes,
the faithful labors of Rev. F. A. Palmer. Al- more especially so as Iam now an old man
though
the church is small in numbers, it is quite infirm as to bodily health.”
of the true type, for it has resolved to arise
The Hillsdale Herald says: ‘“ We are glad
and build, They enter upon the work !imme- to copy from the well-kept books of Secretary
diately.
Zina Ashbaugh the encouraging attendance at
On the evening of Dec. 18, the residence of the Sabbath-school of the college church. For
Rev. J. Burnham Davis, at Pittsfield, was the fifteen Sundays of Mr. W. H. Reynolds’s
abruptly and unceremoniously filled by his superintendency the average has been 144; the
1af@ parishioners, whose cordial greetings and 1ast two Sundays, 165. All the officers seem
substantial tokens of their appreciation of his to be alive, which is much to say of a Sabbath
labors among that people made it ‘a very en- gchool.’——We also learn from the sameJjoyable season. - The church is now satisfacto- source that Rev. A. A. Myers has just return
rily supplied by Rev. A. C. Hogbin.
£5
ed, from his sgency work for Berea College
Rev. James P. Longley has preached in New in Ky., and now goes for a month or so to
Vineyard once in four: weeks during the past his former
life-work,
an
evangelist,
at
year, and his congregation, through his efforts, Grand Rapids. He returns to Berea in the
has been increased.
Spring.
Rev. J. W. Carr desires to thank the church {- The work is progressing finely at Grand
and friends at Limestone Mills, for a donation Ledge.
Ohio.
of twenty-five dollars.
sl J
The meetings at Broadway still continue.
The friends of Rev. Mr. & Mrs. E. N. Fer
nald, of Lewiston, gave them a pleasant visit A very fair interest is maintained. Three
last ¥riday evening. A correspondent of the have united with the ebhurch., Others are inising the way,
Lewiston Journal says of it:

:
there

must

also

be

children of
baptism of
been a very
the Confer-

a

source

-| siring the organizationof 8 Woman's For-

Society,

Quarterly Bleetings.
ANSON Qc M==Held its Inst sosston’st Anson

Village, Dec. 14,15.

The attendance‘'was

not

as large as usnal, owing to the extreme badness of the roads.
Those who .attended were
warmly entertained by the brethren of Anson.
Preaching good and social meetings interesting.
Next session at E. N. Portland.
M. L. HurcHINS, Clerk.

WAPSIPINICON Q. M.—Held its Dec. session
with the Scotch Grove church.
A good season
was enjoyed, all the business being done in

harmony and with dispatch. Preaching
itual and we trust good was done.
Next session with the Waubeek
commencing Jan. 31, at 2, pr. M.
D. C. Curtis,

spiriss

church,
Clerk.

Winona & HOusTON Q. M.—Held a very
interesting session with the Utica church.
Other churches were well represented by deleflies and letters. Visiting brethren from Root
River Q. M. added
much to the interest.
Some steps were taken to try and organize a
State Home Mission Society, which we hope

will be encouraged by other Q. Ms. until we
have a man in the field looking after ‘the in-

terest of our denomination in this State,

Next session with the Pickwick church.
RE
Dlr
ud
H. A. Corry, Clerk.

SEBEC Q. M.—Held its last session with
Dover & Foxcroft church, Dec. 20—22.

consequence

of bad

travelin

churches were not Ab
very

good

session.

Garland,—Loring
Brownville

man

of

Revs.

, Some

"of our

yet it was a

L.

Hutchins

of Dover

present

We very much regret an

(Metho-

at this

session.

oversight of resolu-

tions on the death of Rev. Abel

Turner,

Bas passed away in our midst
n.

since

Next session will convene
church, March 14, at 1, P, M.

with

>

of

Stead-

(C.Baptist),—Rich

dist) of Dover, were

of

Foxcroft,—Nichols

(Congregationalist)

who

our last

the

Milo

B. S. GERRY, Clerk.

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M.--Held its Dec.
session with the church in Janesville. The
churches were well represented and an interesting and harmonious season was enjoyed.
‘We were favored with the presence of Rev. E.
Berry of Chain Lake
M. On Monday
morning following the Q. M. session before the
delegates scattered for home, the- sad news
came to us of the sudden death of Bro. J. C.
Banker, our Q. M. clerk, after an illness of
only eleven hours.
A. J. Davis, Clerk pro tem.

Association.

like that of the Methodist

be less interested
in the success of our Work
in Japan, but think their co-operation should
be continued with-equal fervency and energy
in our entire missionary operations.
2. We can see no necessity for organizing
such a society in our church, in order to give
our sisters an adequate opportunity to labor,
individually and collectively, in the interest of
our Foreignand Home Missions, as our excellent missionary arrangements do afford
ample and full opportunities to all our members to pray, give, and work in this direction.
And we are glad to know that many of our
sisters improve these opportunities, and thus
help in the advancement of this cause. We
would respectfully request such sisters to continue in this good work, and urge all to do
their utmost, that the efficiency of the Missionary Society may be increased, and that many
souls may be saved.

There are, also, several educational institutions under the patronage of this
sect.
Among them is the Northwestern
College in Naperville, Ill., the Union Seminary in New Berlin, Pa., and the Blairstown Seminary in Blairstown, Md.

Epis-

copal church.
Th
The Rev. Jacob Albright being impressed by the decline of religious life and doctrine among the German churches in the
eastern part of Pennsylvania, in the year
1790, undertook to work a reform among
them. He traveled over the country,preaching in churches,
school-houses, private
dwellings and in the public roads. He
soon found it necessary to unite his conveérts, and at a meeting held for this purpose, they unanimously elected Mr. Albright as their pastor, and declared the
Bible to be their faith of rule and practice.
Soon after, they adopted a creed and rules
for church government.
The highest legislative and judicial body
recognized by the church is the General
Conference, which meets once in four
years.
The ministry is divided into deacons and elders, and although they have
bishops and presiding elders, yet these

must be re-elected by the General Confer

Protestant

Episcopal churchat Charleston, 8. C., was in
many respects anotable event. The congrega-

‘tion is composed of the elite of colored society
in Charleston, the families who attend being

whom themselves owned

from persons

considerable

bers of slaves.

?

of

num-

:

The will of the late Joseph Murtagh, of Oxford, Chester-county, Pa., sets forth the follow-

ing bequests:

Women’s Foreign

Missionary

Society, $1,500; Home Missionary Board of the
Presbyterian Church $1,500, to the Presbyte-

rian Board of Foreign Missions, $1,500; the
American Tract Society, $1,500.

Business Fotices.
QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, approved by the Academy of Medicine of New York,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with

3 Platt St,, New York.

A Man of a
When death was hourly
having failed, and Dr. H.
ing with Indian Hemp, he
only child of

Thousand.
expected, all remedies
James was experimentaccidentally cured his

Consumption,

and

now

gives

this

Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses.
Address CRADDOCK & Co. 1032 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
1352
THE

An Astonishing Offer.
INDEPENDENT, of New York, probably

the

ablest and largest religious newspaper in the
world, offers in another column to Jive away, absolutely, a Worcester’s Unabridged
Quarto Pictorial Dictionary, which retails everywhere for $10,
and is, of course, a household necessity.

THE INDEPENDENT is now publishing the Rev.
Joseph Cook’s famous Boston Monday Lectures,
which are creating so much discussion everywhere.
It will also soon begin the publication of a series
of articles on ** Socialism

and

Communism,”

one

of the most importantjquestions of the day, by Ex-

<i
>

Consumption

Cured.

An old physician, retired from practice, haying had placed in his hands by an Kast India
missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh,; Asthma,
and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested

its wonderful curative powers in thousands

of

cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to
his suffering fellows.
Actuated by this motive
and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will

cal in doctrine.

ME.F.B.

HOME MIS8;80C.

All money contributed for mission work
should be sent directly
to Rufus Deering,

Mo

5260.

in Maine,
Portland,

Per order of Be.

Receipts.

;

tLe Market.

:

OTANGE JUDD, Editor of the American Ag.
riculturist, says: “We have heen using: Prof.
Horsford’s Bread Preparation for a year or two
past, and find it very convenient for quickly
producing light bread, biscuit, cake, etc., and
shall
continue its use. While more convenient than the
usual Cream Tartar and Soda, we fail in with Prof. ,
Horsford’s idea that it is also more healthful.
If your grocer has not got it send a three-cent
stamp to the manufacturers for a sample.

Manufactured according to the directions of
Prof. E. N. Horsford, by. the Rumford ‘Chemical
Werks, Providence, R. I.
415
5
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Tella without the writing of any figures when a
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‘estimonials.

BRARY

EBEN.

[RRONAIEN

SHUTE,

52 Bromeeld st., Boston
4t51

IRL

Encyclopedia

is thé best.

Two

Medals, Paris, 1878. . Selling betthan ever.
Ag’ts write to T. Ell-

wood Zell, Davis & Co.,
i

Phil.
4

YE BELL FOUNDRY
BUCKE
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULL
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free,

VANDUZEN

Com,

5

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
11

40
14.80
9.00
6.00

Miss C C Steere Greenville R I

Miss Mary Shepherd Manchester N H
Woman’s Miss Soc per request
of donor debt
Richland & LickingQ M O
Ch Tuszarora N Y
Nancy Cook N|Fairfield O one
of the 999 debt
Ch Honey Creek W is
Ch New
Ber.in
bp
Honey CreekQ
M_*

Me colby

Ed.

5.00

1.56

5.0
1.13
2.24
4.00

1.62
1.76
4.09

12
53
+50
40

2.00
1.00
10.00

5
24

5
J2
J

2.80

1.40
.

:

450

20.00
2.256

50

a2

8.75

1,75

72.8)

FUND,’
Con. P.on N. Int on N.
7.00
o
1.75
5.00

160.00
i
5.00

6.73
7.00
3,00

:
500

3.00
7.00
3b
2.00
35
45
*3b
35
70
70
1.75

100.00

Serofula,

a

Send

Bottle.

cures.

215.00

3.00

55.83

Treas.

Eewiston, Me..Dec. 20.
Missions.

for

Salt Rheum,

Pamphlets

Rheuma-

of

astonishing
13tleow

Vermont and New Hampshire Registers,
Each will have a very full BUSINESS DIRECTORY, and either will be very useful to any, person
who ever wishesto know

anything

about

States. Don’t delay, but buy one before
all gone.

TWENTY-FIVE
one from the

publishers,

they

will

are

.

secure

Those who want

again should send for prices before ordering.
Claremont

those

CTS.

in postage stamps or postal currency

to sell

Manuf’g Co.,
CLAREMONT,

N. H.

Christmas & New Year's
~ MUSICAL GIFTS.
New and Enlarged Edition! ‘““The King’s
Highway;” “Nancy Lee;” “The Lost
hord;” “The Maiden’s Rose;”

0F
this

and

“Jamie”

are

five exceptionably good
collection one
of
the

has
been issued. 250 large pp.

ENGLISIT”

SONG:

Pricein Cloth, $3.00: Fine Gilt Bin:

4.

NOVELLO'S MUSIGAL PRESENTS,
ELEGANT LONDON GIFT BOOKS.
SUNLIGHT OF SONG,
($4.25); CHRISTMAS
CAROLS, ($3); MOTHER
GOOSE MELODIES,
($2.50).
all profusely illustrated in the best style
of art.

1

COMIC OPERA. Words

H. M. S. Pinafore. oo music complete.
Easy, bright music. full 6f fun and frolic, and
unexceptionable in morals. Just the thing for

amateur performance.

Price $1.00.

A¥~Send 6 cents and reeeive, postiirec, 60 cent’s
worth of music in the MUSICAL

is published weekly.

RECORD,

$2.00 per year.

which

:

OLIVER DITSON& C0., Boston.
« E. Ditson & Ce.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

52tf

SAFE AS U. S. BONDS,
TWICE

AS

PROFITABLE

Per Cent, Mortgages

On well-improved and

ighly productive

i
FARMS IN OHIO,
.
.
of about’one-fourth of their cash value,coupons payable ag.
nually at bank, due in b years, a desirable investment.
For sale
i ¥ saad to suit, present price, par and ac .
ory
ale an

26 Pine St, New York.

6.44

A FRIEND

IN NEED!

UNEQUALED

12.00

4.00

IN QUALITY !

22.4

N. BROOKS, Treas.

IN QUANTITY!

Manchester, N. H.

IN STYLE!L

Married
In New Hampton, Christmas eve, by
Rev. C. E,
Blake, Mr. Rufus L, Huckins and Mrs,
Mahala J. Connor, both of N. H
In Georgiav ile, R.1., Dec, 22, at the residence of
the bride's father, by Re wv.J. T. Ward, Mr, Geo.
Clark, of Greenville,
and, Miss Susan E, Smith, of G.
In North Berwick, Dec. 18, by Rev. E. C. Cook, Mr.
Lyman Merrill, of Concord, N. H., and Mrs. Nellie
Resets ofN. B,
In Wixom, Mich,, March 5, by Rev, E. O. Dickinson,

Mr, Frank Renwick , of Novi,and Miss NettieF. Hol-

f Novi,
comb,of Nortaville. Sept. 8, Mr. James Ell
pt. 25,
and Mrs, Samantha Allen, of Ww. Bloomfield,
Mr.John Shaw, of Novi, and Miss Edna Haver, of Ly, Mr. Wm, Spedding, of Rockford and Miss
Stearns, of Novi, Dec. 19, Mr. Herbert D.
Armstrong, of Waterloo, Ind. and Frances D. Smith,
of Commerce,
:
In West Stephentown, Pec. 25, by Rev. I. B, Cole“Rap Mr. Edward 8. Tifft, of Nassau,and Miss Josephine

in New

a perfect cure (or,

Orders are now rapidly coming in for

G. COPELAND,

.
Farmington Q M per D Pease
C J Martindale Sparta Mich tor Pako native
teacher in L Crawford’s school India
‘
per J W Hallock
2nd New Portland Me per W Parsons

Lyme, O., Dec. 4, at the F. B.

By Rev,
« Drake, Wm, H «Treat and
Allon, beth of Colebrook,

special

REGISTERS—1879.

36
3.50

E. N. FERNALD,

Foreign

selling

6.59

.

6.00

day

tism, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases,
and all diseases of the Skin and
Blood.
Entirely Vegetable. H.
D.EOWLE & CO.,Montreal and
Boston.
Sold everywhere.
$1

most attractive thst

E.N.FERNALD,

J Monroe Smith Dale *
C D Dudley Ashland N, H
L P Bick ford Westford Ct
ille
Betsey J Brown Burrillev
RI
Mrs L G Jackson Milis NY
i
M B Stevens N Pzrma*
1.00
Cen Asso N Y
NY
E 8S Smith Dale
James H Covell Phoenix N Y
do
AL Kaseen
i
F P Wood do
G H Parsons do
Mrs H BRuss do
J H Burleigh do
4H Durkee a Brook
rooks
Caroline
Mrs
Stratham N H
‘Woman's Miss Soc per request
5
of donor
Ella Benuett Norwich N Y
Silas Curtis Concord N IL

per

money returned)
for all the
worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,

Five of the se
songs that make

“165.99 1 53.92

Mrs M M Stoart Pike N Y

$5

Warranted

1.00

1.00

SCHOOL

to

2052

10,00
5.58
«69
1.78

Lewiston, Me., Dec. 30, 1878,

82

ail rates to agents. 52,000 already
a
sold.
ARNOLD BROS., Sycamore, Ii.
State in what paper you saw this ailvertisement.
Te0W

1.20
7.66
2,00

63

N H

t

JY

1,00

03

4.50
4.60

SAPLOTIENT FOR EVERTON

7.40

6.00

4.50
100
5.00
10.00
2,80
2.00
20
Hl

* Burnham depot Me
* 1 Pittstieid
os
* Fremont Mich debt
“Dayton do
* Rich do
%
Mrs Georgia Silleston New
market N H
;

BIBLE

Soc

Mrs

Van Buren
ich
Ch Industry
Me
Mr Bonney E Hebron Me
Ch Hampton N H
Ch Weld Me
* Lexington Me debt
3 iourd [0] 5
h
J 8 Steele
0
Ch Auburn Me
Ch Bath Me No St
* 1 New Sharon Me

yee

(25 cts. for sample copy, and

.

E M Haines Biddetord Me

Ad-

for investors.

ELEVEN YEARS A DRUNKARD,
written by Thomas Doner with his
J
eth, having lost both arms through
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without harm.

The Cheapest and Best Baking Powder in

Societies.

Jennie Landrum Pike N Y
Hannah G Simmons E HamY
linN
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Hotices and Appointments.

tionhas 846 itinerant preachers, an ingvomse

December

double the quantity of any liquid oil. The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by drug-

gend free of charge to all who desire it, this reence every four years, else they are of no cipe, with full directions for preparing and usEnglish. Sent b
higher rank than an elder. The use of in-| ing, in German, French or
mail by addressing with stamp, naming this
toxicating drinks are forbidden tothe min- piper, W. W. SHERAR 149
Powers’
Block,
istry and laity alike, and the manufacturers
ochester, N. Y.
and venders of liquors are disfellowshiped. In theology the Evangelical Associa.
tion is Arminian and essentially evangeli-

Accordingto the statistics, the Associa~

Benevelent

‘* Lancaster

eee

Preparation

that can be eaten warm,

Letters Received.

Forwarded.
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Mrs A D Chadwick Box 14 Augusta Me.
F Pinney Gt Bend Kan.
Rev M A Quimby Belmont N H.
Rev A J Davis Madelia Minn.
Jas W Stewart Berlin X Roads O. 2.
Rev H P Lamprey Northwood Ridge N H.
C L Plummer Lower Gilmanton N H,
Z J Wheeler So Gorham Me.
G A Simpscen E Boston Mass.
Rev D Jackson Varysburg N Y.
L B Potter Lansing Mich.
“AE Wilson No
NY.
J Ashley Elkhart
Ihd,
“E G Puge Richmonil Cor Me.
* U Chase Madison N H.
C Campbell New Sharon Me.
Rev 8 W Cowell Waterbury Cen Vt,
*“D C Burr Georgetown Me.
“ A I Boynton Kittery Point Me.
* W H Yeoman Richmond Me.
John Bishop Toledo lowa,
Mrs L L Gove Sutton N H.

HORSEFORD’'S

Books

1. The interest of our entire church missionary work does not seem to allow such an
organization in the interest of one branch of
thesame. We do not desire that our sisters shall

of color” in the days of slavery, and many

PROF.

Bread

rence—TB Lane—Mrs H T Minard—G A Langworthy
~ J Mason—J Masters—G W Mathews—R Moore —J
Malvern—~D D Mitchell-J R McGee—Mary EMathews
—L F McCallar—L H Nobles—R Norton—M Noyes—E
Niles—J M Reader—RH Parks—C F Penney (2)—F A
Palmer—W Pierce—Mrs R 8 Preb le—P Page—I Prickett—R J Poston—C F Penney -G H Parkbam—G M
Park—Mrs 8 Rich—S8
A Rich—A 8 Ric2—8 N Royal—
J L Reynolds—F Reed—AH Roffe—B D Plaisted—P
B Roberts—AjRiley—HStanchfield—W C Sweet—S8 V R
Slade—C Nexton—W
C_Slayton—C E Sylvester—Mrs
G Story—A T Salley—C H Smith—T Spooner—Mrs G
Ssnborn—R_H Tozer—E Tibbetts—M Thurston—W
Sperry—W J Twort—L C Truax—S Teel-E B Stevens
—AM Simonton—E iSanborn—W A .Wallace—J M
Weaver—M L Wilcox—J W
Winsor—E
Wright—G
Wheeler—R D Weston—Y E Young—Mrs A Wright—
G W Wallace—Mrs F L, Wiley—Mrs M M Washburn
—J T Ward —C D Weare—F
L Wiley -A . H Wade—J
M Wright—Mrs C
Wright—J
W
_Williams—Wm B .
Woolsey—R W ilkins—C M
Dorr—F E
Davison—N
Clongh—T G Dav is.
:

petition de-

those of people who were ‘‘ free

;

Kreps—A F Kemp~—S Larhier—J M Leighton—J Law=

eign Missiovary Society, but the request
was not granted, the following reasons
being given:

——efr

The members of this denomination are
chiefly Germans or of German descent.
Its ¢)nfession of faith and polity are very

much

sent in a

gists and E. H. TRUEX,

- Beligions @scellany,
The Evangelical

the women

The consecration of St. Marks’

the
In

LE.0. DICKINSON, Clerk.

: M H Abbey—L W _ Authony—J Allbright—S Bisbee
~—G M Anderson—T Adams—A G Atkins—T H Adams
—J D Backers—C Bishop—J Bean—Fred A Bachelder
—S°'B Bean—T Bicktord—S Bickford—D 8 Bachelder
—B G Blaisdell—D C Burr—G A Burgess—C Browne
A C Babcock—Mrs M Clark—D U Curtis—L G Cole
L K Clough—A H Chamberlin—A Cooke—W H Clifford—J A Charles—H J Couch—S8 Curtis—S Bradley—
J A Brown—N Bigelow~E Calley—M L Dorman—A
M Davis—W Deadman—J W Chadwlick—F Conable—
Mrs M French— C A Foster—E J French—C 8 Frost—
FtFarr—C A P Flanders—W T Fuller—R P Fuller—J
B Gardner—dJ George—dJ H Greene—R Gray—H Gar
celon—N Gammon—J Gray—M Gallup—J
W Greele;
—J M Hurd—B
A Harding—Mrs 8 Hilton—Mrs
Harmon—M C Henderson—Mrs E H Hart—J_ J Hall—
HN Hovev—J B Hines—R W Jones—L Kent—J A

of

Indiana.
a
Rev. I. S. Jones will preach for the Haw
Patch church one-half the time the present
winter.

i

MNESTBLETih

will be held with the Highland
Opening sermon Friday evening,

Post-Oilice Addresses,
REV. E.N.FERNALD
(tc whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52¢

dividing it equally between them.

in Christ,

>

y the best known remedy. Ask for Ben
s Capceine Porous Plaster and take no oth
ar. Sold by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. Sent on
receipt of price, by Seabury & Johnson, 21
Yo
41

CLINCH RIVER Q. M, (Va.) will be held with the
church at Gray school=house, on Friday,
Feb, 14.
I, W, PANNELL.

Money

At the annual meeting of the Missionary

»

¢

R.

OxroRrD Q.M. wiil be held at Bruce, not Branch, as
stated in Q. M. report.
E.J. DOYLE, Clerk.

while

penditures, $134,571.85, leaving a balance
in its favor of $26,474.92.
The Board of
Publication has this year appropriated the
sum of $10,000 to the 18 annual Conferences,

&

A.

A

has

that

faith

who was in the meantime working

with the Lockridge church.

for baptism.

Eastern.
2

Rev. J. H. Decker has been holding special
services with the church in Agency City, a
place of about one thousand inhabitants, located onthe B. & M. R. R., six miles east of
Ottumwa. It hasa good graded school, and

into the church, including

goodly

been reclaimed and three have professed

the pastor-

ate of the Lodomillo church, having

In

a

Sabbath in Feb.,, May, Aug. and Nov. This
will give those who wish ‘a chance to attend
all the Q. Ms. in this Y. M. Jefferson.Q. M.
comes on the first, Blue Valley on the sec-

There is a spiritof revival

Towa.

relation for thirty years.

to

number.
The time of holding the Blue Valley Q. M.

Buford church, the result of a two days meeting held Dec. 14, 15.
:
In the Freedom church, backsliders have

Western.

~ proceed.

Lord’s Supper was administered

OAKLAND Q. M.
chareh, Jan. 10=12,

gratification.
:
The membership of the Evangelical Association is principally in Pennsylvania
and in ‘the north-western States. It has
also a Conferencein Canada numbering
between four and five thousand members,
and the Conference in Germany numbers ov
erseven thousand inits membership. Publishing several papers,some in English and
some in German, the Christliche Botschafter has the largest circulation, reaching
nearly 20,000, and the Evangelical Messenger prints over 9000 copies.
The grossreceipts of its publishing houses for the year
1877-78 amounts to $161,046.77; total ex-

Minnesota.

re

Vida

Thereis no comparison between it and the
common slow-acting porous plaster. It is in

been an increase of 2,719 in the membership during the year, there has been
a

by the figures

(?)

Sketches of sermons, by 8, H, Damon,

Dy Rev.d. Rodgers.

256 in its missionary contributions.
The
increase in Sabbath-schools as indicated

and W. H. Northrop, have beén holding meetings at Adamy’ Peak, at the close of which the

is changed to the

i

BENSON'S CAPGINE
POROUS PLASTERS
WONDERFUL REMEDY.

TA

WHEELOCK Q. M, willbe held with the 8t. Johnsbury church, Jan, 21-23, Conference at 1, P. M,, Tues=
day. Delinquent churches, plense remember the ten
cent tax. It is overdue and needed at once.
W.L. NOYES, Clerk.

congratulated on an increase ‘of $11,656,-

.

Brethren James Marcy, O. A. ‘Chapman

One floor of Myrtle Hall will be ready
for use by the beginning of the new year.
.
New York.
The rooms will all be occupied as soon
Rev. M. Cole has been holding evening
as they are ready, and many more will be meetings at ¢ The City” in Stephentown, for a
made week. Some have found the Saviour, others
‘needed. Will those who have
pledges send us the money now? We have been revived, and many are deeply serious.
2
need it to pay the plasterer’s bills. And
The F. Baptist church and society of Dale
then, who will send us $20 to pay for far- made their annual donation visit for the bene-

i

i,

NEW DURHAM Q. M. will be held with the East
Rochester church, Jan, 7-9, E.W. RICKER, Clerk.

ence contributions,the Association is to be

It is believed that about

Kansas.

with the prospect of a protracted effort....A
few mercy drops have fallen in Waterbury.
‘Wanderers are returning and S. 8. scholars
are eoming to Christ.

Myrtle Hall, Harper's Ferry.

blessed results

four hundred and eigthy persons have been
converted the past year under the labors of
these two brethren.
Fifty-seven have been
baptized.

Huntington

was an excellent spiritual season, and

and

:

decrease in the baptism of
368 and an increase in the
adults of 36. While there has
slight decrease of $29.16 in

have followed.
Over one hundred comver-.
sions are reported since Oct. 19 at Maquon,
and one hundred and fifty at Macomb, during

the summer and fall.

i

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Center,
Jan,
WILSON, Clerk.

ROCKINGHAM Q. M. will meet at Great Falls, Jan,
15, 16.
JOS. FULLONTON, Clerk.

It will be noticed

The
sup-

Illinois.

ing the past few .months,

Vermont.

/

Crafts and Ira Slater. It isto be hoped that the pro=
gramme will be Tully Carried out.
C. A. GLEASOXN, Clerk,

112,508, an increase

an increase of 403.

Rev. J. T. Wyatt and S. T. Dodge have been
holding meetings in Maquon and Macomb dur-

consoles him in his present enforced inactivity.
He has a working church, and many of the
members are praying for his speedy recov-

a copy of a religious paper,that shall be a
weekly visitor and a constant reminder

-

8. S. scholars,

Short,

of 6,159; volumes in libraries, 193,011;
an increase of 678; catechetical classes,
595, an increase of 58 ; catechumens, 7365,

of the entire meéting which resulted in a revival
interest and conversions before the
meeting elosed. The pastor, Bro. Hewes, pro-

Bro.

few years, and has seen good results.

‘827;

This was the keynote

tracted the meeting with good results.
most of the churches in this Q. M. are
plied with faithful under shepherds.

in valuation, $7968; par-

sonages, 401, increase of 12 1-2; probable
value, $410,900; a decrease in valuation
$4,070; Conference contributions, $4,364.66, a decreas’e of $29.16; missionary contributions,
$79,104.42,
an increase
of
$11,666.25;
Sunday-school and Temper:
ance Union contributions $1914.59, a de-'
crease of $169.68;
number of Sundayschools, 1846, an increase of 104 1-2; officers and teachers, 20,122, an increase of

wanted.

ioned kind, in which the devotional element
predominated largely. The first thing after

haustion accompanied by a slow fever.

On10 & PENN. Y. M. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE. The
following is the programme for the annual meeting to
be held in Cleveland, June, 1879.
Tuesday evening.
sermon by the moderator, O. D. Patch, Baptism,
its
Historical Facts, Rufus (lark, The Proper Attitude of
she Chnrch Relative to Popular Amusements, 1. H.
Drake. Does Great Learning Tend to the Conservation of Pure Doctrine? C. A. Gleason.
Is Christian
Baptism in any Way Necessary
to the Salvation of
the Soul? E,
H. Higbee.
Sanctification, I. B. Page.
To What Extent is Faith available in proenring Spiritual and Temporal Blessings, J. Phillips. Divinity of
Christ, A. Losee,
Were
Matthew,
Mark; Luke and
John the Authors of the Gospels Ascribed Them? O.
D. Pateh,
The Office Work of the Holy Spirits S.
Buird. Poetry of the Bible, R. A. Davis. Should
Pastors more frequently Preach the Doctrine of Future
Punishment?
W, Parker,
Revivals, E. H. Baldwia.
Evangelistic Work, J. C. Steele. The New Birth, J.

of 107,732, an increase of
baptized, 7143, a decrease
baptized, 1860, an increase
of meeting-houses, 1422 1-3,
67 5-6; probable value, $3,~

226,008, decrease

the longer their worth

more highly esteemed

reading since its first volume,and really it

%

iB

a membership
2719; children
of 368 ; adults
of 36; number
an increase of

Wisconsin,

The Waupun Q. M.

.

1879.
OSWEGO Q. M. will be held at Pal
8-0,
iii
AE

and the church is in good working order.

ago~n expressions of congratulation whic
showed the sincerity of their affection
for Mr,
and Mrs. Fernald, as
people who are more and

1,

of eighteen
over
last
year; 563
|! preachers,an
2
965
lout
increase of 23 yours
over last
year;

The newly organized church at Lynn Hill
has received more into its fold, the mission
cards have been introduced and fifteen have
already subscribed giving from 5 to 10 cents

helpfulness,

"

——

MORNING

being given subscribing

of social

who sent

ection and gratitude for spiritual

EER

i

An item in the issue of Dee. 11, in regard to

their congratulation— and a complete surprise
almost.
Not the least significant fact of the
evening, was the testimony borne to the spiritual and financial efficiency and lasting benefits of Mr, Fs pastorate in Auburn, accom-

na i, $5.00,

Nautical

present and

4

.

PIES
#
>
Rev. KL F. Higgins began a meeting With
the Washington church, Dec. 22.

pleasures long to be remembered, a table full
of beautiful presents of permanent value—the

Nation is published at $5.20, Architects

$4.00,

an evening

.

4

—

;
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nage,
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Poetry.
MY LITTLE BROTHER.
Of all the beautiful pictures
That hang on memory’s wall,

Is one of a dim old forest
That seemeth best of all;

Not for its gnarled oaks olden,
Dark with the mistletoe ;
Not for the violets golden,
That sprinkle the valley below;
Not for the milk-white lilies,

That lean from the fragrant hedge,
Coquetting all day with the sunbeams,
And stealing their golden edge;
Not for the vines on the upland,

‘Where the bright, red berries rest;
:
Nor the pinks, nor the pale sweet cowslip,
It seemeth to me the best.
I once had a little brother

"With eyes that were dark and deep—
In the lap of that olden forest

He lieth in peace asleep.
Light as the down of the thistle,
Free as the winds that blow,

We roved there the beautiful summers—
The summers of long ago;
But his feet on the hills grew weary,
And one of the Autumn eves,
I made for my little brother

A bed of the yellow leaves.
Sweetly his pale arms folded
My neck in meek embrace,

As the light of immortal beauty
Silently covered his face;
;
“ And when the arrows of sunset
Lodged in the tree-tops bright,
He fell, in his saint-like beauty,
Asleep, by the gates of light.
Therefore, of all the pictures
That hang on memory’s wall,
The one of the dim old forest

Seemeth the best of all.
—Alice Cary.
©0000
>

AFTER CHRISTMAS.
T have lately heard a secret;

This new gondola had attracted the
of Jackets, and I found him lying on
step, tugging at the side of the hoat
ing to pull it up so that he might get

eye
the
tryinto

it. He was reaching out so far T dared
not call to him; he might let go and
plunge into the water. Hislittle strength
was not sufficient to compass his design,
and instead of pulling the hoat, it was
| pulling him off the landing. Swiftly and
noiselessly as possible I started down the
stairs. He was tugging now with might
and main; an inch more and his feet

must be pulled off the step into the water. Could I reach him in time? A thousand horrible possibilities rushed through

my brain ; before I could reach him what
might not happen? Cautiously I neared
him, a misstep on my part would send
him into the canal. I never knew how it
all happened, but I only remembered a
great splash, a cry, and that I found my
arms in water to my shoulders, I suppose I must have seized him just as he
fell. Iknow I sat laughing and crying
together, over a

little

wet

bundle

of a

boy who, rather grave, and a little frightened, gazed at my dripping face, when
some one snatched us both, and dragged
us up into our room.
¢ Dackets was most dwounded dead,
wasn't he, mamma?” asked he, with great

solemnity after being once more

encased

in dry clothing, with his hair smooth, and
his collar unwrinkled, the personification

of meekness.
He seemed to look upon the matter as
an adventure rather honorableto himself

than otherwise, and his first question to
everyone, whether speaking English or
not, was: “Did you ever get most
dwounded dead?” and invariably added:
¢ Dackets did.”
But from

this

time,

Jackets

was

nearly so attracted toward back-stairs,
balcony or gondola as before, and he an-

Tve been told he has discovered

goin’ to yide wio cawidz an’ horses.”

He has seen his choicest presents
Torn and broken and defaced:
Santa Claus, though rich and lavish,
Frowns on willful, wicked waste.

All unseen he watched some children
In their pleasant home, at play
‘With the very toys he gave them
On the merry Christmas day.
Johnny’s horse was kicked and battered,
Just because it couldn’t neigh!

wit

Thought-his-papa-pright-have-bought-him
Two live horses and

a sleigh!:

Katie wished her doll was larger;
Wished its eyes were black, not blue;

Finally grew vexed and threw it—
Broke its lovely head in two!
Santa Claus looked grave and troubled,

ook his head and went away;
ho

remember this,” he muttered,
“ On another Christmas day!”

Then he peered in dismal places
‘Where he was not wont to go;

‘Where the hungry, shivering children
Never any Christmas know.
And his heart was sad and sorry

STAR,

nounced to us the next-day that he ‘ was

these means

of amusement; for to say

nothing of his pranks with these, he hung

Signora Vedova’s tavorite kitten from the
balcony in punishment for its having
killed a canary, where it was found only
just in time to save its life; he let her
parrot out of its cage, to

which

it never

found its way again; he perpetrated misdemeanor

after misdemeanor, and prank

after prank so that we were glad to bid
good-bye to Venice and escape the reproachful gaze of the score of people whom
Jackets had rendered miserable during

his stay in the

silent city of the sea.”

Yet as always and everywhere the little
knight had soon a host of friends not

counting the pigeons,—and when he left
Venice his pockets were filled with sugar
plums which even the ill-used Signora
Vedova, had.relenting, given him,

THE SPOOL FAMILY,
There were six of them, Bonnibel, Anaand

Her-

‘heard him confidentially telling I.is gutta-

percha companion the -¢¢ ephalant” that:

ference, since all her affection, for months,

¢¢ Itto boys didn’t go to yide in Venitz;
he guessed ve yodes never got dwied up
in this old town. He didn’t yike ve nasty
old wet place.”
It was only a couple of days after Jackets’ hydraulic adventure that I, coming in
from the reading salon, became conscious
of most unusual silence in our suite of
rooms.
“Is Jackets asleep?” was my first

had been given to the empty spools mam-

there isn't a street wide enough for them
| to enter; for the wide streets of Venice
are canals, and the streets that are paved,

and in which people walk, are only narrow passages. All this was told Jackets,
but he always ended the explanation
with:

«¢ Dackets don’t yike ve ol’ gondlers,

he yikes

horses’

an' cawidz.”

And

I

question.
“ Why no,” answered Mamma Vandecker, *“did he not go to you? He kept

1879.

man’s nose, I looked over the seat in front,

and saw sitting on the floor and holding
the string a merry-eyed little boy.
He laughed again when he saw he was
discovered, and the corners of his

ma’s work-baskets supplied. She had
kept a boarding school, numbering seventy-five pupils; she had an ¢ Exposition ;”
she had been the ‘Lady at the White
House” and * received,” but finally had
settled to the simpler duties of strictly domestic life with her three sons and daughters, whom she endowed with the ‘most
loveliest names that ever was.”
t Cuthbert,” her eldest, had once

mouth

been

the balloon down,

by my side.

and

slid into the

seat

my mamma pretty
twenty miles in the
Just then-the train
by looking lame boy

Isn't

good to let me go
cars alone ? ”
stopped, and a shabentered and looked

about for a seat,

“Take this one,"said Bright Eyes. «I
shall get out right away.
Going far ?”
“To Handon,” said the lame boy. My
mother has got a chance to work, so I'm

going to live with my grandma.»

Family

@ixcle.

bu banisters this

' RELIGION
Man’s

place

in

it signifies for a laborer with a large family to
subsist on a dollar and a quarter a day.
What can be done about it ?
;
In the first place we would suggest to the
employers of labor that they ought not to be

IN THESE DAYS.
nature has

never

been

so

sharply and profoundly questioned as it has
been during the past ten years.

The

answer

which science presumesto give, when it presumes to give any, is not one which pleases or

in any way satisfies itself. “ Dust thou art
and unto dust shalt thou return.”
Matter and
force have manifested themselves in man, in
form and phenomena, and the matter and force
which have made man shall at last all be refunded into the common stock, to be used over

and over and over again, in other
phenomena.

There is a body,

forms

and

but there is no

stranger, drawing his jacket sleeve across
his eyes.
}
:
Bright Eyes locked sober half a minute.
‘Then he smiled.
| ‘“ Halloo, this is my place!” he said.
“I'm sorry—good-bye—take
these,
won'tyou? The balloon makes lots of
fun.”
‘ He's jolly ! ” said the lame-boy, holding the balloon string and cracking a peanut with his teeth.
A crying baby in the next seat began
to stare at the red toy and to leave off its
roars, and soon the

merry

play,

while

two

the

were

baby’s

having

a

mother

looked thankfully on.

“I got out at Handon,too,and when I offered to help the lame boy out of the cars,
he said :

living sumptuously, nor to be pocketing large
profits or dividends while men with families are
working for them ata dollar and a quartera day.
Ofcourse,if there are no profits,or if their business is carried on at a loss,the employer is
absolved from
the duty of increasing the
wages of his workmen; but when there are

profits to divide, simple humanity demands
that the laborer should have a larger share of
them.

The railroad company

its employes

to a dollar

genuity, or of what appears to be, or seems
like, ingenuity, nothing is saved.
The great
field of star-mist out of which our solar system
was made has been hardened into planets, set

during

told ages, and then to come to an end—possibly to become a field of star-mist again; and
nothing is to be saved out of the common fund

be proved that all the phenomena of what we
callmind are attributable to changes that take

place among

the

molecules

of

the

brain.

Therefore, a belief in the human soul is unsci.
entific. Of course, if there is no human soul,
there is nothing to save, and if there be nothing to save, Christ was, consciously or unconsciously, an impostor; and the hopes and expectations of all Christendom are vain.
And
this is the highest conclusion to which science

seems to be uble to leadus.

the nature

of the human

soul and
the Cbristian religion, "has sadly
shaken the faith of a great multitude, there is
no doubt.
Society is boneycombed with infidelity.
Men stagger in their pulpits with
their burden of difficulties and doubts.
The
theological seminaries
have become shaky
places, and faith has taken its flight from an
uncounted number of souls, leaving them ina

darkness and sadness that no

words

can

de-

scribe. ~ All this is true.
It is so true that
tears may well mingle in one’s ink as he writes
it; but, afler all, we have everything left that
we have ever possessed.
Nothing is proved
against our faith.
Science has never proved
that there is no personal God, no soul, no im“mortality, no Christ, and these are matters
that we bave always taken on faith.
Not only this, but they are matters which science is
utterly incompetentto handle. They are out-

of science.

Science can

no more touch them than it can touch anything

that it confesses to be “ unknowable.”—J.
Holland; Scribner for January.
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HOW

OUR NEIGHBORS LIVE.

One of the daily papers took pains the other
day to show the meaning of *¢ a dollar a day”
as the wages of a widow with three children

depending on her labor.”

The showing wus an

instructive one. but it byno means exhausts
Let us follow in the same line
the subject.
with un illustration, of which facts will furnish
parallels in every community.
Here is a man, the father of six children,who

has regular work at one dollar nnd twenty-five:
cents a day. The oldest of these children is a
boy of thirteen, who is in his lust year in the

with

the futher,

Grummar school, and whom

comwenduble regard for his son’s future welfare, wishes to keep in school until

course is completed.

mar school

the Gram-

only

The

bread-winner of the family is, therefore, the
futher; and for these eight persons his dollar
avd a quarter a day is the entire subsistence.

Out of the thirty-two dollars of his monthly
The
earnings, six dol'ars must go for rent.
the

coul for one fire wiil cost on

average not

less than four dollars a mouth more, It is difficult to sce how the commonest and coarsest
clothing, including shoes for the winter, could
be obtained for this family for less than an
average of so venty-five cents a mouth for euch

person.

Subtracting

now the cost of rent,

fuel and elothing from the monthly wuges and
making no allowance for furniture. or doctor’s
bill, or sundries, we have a remainder of sixteen dollars a month with which to purchase
exuctly two dollars a
food for vight persons,
month for each, or for the whole family a little
less than four dollars a week.
Now the fuct is that there are a great many
fumilies in all our castern cities that are living
on an income ay small as this; living, too, upright avd honorable lives; making no com-

plaints ind asking

no favors,

They are not

puupers and tuey never will be; they woud
rather die than beg; out of some of the homes
where these siraiten d conditions prevail some
But we wish
of our best citizeas wil come,
to ask all well-tu=do people who think that they
are living economically to sum Up their grocers
and buteier’s bills tor a month, and then con®
sider what sixteen dolars would: do toward

providing u family of eight

with

food

for the

Its perfectly plain that
sume length of time,
such a fumiiy can have but little meatand only
the coarsest bread; it is not quite plain that

they

want

Some of the children born into

these

tiiey will always buve as much as
of that.

and a

quarter a day

have no souls,

this sin will surely be found

the

on

stain

of

somebody’s

soul at the judgment day.

In ‘the second place, such a family as we
have described ought to have a little help

while

the

time

of

their

their children

are

hardest

all

struggle,

young

and

in

school..
Mr. Joseph Cook suggests that it
ought to come from the overseers of the poor;
he argues that if the State compels-parents to
send children to. school while they need the
children’s earnings,
the State ought to make up

this loseto the parents. We do not like the
suggestion. Above all things let us guard all
our households from every appearance of pauperism.
Neither dowe think it well as a

general rule that such families as these should
be helped by local charitable societies or re-

lief associations.
It ought to be done in such
a way as to preserve and stimulate their selfspd to this end it is better that it
ct;
kind-hearted individuals,
should be
who will take a personal interest in them,
material aid with good
and administer th
There are worthy
willand good judgment.
families connected with many of our churches
that deserve such aid; and the church relation
ought to make it easy to find them out and

help them, There is wealth enough, and good
will enough in the land to protect all such indis-

people from

dustrious and self-respecting

tress; all that is needed is that those who have
the ability and the generosity should takea
little pains to put themselves in personal communication with their lowlier neighbors.—
Sunday Afternoon for January.

Can anything be

imagined to be more lame and impotent? We
should think th:t every laboratory and every
scientific school, and every library and study
of a man of science, would seem like a tomb!
That this attitude of prominent men of science toward the great questions that relate to

side of the domain

manufactur-

the wages of

in order that it may keep up its dividends to ;
eight or ten per cent.’is probably guilty of the
sin of Cain; and though the popular belief ix

that corporations

in motion and filled with life, to go on for un-

or

ing corporation that cuts down

such thing as mind, independent of hody.
The dualism of constitution in which we have
believed, and which lies at the basis of all
our religion and philosophy, is a delusion.
Out of all the enormous expenditure of in-

God, immortality,

‘‘Grandma’s are nice,”said Bright Eyes.
+ I'd rather live with mother,” said the

imprisoned in a straight jacket of crochet
, Thank you; I'm not lame always,
silk, but now rejoiced in his unclothed
you
know. I burt my foot with a big
liberty
and
the
possession
of
a
pair
of
teazing me, wantingto know if it were
rock,
and it’s getting better.”
tape
arms
of
unequal
length,
while
his
‘two o'clock yet, #nd finally I sent him to
As he took his onward journey,
We walked up the street together, and
linked features, of Lily’s own designing,
He was seen to drop a tear,
| ask you.”
:
And Pm certain that he whispered,
“ Two o’clock!” I remembered that I bore a contented smile at his rise in life at the next crossing there was a little girl
* Pll remember this next year!”
erying so hard that the tears had halfhad told Jackets that the pigeons were and his superior size.
“Albert” and ¢“Herberi”were twins and washed her very dirty face.
| fed on the square of St. Mark at two
¢¢ What's the matter?” wé both asked,
7 l.oclock every afternoon. There was no wore black and gilt caps marked ¢ 30” be
cause,as
Lily
explained
to
her
father,
‘you
‘‘Lost my penny,” sobbed the child.
| fear of his being in the water this time;
had
to
mark
twins
to
tell
which
was
which‘“ Here's some peanuts,” said my comso reassuring Mamma Vandecker I was
Susan said so. She was twins and panion. * Don’t cry, and you may hold
JACKETS ABROAD. :
4 3 on the square of St. Mark in less than a er.
BY SIGMA.
| minute, in pursuit of this little will-o’ wore a blue bow, and one day her mother the string of my balloon all the way down
the-wisp who might be anywhere in the put on the red one and spanked her this block.”
CHAPTER V.
because she wasn’t blue.”
Tearful mopped her eyes with the end
city hunting for the pigeons.
The
three
girls
were
*
Bonnibel,”
JACKETS, VENICE, AND THE PIGEONS
OF
of
her shawl, and laughed almost as hard
‘ Had any one seen a little boy?” I
¢¢ Anabel” and Floribel,” short and small ; as she had been crying.
:
ST. MARK.
So we three
inquired.
and the six were, on the whole, a well walked on; but perhaps her hands were
Gretchen had been left behind in Ger‘“ A fanciullino? Oh yes, Signorina.
behaved family.
Now and then, when not used to toys, and certainly the wind
. many, promising, however, that she would
A most beautiful little boy, in veluts azjoin us the next summer on our way zuro jhe is now on the other side of the ¢¢ Cuthbert” kept on smiling at his hight was pretty strong. However, 1t happened
home and accompany us to America.
piazza—square—where one feeds the instead of looking at his lesson book be- the string slipped from her grasp, and in
fore him on the window sill, and it be- a minute the red balloon was sailing far
‘The umusement and care of Jackets, pigeons.”
:
therefore, devolved upon us once again,
I quickly walk round the square, for to came necessary for Lily to shake him, he above our heads.
Oh, dear!” cried we ali, and tried to
and our journey to Venice was on that cross it would be impossible. The pig- would pretend to accidentally topple over
account far less delightful than it might yi flying from every quarter of the upon his brothers and sisters, and away run after it. - But how could we ?
Then the boy said:
they'd all roll, under the sofa, behind the
have been. With a sigh of relief, min- chy fill the air; they come in swams;
“ Well, never mind; I had some fun
gled with satisfaction, at the thought of they swoop down in clouds; it fairly table legs, till Lily lost her breath chas*
having four walls once more to assist us rains pigeons;
and here in the thickest ing them and was obliged to shut them with it.”
"The" girl said: “I'm awtul sorry!
in guarding our irrepressible charge, we of the cloud stands a little dump of a up in Roly Poly until they could behave.
But now for three weeks Roly Poly and Thanky I”
saw the domes and spires of the * City boy, with doves on his shoulders, his
¢ It has made five people have a good
of the Sea,” rise in the distance.
head, his hands, chattering and scream- the spools had lain undisturbed in the
J icke 8 was wild with delight at every- ing with delight to see them struggle for closet. Poor little Lily was too sick for time, at least,” 1 said.
¢ Who? There isn’t five of us,” said
thing. The houses and palaces he call- places upon his cl.thing among whose play. She had refused to eat. The doeed ** boats,” and was impatient that they folds rest the grain which they greedily tor lovked puzzled and serious. Mamma the boy.
¢ The boy that gave it to you, the crywould not “ go.” And, once fairly set- snatch. Here, as everywhere, he had and Susan held her by turns, their hearts
aching as each day the little lorm grew ing baby, and we three,” said I.
tled in our hotel, we must redouble our things his own way, and now and then
vigilance. Did we turn our back for an coaxed grain from the official whose duty lighter ana the sweet face more paliid and
¢ And if somebody finds it, it'll be fun
pinched.
instant, there was Jackets, like a flash,out it is to feed the doves; and the goodfor him,” said the l.me boy.
I go this
on the balcony leaning over, just ready to natured fellow sprinkled the food upon
** Won't she take any notice P” said her way now, and I hope grandmu’s got ginlose bis bulance and tumule headlong Jackets’ cap and over his arms, while father with a groun, as he came into the gerbread for supper.
She knows I'm
into the canal. Was a door left open, quite'a crowd of Venetians and foreign- nursery one day, and taking her in his coming.”
in the twinkling of an eye, Jackets was ers, gathered to see the little American
arms tried to rouse her with kisses.
I have seen him since that day, and we
gone, and would be found scampering
*“Ounly now and then,” answered her spoke to each other.
feed the birds.
But [ have never
through halls and corridors after Signora
The truant soon caught sight of me, mother sadly.
seen Bright Eyes, or the dirty-faced girl,
Venvzia’s noodle, or making a swing for and with difficulty cluiching a dove in
¢* I wonder ’<said Susan, who had the or the baby again.— Youth's Companion.
himself with his scarf and the chandelier, both hands, and hugging the ** ephalant”
baby in her arms—*‘ would she care for
ed
pr A Pp
or sliding down the banisters of ihe back under his arm he came running through
R ly Poly, sir!” and taking the basket
staircase where they came within six
out of the closet, she put it on the fluor,
the flock, crying breathlessly,
Two prominent candidates for the pres.
inches of the water, and he was liable at
when baby immediately kicked it over.
* Neo, take it twick! Dockets catch
idency of Vassar College were rejecied
_ any woment to receive an impromptu ‘some moers.” It required great powers
“Look, lovey!” said Susan, ‘ see what because they lacked refinement.
They
bath.
So
wg
of persuasion to cause the covetous run- baby’s done to your Spool Family.”
were both distinguished as scholars, and
The little, black gondola beneath our away to give up the idea of catching the
Lily languidly opened her eyes and just were possessed of many qualiti s fitting
balcony was kept in almost constant wholefl ck to take home to papa and the slightest flicker of a smile trembled
them for the place; but it was said of
requisition, and even then Jackets’ insamamma Vandeeker.
Reluctantly, he on her lips. Baby gave another vigorous one that he was *‘ sloven in his dress,”
~ tiable thirst for movement was not lesand the pigeons separated, but only to kick, the basket flew open and out came and of the other, that he ‘* had been seen
sened.
;
hk
he Fawily in a heap, Cuthbert” leaning to eat with his knife.” A man may be
meet again. There seemed to be a, sort
‘When we had been in Venice about a of Free-Musonry between him andthe over the others with such a jovial couucareless as to his dress, and eat with his
week, our boy was missing one afternvon: pigeons of St. Mark. Neither papa, nor tenance that Lily actually Iaugned aloud. kuife, and yet make a good president.
on a rainy, dismal day. * imstinct led me mamma Vandecser, nor myself,
Buby clapped his bands and shouted at But there is a power in culture, and he
could
se.
There he get within r aching distance of them, but the welcowe sound ; while, struggling to who 18 to teach refinemnt needs to le
they would fly to Jackets and rest upon sit up, Lily lau.hed onee more con: ul- refined himself. The tact that a candi[his shoulders as if he bad been their sively and 'out from her mouth flew a date for a county super ntendency sat n
| patron suing.
brass button! —green and corroded,
as it a house with his hat on was used as an
There was—as there are to most things ought to have been, with the mischief it argument
against his el ction—and
— another side to this mutual fidelity and had been doing in secret.
EX
— United Presbyterian,
That he could not help them all;
And he thonght in grief and anger
Of the broken horse and doll.

The Wlagazines.

went down instead of up, for the old gen- of matter and force that can go on in an inde
tleman made a snatch at the balloon pendent, immortal life, Man is simply a h igher form ofanimal.
God as a personality does
string, and glared at it so fiercely, with not exist, Immortality is a
dream, and the
his spectacles askew, that 1 felt sure he Christian religion, of course, is a delusion.
meant to throw the saucy thing out of the
These conclusions seem to be the best that
science can give us. Science believes nothing
window.
“ Oh, if you-please ! "said Bright Eyes, that it can not prove. There may be a personal God, who takes cognizance of the personal
scrambling up from the floor, “that is
affairs of men, but science can mot prove it;
mine, and I'm sorry it hit you! I'll be therefore a belief in a personal God
is * unscicareful next time.”
entific.” Theremay be such a thing as the
** Better be ! "said the old gentleman, in human soul—a spirit that has a life, or the
possibilities of a life, independent of the body;
a graff tone.
:
Bright Eyes turned rather red, pulled but it cant be proved. Indeed, it seems to

are alike, but we're not real twins.

bert, all standing on their heads.
This came of baby’s kicking Roly Poly
over.
Roly Poly was a round basket, which
Lily’s grandmother had hunted up in the
garret; and as it opened in the middle,
it made no difference if you called the top
the bottom, or the bottom the top. Only
to the spool Family; they knew when
they turned over, wrong side up, that the
top was the bottom.
Lily had at least a dozen doll children
tucked away in the bureau
drawersand behind trunks and in the rag-bag, deserted,
aias! with the most heart-rending indif-

there was one, there would not be a carriage, wagon, or cart, for it to draw; and
if there were both horse and carriage,

1,

“I'm going to see my cousin,” said
Bright Eyes. ‘ His birthday and mine

(To be continued.)

bel, Fleribel, Cuthbert, Albert

Now there isn’t a horse, mule or donkey in all Venice that I know of; and if

JANUARY

love. I endured with smiling magnanimiYou may be sure that father, mother,
ty having my wardrobe, dressing bureau Susan and doctor all laughed then for
and portmanteau successively and repeat- real joy, and light hearts took the place
edly made to serve the purpose of dove- of sad ones as they helped nurse their
cotes. I learned to expect, and preserve darling back to health again.
my equanimity at having two or three
Now, when Lily’s own little blossoms
pigeons start out from every box or draw- go to visit their grandmother, she shows
er that I opened ; and it was but a com- them Roly Poly laid up in state .in the
mon, almost daily occurrence to find my best bed-room bureau drawer, and exroom full of the innocent pests, enticed plains why that particular Family of
through the window by sundry crumbs ‘Spools are so highly honored.— Wide
and lumps of sugar, taken from the break- Awake.
:
fast and dinner table by Jackets for this |O-O-0-0
>
very purpose. But when it came to inTHE RED BALLOON.
sisting upon using my very best hat and
veil to form a downy nest for these little
1t bobbed against my best bonnet, and
creatures, I rebelled; and though Jackets then flew away up in the air again to the
sobbed and wailed at my hard-heartedness, time of a chuckling laugh, just as I was
I did not relent, and from that time, he taking a seat in the cars one day last
was compelled to confine his attentions to week. I could not think where the red
the ‘ ephalant” and pet poodles of the bubble came from, until it bounced down
house.” Not that he was satisfied with and hit the spectacles on an old gentle-

not

Heard it, too, from truthful lips;
Santa Claus, the sly old fellow,
Makes his *¢ after-Christmas” trips!
Many things that cause him pain,
Discontent and hateful envy—
Thoughtful love bestowed in vain.

MORNING

households will probably die for. want of proper nourishment those of sirong vitality wiil
pull trough, und may live to be andustrious
‘Ihe courage
and worthy men nud women.
and patience of some of 1he fathers and mothers that are making this brave fight with staivation is itself an mspration; the children
thut have before them every day such example
of lear grit oughtto turn out well,
For many of these families, it ought also te

be «aid, the pinching times do not always last.
The older chiluren begin 10 earn a. little by
and by, and thus the revenues of the hous:hold are siightly augmented, and a litle addition-makes a vast diff rence in the comfort
the

of the tumily,

Foe a few years, however,

Int of a good

many

self-respecting

families is u hurd one, and we

of our industrio.s

snd

have imply sought to show our kind-hearted
readers just how hard it is, aud exactly what

WORKINGMEN'S WIVES.
Workingmen’s wives are, as a class (so far
as my acquaintance extends), more saving or
economical than their husbands.
Nhey have
also less dislike tor small jobs, and less con~
tempt for the trifling sums reeeived for them.
I am compelled to say that many workingmen
appear unwilling to accept transient employment, especially if of a kind to which they are
not accustomed, but their wives are usually
ready for any kind of work,however disagree~

able or poorly paid it may be. The men often
yield to complete discouragement, and become
listless and stupid, and are sour and cross at
home, until unable longer to “endure the misery of inaction, they tike to the road and become tramps. It is easy to censure the folly
of leaving home for work in times like these,
but few persons who live comfortably understand the mental strain and torture borne by
unemployed workingmen,
who see ateach
meal that every mouthful on the table is really
needed by their children.
Hunger does not
make men philosophical,
In the cities and
larger towns some workingmen’s wives take
to drink, as do the men, when their condition
and
prospects have become desperate, but
among working women who do not drink I
have never yet seen one relinquish effort and
yield to despair.
Even when the wolf has
long been inside the door, and life fsa daily
struggle with pinching want, 1 have noted
the silent endurance of workingmen’s wives,
the effort always renewed, the spirit which

never yields.—Atlantic for January.
*+0+

THE DEVIL AS REGARDED FORMERLY
AND NOW.
In the first centuries of the chureh, when contemporaneous Jew ish theology was potent in its.
influence, and when even these divinities of
the classic mythology were believed to be demons
actually existing and active for mischief, ca-

indi-

befell

Iamities of all sorts, whether they
viduals or communities,

ascribed to the

were

devil and his minions. Diseases tempests, the
failure of the crops, and numberless other
evils, were attributed to the instrumentality
When we come
of Satan.
centuries, we find a similar

Luther imputed

‘his

bodily

to modern
of thought.

down
habit

infirmitiesto the

mischievous agency of the devil.

Even White-

field, in the eighteenth century, accounts for
an attack of colic by laying it to the presence
of demons in his bowels. Injuries to men and
animal's, blighted

fields, even trivial sccidents
in the housebold, like the breaking of an’ article of furniture,were not unfrequently charged
upon the always present, untiring, invisible
emissaries ofthe evil one. Under such circumstances, satanic agency was far more a
subject of reflection than it can possibly be at
present, when Christian people consider that
the main, if not exclusive,function of Satan is

not

can

thut of a tempter, whose enticements

be distinguished,by mental analysis, from the
solicitations of our own propensities.— Prof.
G. P. Fisher,an Sunday Afternoon,
0-0
ro

LIFTED UP,
I stood beside my window one stormy

winter

day,
And

watched the light, white snow-flakes
flutter past;
:
And I saw, though each one wandered its silent, separate way,
:
They all sank down upon the ground at
List.
¢¢ So men must lie down too,” I said,
“When life is past.”

From out the self-same window,

when

soft,

spring days were come,

. I watched the fair, white clouds

that sailed

the blue;-

:

Could those bright, pearly wonders

far

up in

heaven’s high dome
Be the old, wintry snow-banks that I knew?

* So men shall one duy rise again,”
I whispered, * too!”

:

— Caroline Leslie in Sunday Afternoon.
SO

LITERARY ITEMS.
One of several new features

which

pear during the next year in

will ap-

The . Literary

World (Bosten), will be a series of ** Short
Studies of Ameincan Authors,” by Mr. T. W.

Higgins.

These papers will be both criti

cal and descriptive, but their subjects will not

he announce)

in advance.

Gen, James Grant.

:

Wiison’s Memoir of Bry-

ant is highly commended hy the intimate
friends -and admirers of the devessed poet.
The Memoir is embodied in Bryunv’s *¢ Library
of Poetry and Song.”

4

d

*
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Several years were afterwards

Fiterary PWscellany.

travel.

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
1t is better to look round on prosperity than
back on glory. ~Lewis Cass,

Italy,

France

and

spent in

Switzerland,

with their gay and
beautiful cities,
treasures of art, and circles of learned
wen, all seemed a partin training the
intellect and adding to the erudition of

six months
16th: 1794.

The

afterward in London,

Decline

and Fall

of the Roman

Empire is one of the noblest historical

It was under Italian

works in the English language.
Its
title conveys an inadequate idea of its
contents. It contains nearly a complete

to have

skies,amid the ruins of the ‘‘world's great

some littleness more predominant than all his
greatness.—Kilis.
The best way of answering a bad argument
is not to stop it but to let il go on its course till
it leaps over the boundaries of common-sense.
— Sydney Smith.
Every event that a man would master must

capital,” that the work of his life suggested itself. He had meditated a num-

history of the world for a period of thir-

Marriage is a feast, where the grace is some-

times better than the dinuer.— Colton.
There

be

mounted

so

man

is no

on

the

run,

not

as

great

and

no

man

ever

caught the reins of a thought, except as it galloped by. him.—0. W.,
Holmes.

the gifted student.

ber of important literary projects without
any one appearing to fascinate his mind
more than the others. The
Crusade of
Richard

Cceur de Lion, the Wars of the

Barons, the Expedition of Charles
Eighth
into Italy, the lives of

sus-

Phtllip

Sydney, Edward

tain us touching the past; that it is post.

Nev-

Prince:

and

' Never

again

One happy thought is ever
again

er

shall

trip

we

present

there,

to

Never again
shall we stumble at that point.
shall we bruise ourselves by careless walking
we be so
will
again
on that road. Never
wicked or so much a fool.— W. H. H, Murray.
Begin the education’of the heart, not with
the cultivation of noble propensities, but with
the cutting away of those that are evil. When

once the noxious herbs are withered and rooted out, then the more noble plauts strong in

themselves, will shoot upward. The virtues,
like the body, become strong and heslthy more
by labor than nourishment.— Richter.

The word * indenture” came from the old
custom of cutting a parchment contract into
two pieces; divided not by a straight line, but

“by a jagged one, marked with indentions, each
party to the contract retaining one piece. If we
were to see such a parchment, with the lines
thus
from

abruptly cut asunder, we should infer
their incomplete sense that there was

somewhere another piece which

would

make

the meaning entire and intelligible. The mind
of man in thy
world is such
an incomplete

urchment, elbteictun Sestions are roused,
which ean

answered.

Moral

appear, which are left unsettled.

difficulties

He has long-

ings and aspirations for a good and a beauty
which this world cannot supply.—James Free-

man

Clarke.

SOME

FRED

MYRON

COLBY.

111
On an October evening, in the year
1764, a young Englishman of twentyseven resolved to write a book of history.
The romantic circumstances amid

which

the great resolve was made are told in
his own words:
;
“It was at Rome, as I sat musing
amidst

the ruins

of

the

Capitol,

while

barefooted friars were singing vespers in
the temple of Jupiter; that the idea of
writing the decline and fzll of the city

first’ started to my mind.”
This - man

was. Edward

Gibbon,

who

was born in Putney, Surry, on the 27th
of April,

1787.

He

was

the

eldest

of

seven children, all the restof whom died
in their infancy, and he. was so

feeble

in

his youth that he seemed likely to share
their fate. His mother died when he
was ten years old, and the delicate boy
received much of his early education from
charge of him and watched over him with
unceasing care. He learned the rudi-

ments of Latin of a private

tutor, and

two years after his mother’s death he
attended the Westminster School for a
few

months.

His

ill health,

however,

prevented him from making the progress
that he otherwise would have done in his
studies. But he read voluminously, de-

vouring

books

of all

kinds

with the

keenest relish,and particularly geography
and history. In his gixteenth year a sudden
change took place in his constitution, his
health improved and his mind seemed
also to have gained new activity. le
now went to Oxford and entered Magdalen College.
Gibbon's career at the university was
brief.
His
standing in the college
studies
was
not
high.
He was
neglected by his tutor who' preferred
to give his time to pupils of a more
scientific and mathematical taste. But
the young student did not waste his time.
He gave himself to general reading, pursued a course

of oriental

research,

and

began a historical work,
¢ The Age of
Sesostris,” which he at first hoped to
print, but finally burned. He was interested also in religious studies, and
after a few months announced himself a
“Roman

Catholic.”

He now left college,

and his father sent him to Switzerland.
placing him under the care of M. Pavillard, a Calvinistic

minister of

Lausanne.

Five years were spent by Gibbon at
Lausanne, five years of varied and extensive reading. He returned to Protestantism in the meanwhile, learned Latin
and Greek and French,

and

experienced

his first love affair. The young lady for
whom he formed an attachment was Mlle.
Susanne Curchod, afterward distinguished
as the wife of the banker Necker. The
elder Gibbon disapproved of the connec‘tion, and the young man philosophically
resigned the object of his love. But they
always remained friends, and many of
‘Gibbon’s happiest moments were spent in
the society of the beautiful and accomplished woman whose love he sacrificed
-at a father's command.
In the summer of 1758, Gibbon

return-

ed to England, where he passed two years

‘atthe family seat at Buriton.

Hére

-accomplished a course of classical
mg equaled

were

a

the

few

of

Black

Raleigh,

Walter
the

historice

al pictures that had interested him
; bat
while he was hesitating to make his
selection, the faded glories of Rome
ghowed him what his life-work was to
be. It was a laber for which his genius
was well adapted.

he

read-

by few of his contemporaries.

He visited London, remaining there nearly

was able to determine the limits and the
divisions of his work. Then he practiced
on his style. Three times he composed
the first chapter of his history, and twice
he composed the second and third before
he was satisfied with them ; but as he ad-

vanced he wrote with greater facility.
Slowly the chaos of tangled facts, mixed
in

‘hopeless

- confusion,

his shaping

grew

under

hand into an orderly and

beautiful narrative, and his gorgeous and
stately style became so familiar to his
pen that he made no second copy of what
he wrote, but sent the first manuscript
direct to the printer.

While engaged in his literary labor he
was elected to Parliament as a member
for the borough of Liskeard, in which he

sat during

eight years.
J

He never

ven-

n though

more

than once he prepared himselt to speak,
but such was his timidity that when the
moment for action came he could not
find strength to rise. His political duties
were not allowed to distract bis attention from
his historical studies. He
toiled early
and late, and in 1776,
when
he
had
been
two
years in
parliament, the

first

volume

of the De-

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire was
issued from the press.
The publication of his first volume
made Gibbon famous in the literary
world.

Hume

and Robertson,

to

whom

he sent copies, wrote him congratulatory
letters. His splendid theme and imposing style won the attention and regard of
the public, while his unfriendly views of
Christianity brought him assailants by
the dozen from among the clergy. Gibbon made no reply to any of them save
Mr. Davies of Oxford, the only critic who
had questioned his historical fidelity and
not his faith. His ¢¢ Vindication,” which
appeared soon after, cleared him from the
charge of misquotation and silenced his
adversaries. Meanwhile, he
continued
his history, wrote political pamphlets in
defense of Lord N orth’s ministry,

like

himself.

He next joined with his father the Ham-

shire militia, acting for a time as captain.
This experience
was
valuable to the

future

historian,

and

we

can imagine

him in after years,as he sat in his summerhouse by the blue waters of Lake Leman,

writing

the

story of medieval battles,

referring to the insight into modern
military tactics which he received at this

centuries

from

the

time

of

the

claims were too pressing.

is as

faithful

ad-

and

many

The sacredness of the ballot isindispensable to the safety of a republic. When
mobs and rifle-clubs take the place of majorities of the citizens, the existence of the
nation is impaired. Such brute - force
must be reduced to reason and right, or it
will trample these principles in the dust.
The boast that cites and States are carried
by fraud and violence, augurs ill for the
gence and prosperity of a great people,
he question of a free ballot is supreme.
It rises

above

material

interests;

it is

more important than the ordinary issues
of parties. No party can afford to issue
its ends by such means; no patriot can
hesitate to denounce such tactics
by
whomsoever employed. To inaugurate
the rule of violence is to defeat the purposes of all legitimate and trustworthy
parties. A solid South, secured by these

in

LER

Bristling
DEEDS"

methods, is a menace to

the

nation.

To

allow such immorality to succeed is to
abandon the ship of State to the pirates
who have boarded her. The same patriotism

that

planted

redeemedit from

the.

Republic,

the - curse

and

of slavery,

will not fail to rise so far above party as
to insure the rights of the humblest citizen.—Zion's Herald.
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GROCER.

A Detroit grocer, who has a little time
to study human nature,

and

would

save

money if he only had a little more time,
wrote a note to several parties selected
for the occasion to the effect that he had
lost his account books, and

must

depend

upon their honor to call and give in the
balance against them. One of them replied that he presumed he owed three or
four dollars, when the book showed that
he owed $28 ; another though® there might
be a possible balance against him, though
he had been very careful to pay cash
down, and yet his account was $14 -and
over. Out of twelve or fourteen customers the Faucet found one who replied that
he owed $3.80, being fifty cents too much.
He then wrote to each
that he had found
his books, and sent statements of account,
and as they dropped into the store one at
a time,

each laughed,

shook

hands,

and

remarked, ‘‘ I knew it was one of your
jokes, of course, and so I thought I'd give
you a chance to play it clear through.”—
Detroit Free Press.
0-0-0
hn
an on oo

families

in the State

of his history made their appearance and
were received with avidity. The fall"of
Lord North's ministry soon after oc-

of New York who live in log cabins.
A wit once asked a peasant what part
he performed in the great drama of life.
“Imind my own business,” was the
reply.
:
¢ Where will you put me when I come

curred, and Gibbon

to

‘chemistry and anatomy.
In 1781, the second and

third

volumes

determined to fix his

abode at Lausanne, whither he repaired
in 1783 to reside with his friend Deyverdun. His life at the pleasant Swiss city
was simple and studious.
His
only
recreation was taken at social and literary
clubs. He was a noted conversationalist
and few men could talk as well. He
conversed with fluency in sounding melifluous language and well ordered periods.
The
four years
that
he spent in
Lausanne were doubtless the happiest of
his life. Eminent visitors enlivened his
Swiss retreat. His old friend,Mme. Necker,

and her husband, Prince Henry of Prussia,
Mr. Fox, and the beautiful Georgiana
Cavendish, Duchess of Devonshire, were

a few of the famous men and women that
the great historian entertained at one time
and another,and all the time he vigorously pursued his literary work. On. the
night . of June 27, 1787, between the
hours of eleven and

twelve,

he

finished

it. He carried the manuscript to England, and,on his fifty-first birthday the
last three volumes
were issued. His
profit from all the volumes is said to have
been £6,000, and that of the

booksellers

soon as it was
press.

issued

from

the English

Gibbon went back to Lausanne

to

find

his friend Deyverdun dying. He bought
the house which they had occupied together, and invited some other friends to
live with him.

tion

broke

out,

When the French revolu-

he

provided

a retreat

for the Neckers, with their daughter,
the
afterward
famous
Mme.
De
Stael. He was called from Switzerland

time, for just conceptions of Robert
Guiscaut's campaigns and the march of land by the death of Lady Sheffield, the
crusading hosts upon Syrians plain.
wife of his most intimate friend. He died

see

you

at your

castle

in

In Russia there are districts

is said, one may pass through
tion of 100,000 people without
thing in the form of a book.
The latest statistics of the
General in Englund prove that
in that

country

nearly

a

‘Ina

where,

it

Registrarthere are

million

more

sexes is not marked.

¢¢ Eugenia, Eugenia, will

you

still

still insist

upon

wear-

ing the skin of another calf upon your
feet?”
Martha Washington, the mother of her
country by marriage, was the first woman
who ever enjoyed the franking privile ge
in this republic. April 3, 1800, after her
husband’s death, Congress gave her free
use of the mails during the rest of her
life.

@batwaries.

2

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

ELISHA BARBER died in Fa
Plain, ©.,
July 28, aged about 77 years. He was born in
one of the Eastern States, and came to Ohio in
early life. After he arrived to years of manhood, he married Mary Mount, who died Dec.
29, 1877.
She outsped him but a few months

Father Barber experi-

enced religion in early life and united with the
F. B. church, spending fifty years in her work.

He was strongly wedded to'the cause of Christ,
and, therefore, to the people of his choice; for
he thought their teachings perfectly in harmony with the gospel. Few were bette

E CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi’
wl, Scientific ‘courses of study for both sexes.
u
board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
term begine Monday Nov. 4, 1878. Spring term
begins
Monday, Jan. 27, 1879. Summer term be§ins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall term begins

1y24
BOOK

EXCITING

with WILD ADVENTURES.
Th
of the DARING
EXPLORER

onday, Aug. 18, 1879.

AGENTS,
WANTED Exeter yy

mun, or

PaEsosrnh
Rev. T. F.

pany,

boarding house is being repaired,

and

the

organ

of any person, class, sect or

hates.

Itis for

the

honest

man

against

the

rogues every time. Itis for the honest Democrat
as against the dishonest Republican, and for the
honest Republican as
against the dishonest Democrat. It does not take ifs cue from the utterances
of any politician or political organization. It
gives its support unreservedly when men or measures are in agreement with the Constitution and
with the principles upon which this republic was
founded tor the people. Whenever the Constitution and constitutional printiples are violated—as
in the outrageous conspiracy of 1876, by which a
man not elected was placed in the President’s office, where he still remains—it speaks

right.

That is THE

SUN'S

out

for

the

idea of independence.

n this respect there will be no change in its pro-

gramme for 1879.
:
THE SUN has fairly earned the hearty hatred of
rascals, frauds, and humbugs of all sorts and
sizes.

It hopes to deserve that hatred

not

less

in

com-

and no expense

per

term.

Winter

term

begins

WW

Nov.

HITESTOWN
gins

Aug

26,

1878.

For farther in-

SEMINARY. — Fall term

26,

1878.

be-

This Institution is one of

the largest and best in the State.
Send for Catalogue,
:

Terms moderate.

J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N.Y.

J

ILLSDALE
ate,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre-

paratory, Music and Art Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the Northwest.
Tuition, incidental
and library fees, only £15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

Fall Term commences Sept. 4.
For Catalogue address,
. D. W. C. DURGIN,

President,
:
Hillsdale, Mich.

for

There need be no mystery about its loves

with

will be spaxed necessary to the comfort and “wellfare of the stndents. Board, including room rent,
from $2 to $2.50 per week. Rooms from $2 to $4

the poor men against the rich man, but it seeks to
do equal justice to all interests in the community.
It is not

SEMINARY.
MiLLerr, Principal,

petent assistants. Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes. The

Spring term begins Feb. 18, 1879.
formation address the Principal.

THE NEW YORK SUN FOR 1879.
The SUN will be printed every day during the
year to come. Its purpose and method will be the
same as in the past: To present all the news in a
readable shape, and to tell the truth though the
heavens fall.
The SUN has been, is, and will continue to be independent of everybody and everything save the
Truth and its own convictions of duty. That is
the only policy which an honest newspaper need
have. That is the policy which has won for this
newspaper the confidence and friendship of a wider constituency than was ever enjoyed by any other American journal.
The SUN is the newspaper of of the people, It is
poor

Send to the Secretary for

a Catalogue.

The only authentic and SopsTigiited cheap edition. Gives a fall history of his wonderful discoveries in Africa and marvelous journey down
the Congo. It is Jaspiiating as romance. Profusely illustrated, and highly endorsed by the
clergy
and press, Agents are selling 10 to 25
per day. Nearly 10,000 sold. More
For particulars and

not for the rich man against the

-

USTIN

ACADEMY.—Center

Strafford,

N. H.

Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
wumilies at reasonable rates.
Two full courses,
Xiglish and Classical.
For further information

address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

TEST VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students
important and peculiar advantagos.

For partic

information, send for

a circu-

to Rev. W--COLEGROVE, A. M., President.
I0 GRANDE

ACo., Ohjp.

COLLEGE.—Rio

The

college

Institution

is already

Grande, Gallia

year consists

terms of ter
weeks each.
Fall term will
begin Aug.

27,

1878.

acquiring

of four

This

new

a reputation for

the thorough manner in which instruction is imarted. The courses of study are the Normal,
en avlal College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : €lassical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50

er week.

For further information

. Z. HANING,
lia Co., Ohio.

ot to-day, whose concern is chiefly with the affairs

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Sprin
Term
will open March 12, 1878, and close
May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commencement Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address
the Secretary,
.
;
Wh. REED,
Ridgeville, Indiana.
ix
‘

the coming year.

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care-

of to-day. It has both the disposition and the ability to afford its readers the promptest, fullest, and
most accurate intelligence of whatever in the wide
world is worth attention. To this end the resources belonging to well-established prosperity
will be liberally employed.
i
The present disjointed condition of parties in
this country, and the uncertainty of the future,
lend an extraordinary significance to the events of
To

present

with

accuracy

and

clearness the exact situation in each of its varyin
phases, and to expound, according to its wellknown methods, the principles tliat should guide
us

through

the

labyrinth,

will

be

part of THE SUNS work for 1879.
Wa have the means

of making

an

important

THE

SUN,

as

and we mean to apply them freely.

Our

rates of subscription remain

unchanged.

For the DAILY SUN, a four-page

sheet

of twenty-

cents a month, or $6.50 a year;

or, including the

eight columns, the price by mail, post-paid, is 55

of Trustees, Rio

Grande, Gal:

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co. New
York.
This schoel was never in better condi-

fully

arranged

courses

of study.

The

Classical,

Seminary and English Course. For full catalogue
address the Principal.
;
IRVING B. SMITH

a

political, a literary, and a general newspaper,
more |
“ever Defore;

Pres.

apply to Rev- .

the year 1879 than in 1878, 1877, or any year gone
by. THE SUN is printed for the men and women

(A7ILTON

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

:
7
:
=
ments for the coming year.
Winter term begins
Dec. 10, 1878.
For particulars address the Prin¢ipal, CLARENCE E. BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,
Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

Sunday paper, an eight-page sheet of fifty-six colMRS. SALLY BUSSELL died in Belmont,
REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,
Waumns, the price is 65 cents a month, or $7.70 a
Nov. 23, aged 89 years and 8 menths.
She
TERBURY CENTER, VT. |
year,
paid.
was the daughter of Geo. Sanders, and was The postage
Winter
term
of
twelve
weeks
begins
December
Sunday edition of THE SUN i8 also furnish=
born in this town.
He was a soldier of the ed separately at $1.20 a year, postage paid. The
3d, 1878.
Two courses of study.
Instruetions
thorough. Expenses low. Students in this vicin
Revolutionary war, and was present at BurSUNDAY SUN, in addition to the current news, pre“ity
give
us
your
patronage.
For
further
informa.
goyne’s surrender.
In her early youth her
sents a most entertaining and instructive body of
toin address,
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal.
father moved to Fayette, Me., after which he literary and miscellaneous matter, in bulk twice
as great and in value not inferior to that of the
moved again to New Sharon.
Here she was
best monthly magazines of the day, at one-ienth of
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.
married to C. 8S. Sleeper, a soldier of the war
their cost,
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
of 1812.
She then,at the age of forty-four,was
The WEEKLY SUN is especially adapted for those
complete
board of assistants. For further partie
left a widow.
Subsequently she was married
who do not take a New York daily paper. The
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec.
to W. B. Bussell, another soldier of 1812. At
news of the week is Tly presented, its market reretary.
the age of sixty-seven, she was again left a ports are furnished to the latest moment, and its
Winter Term commences Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1878,
agricultural department, edited with great care
widow.
After this she made her home with
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,
and ability, is unsurpassed. The WEEKLY SUN is
her son, the late Rev. Hiram S. Sleeper.
read to-day by more farmers than any
Since his death she has been cared for by his probably
other paper published. A choice story, with othEBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busiwidow, now the wife of Rev. A. Kidder, a er carefully prepared miscellany, appears in each
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
Christian minister of this town.
She became
issue. The
Weekly protects its readers by barFall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCHa disciple of Christ when young and retained ring its advertising columns against frauds and
INS, A. B., Principal.
For further
particulars,
the
principal, or ELIHU
HAYES,
her interest in his cause to the end.
She pos- humbugs, and furnishes more good matter for less address
money
than
can
be
obtained
from
any
other
Sec.
Trustees.
sessed
a powerful memory, and retained her
source.
-W.
Lebanon,
Me.,
July
25,
1878.
faculties remarkably in old age. In her last
price of the WEEKLY SUN, eight pages, fiftysickness her sufferings were great, but soon | sixThecolumns,
is $1 a year, postage paid. For
ended.
Death to her was gain. She longed to clubs of ten sending $10
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
we will send an extra
of the school is to prepare the students for coldepart and be with Christ and the dear ones
copy free. Address
I. W.ENGLAND,
=
lege,
and every effort is made to do this in as thorgone before.
+ M. A. QUIMBY.
Publisher of THE SUN, New Yors Olive
ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
MRS. FRANCES M. VINING, daughter of
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
of the U. S. for the District
Mrs. E. N, Wright, died in Waupun,
Dee. 10, Distriet Court
Lewiston, Me.
of New Hampshire.

at the residence of Rev. E.

N.

Wright, aged

38 yearsand 8 months.
The deceased came
from Sac City, Iowa, in early September, to
visit her mother, but the result proved she
came home to die. Soon after her arrival in
Waupun, her health, which was quite feeble,
began to fail rapidly, and though all possible

to arrest the

progress

of the disease, it soon became painfully apparent that all efforts of parents and friends were
unavailing ; and after nearly three months of
intense
suffering,
which was
borne
with
Christian patience and trustfulness, she peacefully passed away to that heavenly realm
where pain, sorrow and death are never
known.
A. G. B.

| Microscopic Charm, 15c.
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s+ thors, 15¢. 25 Flirt Cards,
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‘day at home.

worth

#5 free. Address STINSON & Co.

Me.
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BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crimson or Jet, 18c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,

Conn.

A Warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued by
said Court against the Estate of THOMAS J. SPURLING, of Dover, of the County
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HARP-ETTE.
THE

Dover, in said District, on the 31st day of December, A. D. 1878, at 10 o’clock, A. M., at the Register’s office, St. John’s street, before Thomas E.

one, man woman or
ignorant of music.

Music.
FOR.
instrument which
public. The deliproduced by any

child, even though entirel:
The, strings are numbered

from one to ten, and the music which accompanies:
the instrument

is numbered

in

like

manner,

in-

stead of being printed in notes, Thus, if you wish
to play ‘Home, Sweet Home,” or auy other tune,
you have only to glance at the music to ascertain
the number of the note and pick the string which
is correspondingly numbered.
With this instrument any one can play all the
popular airs of the day, or in fact any music which
as ever been published. No training is required.
It can be played upon at once as well as after
months of practice. ' Everybody appreciates the
music of the harp. It is the king of musical mstruin miniature—the

same dellcious tones—and should be in every family in the land. Any one who can read this advertisement can play it at once as well as the most
accomplished musician. Elegautly finished, and
an ornament
to any room. A strong, durable instrument, which will lasta lifetime. Can not get
out of order. Securely packed in a strong
box,
and sent free
to any address on receipt of $2.00.
We also send with it a large
lot of music number-

.ed as expleined above.

e list includes * Home,

Sweet Home,” * Last Rose of Summer,” “Sweet
Bye and Bye,” “Old Folks at Home,” * Hold the
Fort,” and ALL the favorite melodies of the day.
Perfect satisfaction
guaranteed. Every one who
purchoses endorses them and recommends them to
their neighbors.
Think of it—mo more tedious
months of study to master music! Here is a su.
perb musical instrument all ready for use,’and requiring no
practice to ay perfectly.
Send at
once and in the HARP-ETTE you will have “a
thing of beauty and a joy forever.”
—

GEO.

MANUFACTURED.AND SOLD BY
STINSON & CO., Portland. Maine,
to whom all orders should be addressed.
In writing mention that you saw this adver.
ent in the Morning Star,
1348
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The

Great

Trunk Line between
and the West.

It is the oldest, shortest, most

the

HOTEL

CHICAGO

are

run

between

& COUNCIL

alone

BLUFFS.

No other road runs Pulman Hotel Cars, or any

toner form of Hotel Cars, through, between
go and the Missouri River.

Omaha and Oaliforn

Chica-

Line

Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA,
NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN
AND AUSTRALIA, Its

Ohicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line

Is the short line between CHICAGO
in NORTHERN

WISCONSIN

and

and

all points

MINNESOTA,

for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS,
and all points in the Great Northwest.

and

DULUTH

Is the only line’ between CHICAGO and JANES.
VILLE, WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,
APPLETON, GREEN BAY, ESCANABA, NEGAUNER,
MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON, HANCOCK and the LAK,
SUPERIOR COUNTRY.
.
;

Ohicago and Milwaukee Line

Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only on(
passing between CHICAGO and EVANSTON, Taxi
OREST, WAUKEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and Mix
WAUKEE,
h
PULLMAN PALACE HOTEL CARS
are run on all through trams of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE running
Pulman cay
between Chicago and St. Paul, Chicago and Mil
waukee, or Chicago and Winona, or
Chicago ani.
Green Bay.

New York Oflice No. 415, Broadway; Boston Of
fice. No,
b State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Farnham Street; San Francisco Office,2 New Montgomery Street; Chicago
Ticket Offices : 62 Clark Street
Sherman

House;

75

Canal

corner

Madi-

son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kine
zie and Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner
Wells and Kinzie Streets.
For rates or information not attainahle frem
your home ticket agents, apply to
co

pm8 Ag't, 8

oo.

Maryin
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study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
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Lyndonville, Vt.

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL«
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
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August 26, 1879
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Three complete courses

The Great Central

East

direct, convenient,
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Michigan Central Railroad.

comfortable and in every respect the best line you
can take. It is the
greatest and grandest Railway
organization in the United States. It owns or conrols

by it‘through,
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sistants.

the Principal.
No Scituate, R. I.
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The Great MUSICAL INVENTION of the AGE
Revolution in
PATENT APPLIED
THE HARP-ETTE is a new
meets
a want long felt by the
cious music of the HARP is here

of the

State of New Hampshire, in said District, adjudg-.
ed a Bankrupt upon the Petition of his Creditors;
and the payment of any Debts, and the delivery of
any Property, belonging to said Bankrupt, to him,
or to his use, and the transfer of an Properig@hy
him, are forbidden by law. A meeting of the
Cfeditors of said Bankrupt, to prove their Debts, and
choose one or more
Assignees of his Estate, will be
held at a Court of Bankruptcy, to be holden at

PULLMAN

"A

of Strafford

U.S. MARSAL, N. H. DISTRICT,
as Messengev.

1 pack Aue
10c. Charm
4149

Samples

In the matter of THOMAS J. SPURLING, Bankrupt,

in Bankruptcy.

Sawyer, Esquire, one of the Registers in, Bankruptcy of said Court.
J. N. PATTERSON,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ments, and this is a perfect harp

in the Christian race,

a

in-

sist upon wearing the hair of another
woman upon your head?”
¢ Alphonse,
Alphonse, do you

was

might be * present with the Lord.”
She died
in a good old age, full of days, honored by all
who knew her, and rich towards God.
A.M. FREEMAN.

a populaseeing any-

females than males. Up to the age .of
ten years the difference in the number of
the two

ing to leaye the

the air?”

asked a gentleman of a witty girl.
brown study,” she replied.

Star

weekly guest in their family for over fifty
years, and to them it was next to the Bible.
Sister Drew will long be remembered as a
mother in Israel by many who still live. She
was always ready todo her Master’s will in
every good word and work.
While she lived
she walked with God, and had the testimony
that she pleased God.
But the time of her departure came at last, and baving finished the
work that:was given her to do, she was will-

means were employed
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26. Send for Catalogue to
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& CO., 518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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SARAH, wife of Mr. William C. Drew, died
in North Tunbridge, Vt., Dec. 14, aged 83
years.
She wasborn in Tunbridge, and was
the daughter of Stephen Folsom, who was
much devoted to the cause of Christ, also to
the interest of our own beloved denomination,
Mother Drew experienced religion when quite
oung, and at the age of fourteen years was
aptized
; and from that time to the hour of
her death she walked in newness of life. At
the age of twenty
years, she was married to
Mr. William C.
Drew, a worthy townsman,
and an earnest workerin the cause of God.
For sixty-three years they lived together, having favor with God and man.
They raised up
a Jarge family,and were instrumental in bringing them all to believe in Christ to the saving

of their

)

AGENT'S profits per week. Will
Prove it or forfeit $500. New articles,
tented. Samples sent

HOW TO BE

friends to mourn
A. M. SIMONTON.,

and text.

-

YOUR OW NEurbidstav

efactors, and the orphan
a sympathizirg
friend.
But he was like a shock of corn fully
ripe...
He fought the good fight, he kept the
faith, finished
his course, therefore he has
one to receive the crown laid up for him in
eaven.
He leaves no immediate family, but

some relatives
their loss.

Ct.

LJ

attendance upon the means of grace and stated
meetings of the church, being present at the
last covenant meeting
before he died. He
was confined to his bed but four days, though
he was a sufferer for several
years. In his
death the church has lost.one of its brightest
lights, the world one of its generous ben-

pompous in its gorgeous stateliness. The
law of historical perspective is wondertully maintained. No man better understood the power of the picturesque in
accuracy

He was

or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.,

Tae tall Adios ga CHIDCHESTER, 218
Fulton 8t, N.Y.
HESTER, 2

He

years. He was a patron of the Star durin
most of the years he was in the church, A
the enterprises and interests of the denomination had a place in his heart. He never felt
that the church was a burden or that her

It is lofty, musical, almost

composition, and his

instruction.

years, and held the oilice until his death,
thoughhe was not able to officiate for some

that could grapple with a theme. so gigantic must have had wonderful compass and courage. The style of the
work is commensurate with the vastness
of the topic.

and

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 18c.,

Winsted,

served the church as deacon for a great many

Antonines to the capture of Constantiriople by the Turks, in 1453. The mind

attend-

ed literary clubs and for recreation studied

-8 year, passing most of his time as a £60,000, The work was translated into
literary recluse, but making the acquaint- French, German and Italian almost as
ance of a few bookworms

teen

words of cheer, counsel

50

Mgrs. AMY WILLIAMS died in Foster, R. I.,
mirable as his theme is grand and his
Oct. 13, in the 89th year of her age. Sister
style imposing.
Williams possessed a genial disposition which
One single fault can be alleged against endeared her to all who knew her, and her fito truth and right won their respect.
him. The Sadducean skepticism of Gib- delity
She was left an orphan at an early age, and
When his father died, in 1770, Gibbon
bon sometimes makes him overlook the was thus prepared in after years to sympawith homeless orphans, who could alsettled in London, and began the comfact of God's providence. He cavils and thize
ways look to her for shelter and advice. One
position of his history which he had-long sneers at the moral dignity of Chris- of that class, speaking to me a few days ago,
been contemplating. He had inherited a tianity, and appears to take delight in said, ** You can not speak too highly of her in
that respect.” At the age of 21, she was marconsiderable estate, and he could live in picturing the vices and barbarism of its ried to Thomas Williams, who died in 1847.
His ardent Three of their five children are now living.
studious ease, but he was diligent.
The most degenerate periods.
She was baptized by Rev. D. Williams, and
magnitude and difficulty of his thee, he attachment to the civilization and literaunited with the Foster F. B, church, July 20
had felt from the beginning. All was 1 ture of Greece and Rome renders him 1834, and remained one of its most faithful
members till death. She was a teacher in the
dark and doubtful.
With pen in hand, he partially blind to the immense
imporfirst Sabbath-school organized in the vicinity,
plunged into * the ocean of the Augustan tance of the part played by the Teutonic and it was her delight to seek out those who
did not attend, and bring them into the school,
history,” poured over all the annals be- races in modern history. This blindness often supplying the needy with suitable clothtween Trojan and the last of the Western to some extent affects the general value ing. She loved the sanctuary, and in the
and covenant meetings her voice was
Cwmesars, studied medals and inscriptions, ‘of his history, considered asa trustworthy prayer
always heard. Her Bible was her companion
and solace, A few months before she died,she
the Theodosian code, the Christian apol- picture of a great sequence of events.
made preparations for her burial as cheerfully
ogists, the collections of Tillemont, the
as though she was about to take an ordinary
| antiquities
of Muratori,
journey.
She also made choice of speaker
and brooded
SACREDNESS OF THE BALLOT.

long over his chaos of materials before he

LATER ENGLISH WRITERS.
Edward Gibbon.
BY

these

Sir

the
Sir

in the Bible than he. Hence, few were better
able to instruct in doctrines and Christian experience, and judge of thesethings, Ministers
always found his home one where their temporal needs were generously met; and their
spiritual desires were often satisfied with his

Jan.
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Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
:
West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
DINING SALON the great feature of their
their
ment of “Great Burlington
houses so the Ma:
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXuse
JURY of their patrons solely in view, do not age
thelr. CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas
the
of
case
the
is
ses (as
Traffic, or Sleeping
so-called Hotel Cars) ; hence, they are always kept
of
ch
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate
Menu
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the mask
yew:
fastidious,

pra
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etree
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on

Helos
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Me
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New Orleans has 824 bar rooms.
There are 209 lawyers in Congress.

In

The redemption act reads:
‘And on
and after the 1st day of January, 1879, the
Secretary of the Treasury shall redeem in
coin the United States legal tender notes
then outstanding, on their presentation for
redemption at the office of the Assistant
Treasurer of the United States in the city
of New York, in sums of not less than fifty
dollars.” As people will almost universally prefer greenbacks to gold for the sake of
convenience, and as greenbacks

are hence-

forth takenby the government in payment
of customs duties, we do not anticipate
much #nsh after gold coin. The eccentric

and the curious will probably

apply for a

little gold, but as these classes of people
are not usually very flush, they need not
be feared bythe Treasury department.
Indeed, the demand for even. fractional
currency has grown so loud that Congress
will probably be compelled to issue some
millions of 25 and 50 cent scrip to accom-

mcdate people who wish to transfer small
amounts of money through the mails. As
to business, we think the Am. Cullivator’s
remark, in review of the markets, will bear

very general
application,
namely, that
¢¢ confidence is slowly but surely returning,
and the year 1879 bids fair to be one of
its

immediate

Family feuds and old grudges are not a
pleasant feature of Southern society. The
more

one

reads

of

them,

the

more

he

“wishes for that christianized
education
which will outroot the love of vengance
which characterizes barbarous natures.
The other night a row occurred .in Kentucky, in which one Steward Meyers and
Carson brothers were the

chief actors,

an

old grudge bringing them together. Firing
commenced and both sides were re-enforced and some forty shots were exchanged.
Shot guns and pistols were used. Meyers’s
shoulder was literally shot to pieces, and
Dave Carson was seriously wounded. Half
a dozen others were more or less hurt, and

it is feared the trouble is not over.
It is pleasant for Americans to note the
tokens appreciative of the late Bayard
Taylor on the part of Germany.
The
Empress has sent an autograph
letter
to Bayard Taylor’s widow, tendering her
condolences in the most sincereand sympathetic language, and, through Lord Odo
Russell,

has

requested

an

interview.

Bismarck has telegraphed his sympathy to
the bereaved family, expressing the deepest regret at the loss of an eminent statesman whom
he greatly esteemed. Mrs.
Taylor has been tendered free passage to
Americaby the steamship companies and
will bring the body of her husband to deposite in the family vault.
Those laborers who went from this country to better their fortunds in accepting
the engagement to work upon the Mamore
railroad in Brazil,

do

succeeded to any

not

seem

to

great extent.

~enty are still at

Switzerland

all the

political

voting

done on Sundays.
:
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe and daughter
gone to Palestine for a brief sojourn.

is

have

A Tiflis despatch says the Ameer of Afghanistun has reached Tashkend in his flight.
The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland enjoys the
sum of $100,000 per annum as salary.
Gen. Grant,accompanied by Ministers Welsh
and Noyes, will arrive at Dublin, January 8.
Should Disraeli retire from office he is en
titled to a pension of $10,000 per annum.
Jean
Moncasi who attempted to kill the
King of Spain, has been condemmed to death.
Rev. Leonhard Woods, president of Bowdoin
College from 1839 to 1866,died at Boston, Tuesday, aged 72. Thirty steamers have been
chartered at
Odessa to convey home a portion of the Russian army of occupation,
Arms are being generally distributed throughout eastern Roumelia, to be used in resisting
the execution of the treaty of Berlin.
Col. Fred Grant sailed from New York on
Saturday to join his father in Paris, and with
whom he will make
the trip around the
world.
:
The train for Vera Cruz was
attacked on
the night of Dec. 14, four miles from Pueblo,
by robbers who killed the baggage-master,

wounded

the

conductor

and

robbed

art of the town. St. Louis del Nord is said to

entirely swept away.
A telephone line,16 miles long,and connecting
Fabyan’s and the signal-service
office on
Mt. Washington
has been established, and
talking and singing are heard distinctly over
it, while whistling produces a very fine effect.
A telegram from Ceara in’ North Brazil reports that the deaths in the capital from smallpox number 600 daily. The distress in the interior of the province is appalling, the people
devouring carrion and corpses, so great is the
famine.
The Board of Supervisors ef Oswego, N. Y.,
report a discrepancy of $55,197 in the accounts
of the late treasurer, Luther H. Conklin, with
Oswego County, and a special committee has
been appointed to examine his books.
ews.

The Hon. Onslow Stearns; ex-Gov, of New
Hampshire,died Sunday evening at 8 1-2 o’clock
at his residence in Concord, N. H., of Bright's
disease.——Emerson’s
pianoforte
factory at
the corner of Albany and Wareham Sts., Boston, was destroyed by fire on Saturday.
The

have

Only sev-

the remainder

moderate

compensations

is

what all have hadsto learn, but capitalists
and owners of real ‘estate are about the
last to learn the lesson,however.

Cincinnati has a good measure of public spirit. About two years ago
Springer proposed to the citizens
cinnati that he would give $50,000
additions te Music hall to make a
nent exposition building if the
would subscribe

purpose.

$100,000

This

fund

for

was

Reuben
of Cinto build
permacitizens

the

same

completed

on

Saturday and permanent exposition buildings of the value of $500,000 are thus insured to Cincinnati.

A

noticeable

Thursday

event

night

in

was

New

York

on

the presentation to

Rev. Dr. H. G. Garnet, the vetran colored
clergymen
and abolitionist, of a life size

bustt
of John Brown,
the
work
of
Miss Edmonia Lewis, the colored sculptress.
Dr. Garret

made

a

speech,

reciting

his

personal acquaintence with John Brown,
and Charles Douglass, son of Fredrick
Douglass, and ex-Consul to San Domingo,
made the presentation address.
There is a growing interest in commercial circles to look into the future of the
South American trade with reference to
our ewn country. dt is about time, when we
consider items like the one that states that

the port of Cartagena, in
the fiscal year which ended

Colombia,
Sept. 30,

for
ex-

ported $634,000 worth of produce,of which

$486,000 fell to Europe.
It ought to be
a subject of interest to our merchants to
know what she bought of Europe in exchange.

There was a great snow fall

in parts of

the country last week.
In New York
State four feet of snow fell, and reports
from, Kansas

City,

Mo.,

state

that

the

weather there has been the coldest known
in twenty years, the mercury marking several degrees below

zero.

The

ice

Missouri river is a foot thick.

in

the

It isn’t a gunpowder mill or a nitro
glyeerine store-house this time, but one of
the buildings attached to the dynamite

factory, two miles from Whitehall, N. Y.,
that blew up on Saturday merning,

three men who were

working

concussion was distinctly

felt

in it.
at

killing

The

Kings-

land, N. J., about sixteen miles
distant.
All window glass was shattered within a

radius of several miles.

The Rew. Henry Ward Beecher found an
opportunity of saying something on gov-

ernmental

affairs

in a sermon,

He attacked the government

policy towards the
ignominious

ever

loving people.

and

by

spent $280,000,000

on

her

its

liberty-

$20,000,000

had

States

navy

nothing to show for it; besides,
spent

said

In speaking of the navy he

said that since 1865 the United
ernment

Sunday.

Indians was the most

witnessed

for

and

had

the gov-

fortifica-

tions of which, itis said, there was no
nse.
~ The national execntive committee of the
socialist-labor party has issued an address

to sections and the working people generally, calling for a simultanious holding
of public mass meetingsin all parts of the
country on the 18th of January, for the
purpose of condemning the action of the
German government in suppressing the
freedom of speech and of the press.

And now it fs the Emperor "of Anstria

who is surrounded by extra

gnards,

as

a

rumor prevails in Pesth, that a conspiracy
against his life has been discovered.
~The Rev. Dr. Bacon of New Haven and
his son Dr. Francis Bacon, are both very

ill with erysipelas.

deed
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any
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:
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Chicago, and, with direct and convenient
connections both by rail and water, with
the South and East.
Southern Illinois
also

has

educational advantages

that

will

Railroad

STOCK FOR BEEF.

are indifferently cared for,fed on skimmed

milk and kept in some out of the way lot
that is termed ‘ good enough for a calf
pasture.” Itis not considered important
that the calves be taught to eat grass or

duction of beef more profitable than

Contains

butter

tors in

beeves,

and do

profit, as it can be done,

it

at

popular

use.
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illustrations

Price,

$3.75.

Mass., experiment of raising
cane for syrup shows an av160 gallons per acre, though
yielded as high as 256 gal-

grave

robbers in the country,
subjects of the people’s
lauded for their virtues.
While the former class

steal the dead bodies of our loved ones to sub-

~~

Remedy .—For

Colds,

h

»

i

Com.,

Lansing,

Troches.”
chial
25¢, a OX.

THE MARKETS.

Monday’s

dispatch from London gives details of the riot

of students of the University of Kieff, Russia.
The students,in meeting held outside the town,
decided to protest against the closing of the
university. A body ofthem, well armed, uc-

cordingly proceeded

to the university and forced

their way in, after disaining the town police.
They then fixed on the blackboard an energetic
protest against the arbitrary proceedings of the
authorities. Two companies of local military
tried to disperse the students,who resisted,and
thereupon a collision ensued, in which 80 per-

sons were killed and wounded on both sides.
At last a force of cavalry succeeded in clearing
the square in front of the university. Many

students were arrested.
Similar riots, on a
smallar scale, are said to bave broken out in
other university towns of Russia.
Itis believed there is an intention of proclaiming a state

of seige in Kieff and Kharkoff.

Orders

have

been sent to the police at the frontiers to redouble their vigilance in order to put a stop to
revolutionary pamphlets being smuggled into
the country, a practice which has been going
on a large scale, and to prevent the entrance

of revolutienary emissaries from Germany.
rt
GE

Seal-brown
plush takes
on new garments.
;

Institute which is to be a highschool

for pri-

mary and secondary education, was recently
laid at Haddington, the birth-place of the great
Scotch reformer.——Two thousand new schoolhouses are to be erected in Italy,and education
18 to be made compalsory. There were,in 1875,
78,000 persons in the prisons of Italy, and 2,180,000 pupils in the public and private schools
—one convict for every twenty-six pupils.—
The new State Normal school, at Gorham.Me.,
was dedicated recently,Col. F. Robie presenting
it in behalf of the town and Gov. Connor’
receiving for the State, and the exercises concluded with a public dinner.~———There are
twenty-four German students in the Baptist
Theological Seminary at Rochester.——Philadelphia appropriates this year one million dollars for her schools, and abolishes salaries for
musical instruction.
Sera
aE

FARMS IN THE WEST.
Perhaps
numerous

it would
readers

be of
of the

interest to the
Star, to know

that while thousands from the New England and the Middle States are passing
directly through Illinois to Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Texas and States farther
West, they are in many instances like the
man who is represented as raking the dust
fora single particle of gold, while just over

himis the angel of fortune, holding bags of
the precious metal. I mean by this, that
there are hundreds of farms that are passed in Illinois by these Western

bound

em-

igrants,who inall probability imagine from
the appearance of the country, its improvements and apparent advantages these farms
are as valuable as the old homesteads they
have left, and in fact much more so. Yet
they are not aware of the rare opportunities of procuring
homes
right here in
Illineis, in many instances at less than
the improvements would cost.
‘Bhis state of affairs has been brought
about, first by the extravagances

growing

out of the prices realized during the war
for all farm products.
;
When contractions in values commenced,
and were severely felt in the panic of 1873,
inorder to meet urgent demands, many of
the farmers obtained loans of Eastern
capitalists and gave as security trustdeeds on their farms at 1-3 of their ap-

praised value (uncler oath). The shrinkage

in values has been going on until their
notes became due, and failing to pay them,
their farms have been forfeited to the parties East holding these farm bonds, and
they in turn,only desiring their money with

the

place

of fur

Curls and frizzes- are all smoothed

flat in

Paris, and Powpedn bauds bind heads in
shape.
d
Mulberry and dragon green are the favorite
shades in the fashionable gpun silk hose.
Collars are made of embroidered colored
materials rather than of lace, and ruches are
worn with them.
Owners of pearl jewelry should be careful to
keep them from exposure to greasy surfaces,
as contact of this kind destroys their luster.
Conch shell chains of roses and medallions,
with amphorz and scarabee pendants, are used
this season, and are in high favor.

A medical writer

informs ladies that by a

too active use of their fans they check perspiration, and produce cutaneous diseases.
A London magistrate
lately declared the
outside pockets on ladies’ dresses to be an in-

ducement

to thieves.

He pronounced them

to be a foolish and improper fashion, nor did he
pity any one for losses thus incurred.

New York on Saturday wire:
Erie, 21§,

493, 48%; do preferred; 76%, 15%; Rock Island,
121, 120%; St Paul, 35), 85%: do
78)"; Lackawanna, 42, 41: New

erchants

asks:What will remove

velocity

or

force

greasy

in coming

down as in going up. A. The difference in velocity is due to the resistance of the air. 2. If
shot up in a vacuum would not the ball returning strike the cannon’s mouth with a force
equal to that which it had when it started ¢
A. Yes. 3. Is not the resistance of the air
greater in the downward course of the ball
than
in the upward ? 1f so, does not the fact
of the air being between the weight of the ball
and the earth make the air in a measure compressed or more dense ? A, We think not,
perceptibly.
DO
bn anon
on o

OONCERNING

HOUSE PLANTS.

(From the New York Observer.)

y.

same

temperature

dealers

in butter,

eggs, beans, dried apples,
Quincy Market, Boston.

cheese

&c.

FLOUR.—The receipts of Flour
have been 37,025 bbls of all kinds

Cellar

No

for the
against

and

3

week
85,741

bbls for the corresponding week of
187. The exports for the same time have been 6,958 bbls. The
sales of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota spring
wheats have been at $6 50 @ $3 # bbl. Patent Winter wheats at $6 @ $7 ¥ bbl, and a few choice
brands at $7 25 ¥ $750 bbl. Winter wheats are
steady-and have been selling at $56 @ $6 for St,
Louis; $5 @ $550 for Illinois and Indiana; and
$4 75 @ $5 25 ¥ bbl for Michigan and Ohio.
Wisconsin extras have been selling at $1 @ $450
bbl; and Western common extras at $375 @ $4 25
¥ Bole Western supers range from $3 @ $325

arrel.

:

as

¥ bbl for favorite

and

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—A{ $2 # 100 Ibs.

CoRrN.—The sales of new at 45 @ 45¢ ¥ bushel, in
lots to the trade; and for export at 46 @ 46%c on

track.

Old Corn

is very

scarce

and prices

are

quite nominal—from 49 @ 52¢ ¥ bu,
OaTs.—Sales of No 1 and extra white at 35 @ 89¢ :
No 2 white at 33 a43}{c, and No 3 white and No 2
mixed at 31 @ 32%;¢ # bushel.
,
2
RyY&.—Sales at 60 @ 62¢ ¥ bushel.
FEED.—Shorts and Fine Feed have been sellin
Zi Sis @ $1550 ¥ ton; and Middlings at $16 @ $1

¥

ton.
BUTTER. —Fine

fall lots continue

to

be

very

scarce-and readily command full prices, savy 20 @

23¢ # 1b, but this does not include

winter made,

and strictly choice dairies go off fairly at 17 @ 19¢;
but after passing these there is a slow market and
12 8 15¢c ¥ 1b cover the bulk of the sales.
Choice

Western dairy packed is scarce and wanted

27c;and Western at 24 @ 23¢ ¥ dozen.
Limed
move ofl slowly at 15 @ 17¢ ¥ dozen.
BEANS. —Good to choice Pea ut $150 @ $175 ¥
bu. Mediums at $140 @ $160 # bu'for good to
choice.
Yellow Eyes at $1 9 @ $24 ba.
POTATOES —Sules of Eastern Rose at’ 90 @ 93¢.
Northern Rose at 85 @ 88c ¥ bu.
Jacksons are no
desirable, and rule quiet at 70 @ 75 ¥ bu.
P. BE.
Island Chenadgoes are slow at 60 @ 70¢ # bu.
Sweets $250 @ 2 75 ¥ bbl.
¥

HAY AND STRAW.—Choice Hay at £15 @ $17.
Low and medium grades at $10 @ #14 ¥ ton, Rye
Straw is 1 steady demand at $11 $12 # ton.
FLAX
¥ bu.

SEED. —~Western and Canada at $14.

FRESH

@

the

8

@
@
@
@

94
8
DY
4X4
fl

@

b

wh

Common. sasnssssnverass

county

at $2, and Northern

8

@

3

@

$2 50

APPLES.—Choice at $100 @ $125.

Com.

‘Wash the leaves of English Ivy with clean
cold water and a sponge—nothing else.

¥ bbl for extra plate.

Fuchsias and heliotropes should be repotted as soon as the roots touch the sides of the

pots.

:

The Oleander, Calla Lily, and Hydrangea
may have water standing in the saucers under
the pots.
Red spiders may be gotten rid of by frequently wetting the foliage and keeping the atmosphere moist.
:
A few drops of ammonia added to a pail of
water, and applied once a week, will prevent
the pots trom getting sour.

If the scaly bug attacks your: callas,

ole:

ders, and the stems ofyour rose bushes, ej

Bound in Sheep, 1854 fi hp over 1000
tions.
Jssue of 1878,

degree

RETAIL PRIGE; $0.00.
We have made a Special contract with the great
Publiai
house of J. B. Lippmcott & Co., of
hiladelphia, by which we are enabled to offer the
most desirable
Premium ever
given by any
news.
paper m the country. We will send this,
the best
ictionary published, to any person who will send
us the names of Three New Subscribers and Nine

of

Are your kid-

Are you subject to any of the following synip-

Thousands of

young men, the middle-aged, and even the
old, sufler from nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, too, are broken

down in health and spirits from disorders
peculiar to their sex, and who, from false
modesty or neglect prolong their sufferings.
Why, then, further neglect a subject so productive of health and
happiness when there
is at hand a means of restoration?

diseased conditions, after
3 fail, and we offer the most
stimony
direet from the afves, who have been restored to

AND

ENERGY,

vain for months and years,
2

# PAMPHLE? and
LLY, a large Illusng full particulars

JRTH THOUSANDS.

Address,

subscription for three years, in advance, and send
[ae 2s or for a new subscriber for three years,
ant

o

The great Unabridged Dictionary will
ered at our

office, or

in

Philadelphia,

sent by express or otherwise,
from

as my

Cop-

PULVERMACHER GALVARIC CO.,
212

Broadway,
New
York.
i
xe Avoid bogus appliances claiming elec
tric qualities.
Our Pamphlet explains how {lo

be deliv.
free, or be

be

ordered,

Philadelphia, at the expense of the

er.

subscrib-

;

. The Subscriber under this offer

titled to any other Premium.

will

not

be

en-

Subscription Price, $3 per annum advance,
Including any one of the following Premiums:
Any one volume of the Household Edition
Charles Dickens's

of

Works, bound in cloth,

with 16

and

Scored

Hlustrations each, by Sol. Eytinge.
Moody and Sankey’s Gospel’ Hymns
Songs No. 2.

;

Lincoln and hss Cabinet; or, First Reading of the
Emancipation Proclamation.
Fine large Steel
Engraving. By Ritchie. Size 26x36.
Authors of the United States. Fine large Steel Engraving. 44 Portraits. Size 24x881;. By Ritchie,
Charles Sumner. Fine Steel Engraving. *
a
Grant or Wilson. Fine Steel Engravings. *
i
Edwin M. Stanton. Fine Steel Engraving.
The Inner Life of Abraham Lincoln. By Frank B.
Carpenter. Bound in cloth. 360 pages. It gives
a bétter insight into his * inner life” than can be
found elsewhere, and is altogether one of the
most fascinating, instructive, and
of the kind ever published.

useful

books

Subseription Price $3 per annum advance.
Ba Specimen copies sent free.
Address
| P=0. Box

THE2787.

Slav

INDEPENDENT,"
New York City.

&%~ Cut out this advertisement, as it will not ap-

pear again,

PULYERMACHER’S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

2 in

Illustra

Dollars; or who will, on renewing his own subscribtion; in advance, send us Two New Names
additional and $9 or who will renew his own

toms:
Rostless nights, broken sleep, nightmare, dreams, palpitation of the heart, bash
fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,
dizziness in the head, dimness of sight, pimples and blotches on the face and back, and

STRENGTH,

for two

PIVTORIAL QUARTO DICTIONARY.

for

neys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered condition?
Do you suffer from rheumatism,
neuralgia or aches and pains?
Have you
been indiscreet in early years and nd yourself harassed with a multitude
of gloomy
symptoms?
Are you
timid, nervous, and
forgetful,
and your mind continually dwelling on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?

HEALTH
Ar

INDEPENDENT,

WOROESTER'S UNABRIDGED

years, and

feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, and

other despondent symptoms?

published

us $3 for a year, in admay remit $5.80, and

we will send him THE

lack the power of will and action?
Are you
subject to loss of memory, havéspells of faints
ing, fullness of blood in the head, feel listless,
moping, unfit for business or
pleasure, and

subject to fits of melancholy ?

are

:

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS:
$2.50 per year;
vance, $2,20.

REMITTANCES

or, if paid

must be made

in ad-

in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE,

as

well

as

town,

and

give both the old and new address when they
-order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
Each subseriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not

allow it to be in arrears,
i

- Address,

Rev, I. D. STEWART,
DOVER,

N.

H.

home may be adorned and mado more cheerful
y pictured. Such enone is the new motto ju st put
0:1 col
Hope and Charity size 6x17 inches, and printel
"
* of this beautiful M otto are entwined with C
eq, Wheat Heads, Grasses, ete,etc,
Lillies of the allen P
utifvl colors, in all the tints of th
Ehinte in
a this Motto who fails to see it

10

at

PORK.—Sales of new prime at $820 @ $835;
mess, old and new, at $825 @ $9 50; clear at $10 @

The temperature for house-plants is from 48
degrees at night to 70 degrees during the day.

same

They

b

room,
:
.
Very weak lime-water will kill worms in
the pots.
Vines should be watered more frequently
than other plants.

men

the

vol-

1

8

choices ivveveviiiii, 9

ONI10N8.—Western

¥ bbl.
_ GREEN

1%
5

1b........ resssnsennnrnns
da TH@

' Fair to good..

Worcester

recover

new

years, in advance, and two volumes, pest-paid; or
any three volumes, post-paid, to any one subscriber who remits $8 for three years, in advance.

distinguish
the 4ggenuine J from the spurious.
i

MEAT.

eef, hind quarters, choice, #¥ Ib... od)
Do | common to good seein, iii, 5
Do
lore quarters, choice.
vine
Do
common to goodiseseeniinnss
+8
Mutton, extra....veeseseees Saks uaaservs
a
Do.
common to 200d....evivuns
3

Veals, choice

Is

to

Lectures.

DEPENDENT who remits
vance; or any subscriber

health, strength, and energy as experienced |
in former years? Do any of the following
symptoms or class of symptoms meet your
diseased eandition?
Are you suffering from
ill-health in any of its many and multifarious forms, Sonsequent upon a lingering, nervous, chronic or fanctional disease? Bo you

@ 18¢, and choice ladle packed will command 13 @
15¢, but most of the Western supply runs poor and
sells slowly at9 @ 12¢ ¥ ib.
CHEESE.—Salcs of choice factory
at 8! @ 8% ¢

¥ 1b. Fair to good are quiet at 7 @ 8c. Early
made Cheese is neglected and hard to sell at any
price.
EGGs,—Eastern at 27 @ 28c. Northern at 26 @

wish

valuable

in handsome book form by Houghton,
Osgood &
Co., of Boston. We will mail a copy of any one
volume, post-paid,to any subgeriber to THE IN-

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED?
and

country

umes, entitled * BIOLOGY,” “TRANSCENDENTALISM,” “ORTHODOXY,” “ CONSCIENCE,” * HEREDI-

These noted Curative appliances have now

at 15

Spring Lambs choice, # 1b..vu.. aisha ese 6.8
Spring Lambs, commen to good # 1b.....4 @

Give air on every warm, sunny day.
‘Water thoroughly, but not too often.
i Shower all smooth-leaved plants frequentUse water of the

and

D. WOOLSEY,

PREMIUMS.
markable Monday

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them.

treatment

THEODORE

We offer Rev. Joseph Cook’s

BANDS,

simple, and efficient known
the cure of disease.

Cook, will be

TARY,” and * MARRIAGE,” embodying, in a revise.
ed and corrected form, the author's previous re-

Appliances at
the front ‘World's Exhibitions
—
is, Philadelphia, and elsewhere —and
have been found
the most valuable, safe,

Produce Report.
SATURDAY, Dec. 28.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission

Joseph

SERMONS

are protected bid
tters-Patent fn all the
rincipal countries of the world. They were
reed the only Award of Merit for
Electric

Boston

the Rev.

by eminent clergymen in all parts of the
will eontinue to be printed.

ELECTRIC BELTS

upwardof thirty

by

will contribute 20 to 30 : articles ¥/ on SoclaMsm and
Communism, the most important questions of the
day.

health and bodily energy, at home, without
the use of medicine of any kind.
a

stood
the test for

preferred, 74%,
Jersey Central,

32%, 31%; Delaware and Hudson, 373, 87; Morris
and Essex, 75, 74; Union Pacific, 665, 673; Western Union, 94}, 93% ; Pacific Mail, i4, 13%.

fancy brands.

substance that gather on inside of sink pipes
from dish water, ete ? A. Use occasionally a
strong hot solution of caustic soda.
R. 8. H. asks: What will take the stain of
apple juice out of white cambric muslin ? A.
Rub the spots well with strong alcohol, and
then moisten with #4 little very dilute -sulphuric acid(1 part acid to 20 parts water), and
cover with moist bleaching powder
(chloride
of lime) until the spots disappear.
Finally,
‘wash well with soap and water.
G. W. C. asks (1) why a cannon ball when
shot up perpendicularly from the earth doesnot

have the same

Lake Shore, 70,695; ; Northwest,

Western, and $5 @ $550

the Scientific American).

A. 8S. I. asks: Can wood be
ignited by
steam ? A. Under ordinary circumstances it
can not.
:
B. L. asks: 1. What is the average annual
rain fall in New York State? A. 86
to 40
inches.
F. J. K. asks whether there is a gratuity or
prize offered in Franceor elsewhere to any
one who first squares the circle.
A. No.

J. E. L.

20%;

CORN MEAL.—Sales at $2 30 @ $2 40 ¥ bbl.
RYE FLOUR .—Sales at $3 25 @ 83 50 # bbl.
OAT MEAL .—Sales at $4 50 @ $475 for common

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(From

.

Monday,

LECTURES.

Lectures, delivered in Boston ev

published in full, together with the introductory

meet every requirement,

Market.

famous

remarks.
EX-PRES'T

For self-application to any part of the body,

The highest and lowest prices paid for stOcks in

S--B-0-b
>

Educational.
Rev. A. A. Myers has presented Hillsdale
College with a fine collection of Kentucky
geodes, calcites, stalactites, fossils, ete.
The foundation of the John Knox Memorial

Stock

The cabbage bow is used to trim dresses,

ery

The affticted can now be restored to perfect

(From the American Cultivator.)

000) has been rached.
140 clerks will be dismissed.—A

ve.

EPENDENT

COOK'S
These

Mi

DEBILITATED! |

AND

Cr EY Boras
when a

to by specialists in each branch. These depart.
ments are famous, because they are able and trust.
worthy.

from

terms

i= HELP!
FOR THE WEAK,
NERVOUS AND
Land

-

BALDNESS.

a

O pay $1,
Mi ustacathasis at tual

school, Fine Arts, Science, Missions, School and
College, Markets,
Farm and Garden, Finangial,
and Insurance will, as heretofore, be contributed

200,00005525.0%
SRL. Sing sands in
nd for illustrated pamphlet, full of ‘Facts.
0..M, BARNES,

ETor

Hair, aka
Wh!

‘We shall continue to print articles from the best
writers and thinkers in the country. The Departments of Religious News, Literature, Sunday-

BEST
at

of f

Well and Favorably Known the World
Over as the BEST Religious Weekly
Newspaper. It retains all its most de=
sirable features, and adds new ones.

& CO., Bangor, Maine.
.
1351

located

growth

IN

PULVERMACIIER'S

Sore Throat, Asthma, Catarrh, and other diseases
of the bronchial tubes, no more useful article can
be found than the well-known
*‘ Brown’s Bron-

FASHIONS, ETO.

REMEDY FOR

Baw
n

Johnson’s Anodyme Limiment will posi.
tively prevent this terrible disease, and will posi.
tively cure nine cases in ten. Information that
will save i
lives sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment. Prevention is
better than cure.

PAYS

have won for it a confi,

/|\ dence in its virtues,never

PRLSIAYER 4.5
uke 0
vell, Mass.

DIPTHERIA!
paymen

giv-

7

4

WHERE FARMING
Acces

of the Ohio Medical College. Public indignation justly brands any man as a scoundrel
who will rob the grave of the dead. But there

A Favorite Cough

a

WHO WANTS A FARM

ot the’ Hon. Scott Harrison, in Ohio, last
May,
the body being found in the dissecting-room

are two noted grave
so far from being the
wrath are universally
The reason is plain.

is

’
CES

of immunity from their fatal effects, that is well
founded if the remedy be taken in season. Every
family should have it in their closet for the ready
and prompt relief of its members. Sickness, Suffering and even life is saved by this thmely protection.
Te
No Lt
PREPARED BY
'

and

This

;

has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
their terrors to a great extent, and given a feeling

most comon the
¢h.
published.”
Commenta.

Pa.

sry

a

«|

Pages,

83 to 88

so that they will

do as well by feeding their grain and hay
as by selling it, they will save much labor
and increase the fertility of their farms.—

1,018

I.S. JOHNSON

them to the dissecting
knife, these only
or cheese the introduction of short-horned mit
rob the graves to restore the living victims to
blood
into the herd will increase the our hearts and homes. Their names—Dr.
size as well as the tendency to early ma- Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery and Pleasturity.
One great advantage in producing .ant Purgative Pellets—are household words
beef is that all the grain produced on the the world over. The Golden Medical Discovfarm may be fed at a profit, and altogeth- ery cures consumption, in its early stages
er be much more profitable than the pres- and all bronchial, throat, and lung affections;
Purgative Pellets are the most valent practice of selling everything off the Pleasant
uable laxative and cathartic.
farm. If farmers were to fatten annually a
ll
small number of

1879.

Famil
ok. It answers every objection of the
Skeptic.
Extra Terms.
Send for
particulars.
Bradley, Garretson & Co., 66
N. 4th St.

feed.

en in these columns of the robbing of the

the calf should commence with its first
meal and should be continued until the
animal matures and is disposed of. The
sooner it canbe matured the more profit
there is in raising it.
:
Our ordinary farm stock is not desirable
for shipping.
For those who find the pro-

|

no one ever’

Perhaps

secured so wide a.repu
tation, or maintained it
80 long as AYER’S CHERM has
RY PECTORAL.
been known to the public
about forty years, by a
l= -long-continued series of

}
equalled by any other
medicine, It still makes the most effectual cures
of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can be made
by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL

|JANUARY’

Philadelphia,

Our readers will remember the account

of

© | READY IX

The Grand Rapids (Mich) board of education buyes 150 copies of the Nursery each

The Amherst,
the early amber
erage product of
some pieces have
lons per acre.

a

H.R. Palmer
ov

Maps. Pronounced by scholars * the
plete and comprehensive Commentary
tire Scriptures
(in one vol.) ever
There is nothing like it; and but few

paid to their growth or good health. This
is the general manner of treating calves
fattening

Co

Washington,
after
assassinating
President
Lincoln,is owned at Pomfret, Conn.
He is
18 years old.
In France for several years past the tomato
plant has been subject to u disease which ruins
in a week the most promising planting.

TWO NOTED GRAVE ROBBERS.

The

one

E COMMENTATOR.

The horse on which Wilkes Booth fled from

grain, and when they are weaned and put
on- winter feed no especial attention is

intended for thedairy.

for

P

err y
ector al.
of the Throat and Lungs,

+

WANTED “5: THE PICTORIAL

has paid

and to cause colic and even acute inflammation.—4Am. Cultivator.

on some future time as the period whenhe
will commence to feed them, and the calves

$1.00

Ch

such as Loughe) Colds, Whooping
Cough,
Bronehitis, Asthma,
d
D CONSUMPTION.

Palmer's
Book of
Authems,

Musto for

J

yer S
For Discases

eowl

It is emphatically dangerous; is heating, apt to
swell and produce obstruction of the bowels

fixes

A

FOR

76 EAST NINTH ST, N.Y,
73 RANDOLPH 8t,, CHICAGO.

$12,656 for injury done to a race horse while
the animal was being conveyed over the road.

New corn should not be used as horse

The mistake in raising stock is in not
knowing whento commence feeding. The

OUT

pages of Superior

BIGLOW & MAIN,

of New

month tor use by the children in the primary
schools.
Even the most carefully picked apples are
rotting badly in the eastern part of N, H. and
the fruit will probably be high-priced and
scarce before spring.
:
’

Rural amd Domestic,
farmer who raisesa quantity of calves

& Ohio

N

and the BOOK OF ANTHEMS will

of 670 fathoms,is four times as saltas at

The Baltimore

al

The works of Mr. Palmer are
the most popular of their kind

the surface.

out from their halls,
physicians,
teachers

TRS

Church Services,
Musical Societies,
Conventions. etc.

Hampshire has doubled within six years.
The water in the Straits of Gibralter, at the

depth

and business men and women, most of
whom are an honor to any society.
MecKendree College is located at Lebanon, a
beautiful city of about three thousand, and
only twenty-two miles east of the great
future city of the West, St.Louis; and
Shurtleff College is only twenty miles north
of east from St. Louis at Alton, Ill.
M. A. SHEPARD.

RAISING

rg

BE

by Mail, Post Pad.

Virginia has 10,000 oystermen.
It is claimed that tbe corn crop

compare
favorably with any
Eastern
schools.
McKendree and Shurtleff Colleges, both having received their charters
in 183%, have sent
divines,
lawyers,

LOOK
102 large

ITEMS.

Louis, Cincinnati,

.

ERTISEMENTS.

of markets, such

hav-

the climate and work.
The working classes may grumble and have good reason to,
yet they would find more occasion for
grumbling
were
they
in
any
other
country.
The great lessons of contentwith

to

SS

rank with the best.

ing scattered in all directions,
finding it
impossibleto accommodate themselves to

ment

2

, “1879.

who will pay this money. Hence, through | ;1q wash the affected parts afterwards with
Central and Southern Illinois,hundreds of weak soap-suds.
.
farms can be bought for cash at one-third
Don’t forget to send your flowers to your
of what they were valued at
ive years sick neighbors. They do a world of good, and
ago.
I am ‘confident, with the knowlplants thrive all the better for having the
edge I have of Illinois .as a resident for Jour
lossoms picked.
forty-five years, that if Eastern people onDon’t be discouraged at ene failure—but
ly knew of the great bargains to be obtainkeep trying until your windows are a living
ed
in these farms,
thousands
would
protest against frost and snow, and your room
halt on their way West, and locate in one
of the finest States of' the Union, Illinois; a bowerof living green, that will never let
where schools, churches and good society the memory of summer days go out of your
eart.
are already established, and where but
a small amount is required to pay freight
—————
$e
on the various farm products to the best

the

train of $27,000 in silver.
:
The print works of the Cocheco Manufacturing Company, at Dover, N. H., were damaged by fire on Saturday morning to the amount
of about fifty thousand dollars,which is fully insured.
The acceptance by Cleveland, Ohio, of the
viaduet or high-level bridge connecting the
east and west sides of Cleveland over the Cuyahoga River flats was made the occasion of a
grand celebration ,Friday.
Many
houses
and
lives are
reported
lost in Port de Paix, Hayti, by flood. The
river-bed had changed, overflowiug the main

La

.

| interest, are willing

Population of Dublin, 250,000

OURRENT EVENTS.

than

<

Miscellaneous.

Summary,

far greater prosperity
predecessors.”

THEa MOR Od
NING STAR, JANUARY : 1

a

to good 75 @ 90¢ ¥ bbl.

Biography,

LA
Ithout

of

£

CRANBERRIES.
—AL $7 50 & $8 504 bbl.

$1050; and backs at $11 @ 11 50 ¥ bbl,
- BEEF.—Sales renging from $10 @

Western, mess and extra mess;

811

and $11

for new,
@

$11 50

:

SMOKED HAM.—At 7 @ 7X;c¢ for city and Western,
in large lots.

L4ED ~Hoston and Western steam at 6 @ 6%c ¥
pound.
;
DRESSED HOGS. ~Further sales of Western
Dressed have been made at 3% @ 8%c
1b. City

Dressed command

4 g 4%c ¥ 1b.

NEWAND

DESIRABLE

Autobiography

and

bod Washburn.

By

BOOKS

Memorials

of Icha-

Henry T. Cheever, D.D,

16mo, $1.00.
Showing how a great business was developed
and large wealth acquired for the use of benevolence.

:
STRATED

:
CATALOGUFS

STON: DLSTHROP

A&M

REE; FUNFOP OME
0, PUBL

SHER3.

ROYAL
Absolutely

BAKING
POWDER"
Pure.

“ROYAL "has a iarger sale than all other baking powders combined—because of its unquestioned
Prepared from GRAPE CREAM
"ARTAR,
y
it has rceived

Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Efficacy.

imported expressly for this peerless powder direct from the Wine district of France,
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and

of eminent. Phiysicians

“ever be
and seientific men everywhere. No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder will
without it.
ROYAL has taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast; more convenient, makes third «ore
J
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages. In tin cans only of Grocers.

